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Abstract
The emergence of order in materials with strongly-correlated electrons in out-of-equilibrium
situations inspires a lot of new research, both experimental and theoretical. The main goal of
this theoretical research project is to better understand related questions in the dynamics in a
strongly correlated many-body state after a photoexcitation has occured.
Such situations are usually not fully explainable in a mean-field picture nor analytically solvable.
Hence, advanced numerical techniques are necessary. In this work, we investigate non-equilib-
rium situations after photoexcitations. In order to model a hypothetical one-dimensional (1D)
manganite, we chose the 1D Hubbard model with nearest-neighbor interaction and a staggered
magnetic field. The photoexcitation is modeled in two different ways: First we investigate sud-
den, local excitations, and afterwards we study a semi-classical approach by applying the Peierls
substitution, which leads to a time-dependent Hamiltonian.
All simulations are performed with an implementation of the time-dependent density-matrix
renormalization group (DMRG), which is formulated by tensor-network states (TNSs), namely
matrix-product states (MPSs) and matrix-product operators (MPOs). The framework used offers
the possibility that every MPO can be externally described by finite-state machines (FSMs),
hence it is extremely flexible. In this thesis, we explain how to perform exact FSM arithmetics,
and how to compress the resulting FSMs. Based on MPSs and FSMs, a quantum-computer
simulator (QCS) is introduced, which is mainly used as a universal tool for (MPS)-quantum-
state manipulations.
From the investigations with the sudden, local excitations, we learned that the electron-electron
interaction is responsible for a rapid relaxation of the magnetic moment of the individual bands.
Nevertheless, this relaxation can be stalled via a stronger magnetic microstructure.
By applying a spin-selective photoexcitation via the Peierls substitution, we are able to induce
a meta-stable charge-density wave (CDW) pattern if a magnetic microstructure is present. For
a small, but finite interaction, we find a decay channel for the doublon-based part of the CDW,
which still leaves a finite pattern. For large interaction, nearly no doublons are created by the
photoexcitation. In the opposite limit, i.e., the non-interacting case, the two spin species are
decoupled. Hence, in both limits the decay channel does not weaken the CDW and we find the
pattern to be stable up to the times we can treat.
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Introduction

Motivation 1
It is the prevalent opinion in the scientific community that the increasing energy demand of
humanity can in the long run only be met by renewable energies or fusion reactors. The latter ones
are still in development and first results about their economic application are not expected before
2035 [Ite01]. Therefore, optimizing already accessible renewable energy sources is mandatory.
One very promising technology is photovoltaics, which continues to increase in efficiency (see
Fig. 1.1) and to decrease in price per kWh. In order for those values to continue their current
trend, further research on all levels, i.e., from manufacturing details up to fundamental research,
is necessary.
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Figure 1.1: Current best research-cell efficiencies. This plot is courtesy of the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory, Golden, CO. [PVE03]
This thesis aims to contribute in the realm of fundamental research. Understanding the exact
process of photoexcitations and the subsequent interaction within the photo-excited environment,
even in model systems, is of utmost importance. The motivation for this work is to better
understand the effect of photoexcitations in interacting, strongly correlated many-body quantum
systems. The main focus concerns the question whether or not there are differences due to
interaction effects.
Different experiments, e.g., with ultracold gases in optical lattices [Blo05, BDZ08], show that
model systems can be realized and studied with increasing accuracy. Hence, the urge for better
theoretical methods, with predictive power, is increasing. Fortunately, computational resources
still nearly follow Moore’s law [Moo65, Moo17] and therefore numerical tools have become a valid
option for problems that resist analytic solvability, e.g., by means of the Bethe ansatz [Bet31].
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In fact, a multitude of numerical methods exist that aim at approximate solutions for different
classes of problems.
The remainder of this introduction starts with the basic quantum-mechanical notion of strongly
correlated systems. Afterwards, quantum computing is briefly introduced and a short summary
of phases of matter is presented. Next, all models and excitations that are used in this thesis are
introduced.
The second part of this thesis is dedicated to the numerical methods that were used, implemented,
and, in some parts, developed for this thesis. It begins with a short introduction of the notation
and some algorithms that will be used throughout the following, more detailed, description of
matrix-product states (MPSs) and matrix-product operators (MPOs). Afterwards, we introduce
finite-state machines (FSMs) as a method to create MPOs and compare operations on FSMs
with their numerical counterparts on MPOs. The following three sections make heavy use of
the introduced objects and describe the ground-state search, time-evolution schemata, and a
universal quantum-computer simulator that is based on MPSs.
The last part combines all of the afore described theory and methods in order to investigate
dynamics after sudden, local photoexcitations and spatially and temporally extended photoex-
citations. We present the effect of finite interactions and different magnetic microstructures on
the propagation of both types of photoexcitations.
In the end we conclude with a retrospective summary and discuss some prospectives for future
developments.
Theoretical Background 2
Quantum Systems 2.1
Generally, the state of a quantum system on a lattice at temperature T = 0 can be described
by a wave function |ψ〉 ∈ HL with H denoting a local Hilbert space on L distinct positions.
Note that such a state can represent a single particle, N = 1, but also many particles, N > 1.
Many-particle states give birth to effects like quantum entanglement [Sch35], the EPR paradox
[EPR35], and the (not yet proven) quantum supremacy [Pre12].
In order to describe the time evolution of such a state in a system, which is given in terms of a
Hermitian Hamiltonian Hˆ : HL → HL, all we need to do is solve the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation [Sch26]
i~
∂
∂τ
|ψ〉 = Hˆ |ψ〉 , (2.1)
with ~ denoting the reduced Planck constant and τ denoting the time. In the case of a time-
independent Hamiltonian, we obtain the formal solution
|ψ(τ)〉 = e− i~ Hˆτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Uˆ(τ)
|ψ(0)〉 , (2.2)
which defines the time-evolution operator Uˆ(τ). For systems for which we can diagonalize the
Hamiltonian exactly, we can describe the time evolution for every point in time. Those systems
distinguish themselves by being small (diagonalization possible numerically, e.g., [San10]) or
by being integrable (diagonalization possible analytically, e.g., [Bet31]). In order to investigate
larger, non-integrable systems, further approximations and numerical approaches are necessary.
The properties of a quantum state at very low temperatures T ≈ 0 can be investigated in the
ground state |ψ0〉. It is defined as the (possibly degenerated) state with the lowest energy E0.
The energy E, however, is given by the time-independent Schrödinger equation,
E |ψ〉 = Hˆ |ψ〉 . (2.3)
In this thesis, we usually start our investigations by exciting a ground state via a local or global
excitation.
In principle, there are two operations that can be performed with quantum mechanical states:
Applying an arbitrary operator
|ψ˜〉 = Oˆ |ψ〉 (2.4)
and measuring overlaps between two states |ψ〉 and |ψ′〉,
O = 〈ψ|ψ′〉 ∈ C . (2.5)
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From these two operations we also derive the measurement of an observable with a Hermitian
operator kˆ
k|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|kˆ|ψ〉 = 〈kˆ〉 ∈ R . (2.6)
Note that the limitation to Hermitian operators arises due to the fact that only real numbers
can be measured in experiments.
In this thesis, we are particularly interested in the difference between different classes of quantum
states, namely weakly correlated and strongly correlated states. Whereas weakly correlated
quantum states can be well described by mean-field theory, the description might fail for strongly
correlated systems. A general (two-point) correlation function of a state ψ is defined by
COˆj (τ),Oˆ
′
j′ (τ
′)
|ψ〉 = 〈Oˆj(τ)Oˆ′j′(τ ′)〉 , (2.7)
with the positions j and j′, the times τ and τ ′, and the operators Oˆ and Oˆ′. In order to obtain
the strength of the correlations, the bare correlation function is not sufficient. Instead we need
the connected correlation function,
C˜Oˆj (τ),Oˆ
′
j′ (τ
′)
|ψ〉 = 〈Oˆj(τ)Oˆ′j′(τ ′)〉 − 〈Oˆj(τ)〉 〈Oˆj′(τ ′)〉 (2.8)
= 〈(Oˆj(τ)− 〈Oˆj(τ)〉)(Oˆj′(τ ′)− 〈Oˆj′(τ ′)〉)〉 , (2.9)
which measures the fluctuations around the mean value of the observables.
It is challenging to describe strongly correlated states with methods like density-functional theory
(DFT) [HK64] with approximated local (local-density approximation (LDA) [VWN80]) or semi-
local functionals. Hence, algorithms were developed that capture the main features of such states,
e.g., dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) [GK92] and extensions of LDA [Bie14]. Furthermore,
methods like exact diagonalization (ED) (e.g., [San10]), quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) (e.g.,
[FMNR01, TW05]), and density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG) (e.g., [Whi92, Whi93,
Sch11, PWKH99]) were invented, which all capture the correlations very well but have different,
partly severe, restrictions. If one, nevertheless, wants to simulate those systems in an exact way,
the only alternative is a quantum simulator [Fey82].
Quantum Computation 2.2
The theory of quantum computation has first reached broad publicity in the 1980s after Richard
Feynman proposed quantum simulators [Fey82].1 In the following decades, some theoretical work
was done (see [NC04] and references within). The topic got another big boost in attention after
Peter Shor proposed his quantum algorithm to effectively2 factorize numbers in 1994 [Sho94,
Sho97]. Since then, several additional quantum algorithms have been developed for theoretical,
faultless quantum computers (QCs). On the experimental side, there were two big occurrences,
firstly the quantum annealing processors demonstrated by D-Wave in 2007 ([DWa, JAG+11] and
secondly the IBM Q Experience [IBM] that was launched in 2016 and made a 5 qubit quantum
computer available to the general public. Since the launch, and often in combination with
1Actually, the Russian-born mathematician Yuri Manin had proposed a similar idea, but less clearly, already 2
years earlier [Man80]. Because the scientific community was, due to political reasons, not yet globally connected,
Feynman introduced the idea independently.
2An algorithm is effective if and only if (iff) it does scale polynomially.
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that particular QC, an ever growing number of publications have been released [Lis]. Lately,
a perceptron [Ros57], which is part of a very simple neural network, was simulated on the 5
qubit system [TMGB18] that got coverage in general media [hei]. In order to further push
the boundaries, the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) received a $30 million
grant “to build and operate an Advanced Quantum Testbed” [lbn]. The main goal of that
project will be to provide different quantum-computing resources to other researchers and to
further develop algorithms like variational-quantum eigensolver (VQE) [PMS+14]. An overview
of different possible experimental realizations of QCs is given in Ref. [NC04]. It includes quantum
simulators like ultracold gases in optical lattices, and superconducting quantum computing in
which the qubits are realized as Josephson junctions [Jos62, Jos74]. The latter one is used by
the IBM Q Experience [IBM].
In chapter 10, we introduce a quantum-computer simulator (QCS) based on matrix-product
states (MPSs) and finite-state machines (FSMs). Being aware of the work of Vidal in the early
2000s [Vid03], we do not claim to be able to run every quantum algorithm nor do we expect the
speed-up of a QC. Instead, we emphasize the usage of the QCS as a way to check for the necessity
of a QC for a given quantum algorithm and as a quantum-algorithm debugger. Furthermore, the
question arises how quantum algorithms perform if the qubits are only stored in an approximated
manner. At the time of writing, we do not have an answer to that question, but developed the
machinery to perform further investigations.
As one main focus of this thesis is the question of the creation of a metastable phase due to a
photoexcitation, we next introduce phases of matter; we start with the classical description and
afterwards extend it to the quantum world.
Phases of Matter 2.3
In the classical world, we are able to summarize states of matter into phases, e.g., water can
be in different states, which can be described by its thermodynamical properties (temperature
T , pressure p, volume V , number of particles N , entropy S, and chemical potential µ). These
states can be summarized into phases; in case of water, these would be solid, liquid, and vapor.3
These summaries can be depicted in phase diagrams like Fig. 2.1, in which also the critical point,
at which the distinction between liquid and vapor is not valid anymore and the triple point at
which all three phases intersect are shown.
Besides these commonly known kinds of phases, the same concept can be applied also to other
properties, e.g., magnetic phases of iron or electronic phases of matter. Phase transitions are
points in parameter space at which a sudden change of physical properties occurs [Ess]. This
statement can be formulated more precisely with the help of the free energy,
F (N,V, T ) = −kBT ln(Z(N,V, T )) , (2.10)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and Z(N,V, T ) is the partition function. Consider the
thermodynamic limit, then a phase transition is a point in parameter space at which F becomes
a non-analytic function of one of its parameters. Via the Ehrenfest classification it is possible to
classify phase transitions of different orders. This order is determined by the lowest derivative
of the free energy with respect to the parameter from which the non-analyticity arises [Jae98].
An important quantity for the investigation of phase transitions is the order parameter, which
3Plasma, which is also a phase of water, is omitted here, because it is not observed in everyday life and thus
does not help the illustration.
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Figure 2.1: Phase diagram of water with the three phases solid, liquid, and vapor. By Cmglee - Own
work, CC BY-SA 3.0 [Wat].
is usually finite in the ordered phase and zero otherwise. The order parameter needs to be
chosen appropriately to the phase transition, e.g., the difference in density for liquid-to-vapor
transitions or the magnetization for paramagnet-to-ferromagnet transition. States with finite
order parameter often originate from broken symmetries. If the Hamiltonian is symmetric and
it exists a ground state that is not symmetric, we can encounter a symmetry breaking due to
fluctuations. Such a symmetry breaking is called spontaneous.
The Mermin-Wagner theorem, named after David Mermin and Herbert Wagner, states that in
low dimensions, i.e., in less than or equal to 2 dimensions, continuous symmetries cannot be
spontaneously broken if the classical system is at finite temperature and the interactions are
short-ranged. [MW66]
Two phases, in particular, are important for this thesis: The charge-density wave (CDW) and
the spin-density wave (SDW). The former can be depicted as a charge density that is periodically
modulated with a wavelength λ. The latter can be understood as a combination of two CDWs
that are 180◦ out-of-phase.
Up to this point, we have considered phase transitions that are driven by thermal fluctuations.
In the quantum world, we would like to know whether there are still phase transitions in the
ground state, i.e., at T = 0. In fact, due to quantum fluctuations, which arise from the Heisenberg
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uncertainty principle, we obtain a quantum phase transition (QPT) at a point in parameter space
at T = 0, which is called quantum critical point (QCP) [Sac99]. It is important to note that in
experiments T = 0 is not reachable, but the existence of a QCP can already be deduced in its
vicinity, which is also called the quantum critical regime.
In the previous considerations, we presumed that all states were in thermal equilibrium. That
means macroscopic, thermodynamical properties are constant in time and there are no macro-
scopic currents, whereas microscopic observables can vary. An illustrative example for an equi-
librium state is an ideal gas in a microcanonical ensemble, in which the pressure is constant but
the position of the particles is not.
In contrast, if an equilibrium state is excited, local observables like the local density can show
time-dependent behavior, hence it is an out-of-equilibrium state. After an excitation, the state
will eventually transition into an equilibrated state. Note that this state does not necessarily
need to be in thermal equilibrium, but can also be described by a steady-state. One way to check
the kind of equilibrated state is to compare its observables with those of a thermal state that
has the same energy. In fact, the question whether or not systems transition into their thermal
equilibrium is part of current scientific investigations. One main hypothesis is the eigenstate
thermalization hypothesis (ETH) [PGD13, RDO08], which states that for an arbitrary initial
state an observable 〈Aˆ〉 will, in time, evolve into its corresponding thermal value if two conditions
are met. Those two conditions are: First, the diagonal, i.e., α = α′, matrix elements
Aα,α′ = 〈Eα|Aˆ|Eα′〉 , (2.11)
with |Eα〉 being energy eigenstates, only vary smoothly for adjacent α. And second, the off-
diagonal elements Aα,α′ with α 6= α′ are much smaller than the diagonal elements. Nevertheless,
it is already known that this hypothesis does not always hold, e.g., in the case of an extensive
number of conserved quantities [RS12].
In order be able to investigate properties of explicit systems, we introduce their Hamiltonians in
the next chapter.

Modeling 3
Due to the exponentially growing Hilbert space, it is in general not possible to describe macro-
scopic matter by its full wave function. Hence, we always need to apply approximations in
order to be able to predict certain observables. In this thesis, we make extensive use of the
density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [Whi92, Whi93, Sch11, PWKH99] and hence we
restrain ourself to the one-dimensional (1D) version of each model, as DMRG works well in 1D.
Furthermore, we assume open-boundary conditions (OBC) if not stated otherwise.
We start with the general Hubbard model, which describes interacting electrons on a lattice.
Afterwards, we deduce the Heisenberg model, which is used to describe ferro- and antiferro-
magnetism, as the half-filled strong-coupling limit of the Hubbard model. Note that we use
the Heisenberg model in this thesis mainly for illustration. The last model we introduce is the
Hubbard-like model for a hypothetical 1D praseodymium-calcium-manganite (Pr1−xCaxMnO3,
if x = 0.5 also PCMO). There are exact solutions for the first two models in some limits, whereas
the latter one has, to our knowledge, none1.
Furthermore, we present different modeling approaches for excitations. There, we start with a
discussion of general excitations and afterwards concentrate on different photoexcitations. Two
types of photoexcitations were used to produce the results in part III.
Hubbard Model 3.1
The Hubbard model, named after John Hubbard [Gut63, Kan63, Hub63, Hub64a, Hub64b,
Hub65], is a simple model to describe strongly correlated electron systems. Despite its apparent
simplicity, it is used widely, e.g., to attempt to describe the electronic properties of high-temper-
ature superconduction [EFG+05]. Furthermore, it captures the Mott metal-insulator transition
[Hub64b, Geb97]. The 1D Hamiltonian in second quantization is given by
HˆHubbard = −
∑
j,σ
(
tj cˆ
†
σ,j+1cˆσ,j + t
†
j cˆ
†
σ,j cˆσ,j+1
)
+
∑
j
Ujnˆ↑,jnˆ↓,j , (3.1)
in which cˆ†σ,j is the creation operator of an electron with spin σ ∈ {↑, ↓} on site j, cˆσ,j is the
annihilation operator of an electron with spin σ on site j, and nˆσ,j = cˆ
†
σ,j cˆσ,j is the particle-
number operator for electrons with spin σ on site j. The parameter tj describes the electron
transfer matrix between neighboring sites, and the local Coulomb interaction is parametrized by
Uj . The creation and annihilation operators obey the anticommutator relations,{
cˆσ,j , cˆ
†
σ′,j
}
= cˆσ,icˆ
†
σ′,j + cˆ
†
σ′,j cˆσ,i = δijδσ′σ
{
cˆ†σ,i, cˆ
†
σ′,j
}
=
{
cˆσ,i, cˆσ′,j
}
= 0 . (3.2)
1Of course, except in the limit, in which it is equal to the Hubbard model.
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We furthermore define the particle density nˆj = nˆ↑,j + nˆ↓,j and the spin Sˆ
z
j =
1
2 (nˆ↑,j − nˆ↓,j) on
site j. With this, we can define two conserved quantities of Eq. (3.1),[
HˆHubbard, Nˆ
]
= 0
[
HˆHubbard, Sˆ
z
]
= 0 , (3.3)
namely the total particle number and the total magnetization,
Nˆ =
L∑
j
nˆj Sˆ
z =
L∑
j
Sˆzj . (3.4)
In the non-interacting case (U = 0), also the particle number for every momentum is conserved2,
nˆσ,k = cˆ
†
σ,k cˆσ,k =
1
L
∑
j
eijkcˆ†σ,j
∑
j
eijkcˆσ,j
 . (3.5)
Thus, the Hamiltonian can be diagonalized,
HˆU=0Hubbard =
∑
σ,k
(k)cˆ†σ,k cˆσ,k , (3.6)
which yields the dispersion relation
(k) = −2t cos(k) . (3.7)
The Hubbard model in 1D is integrable and (hence) exactly solvable for all fillings and all
interaction strengths. Lieb and Wu found that a variant of the Bethe ansatz [Bet31] can be used
to find an exact solution for the ground state [LW68]. Later, Takahashi extended this solution
in order to describe also thermodynamic properties [Tak72].
Next, we introduce the Heisenberg model as the half-filled strong-coupling limit of the Hubbard
model. Afterwards, we present a variation of the Hubbard model, which possesses an additional
term that represents an external magnetic field.
Heisenberg Model – Half-Filled
Strong-Coupling Limit of the Hubbard Model 3.2
In this section, we introduce the Heisenberg model and show how to obtain it as the half-filled
strong-coupling limit of the Hubbard model. We follow the thorough derivation of Ref. [NR09],
but adopt it to the already introduced nearest-neighbor model. The Heisenberg model itself is
widely used to describe magnetic insulators and “can be considered to be, till today, the most
intensely worked and also the best understood model of magnetism” [NR09]. This statement
was underpinned also by the Nobel prize for Haldane in 2016 [Hal17], who worked on topological
phases of matter, e.g., on the Aﬄeck-Lieb-Kennedy-Tasaki (AKLT) model [AKLT87, Hal83],
which is related to the spin-1 Heisenberg chain. Although we have also investigated the spin-1
Heisenberg model in Ref. [BKT+17], in this thesis it serves mainly illustrative purposes.
A flexible formulation of the Hamiltonian with nearest-neighbor interaction is
Hˆ =
L−1∑
j=1
[
Jj
2
(
Sˆ+j Sˆ
−
j+1 + Sˆ
−
j Sˆ
+
j+1
)
+ Jzj Sˆ
z
j Sˆ
z
j+1
]
, (3.8)
2The Fourier transformation is, of course, only exact if periodic-boundary conditionss (PBCs) are assumed,
which we therefore do here.
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in which Sˆ±j = Sˆ
x
j ± iSˆyj and Sˆzj are the common spin operators on site j. In the case Jj = 0 and
Jzj 6= 0 ∀ j, the Ising model is obtained. In the opposite case, Jj 6= 0 and Jzj = 0 ∀ j, the model
is called the XX-model. If Jj = Jzj ∀ j, the original Heisenberg model
HˆHeisenberg =
∑
j
Jj ~ˆSj ~ˆSj+1 , (3.9)
with the spin operator ~ˆSj and limited to nearest-neighbor interaction, is obtained [Hei28].
Next, we derive the Heisenberg model as the half-filled strong-coupling limit of the Hubbard
model, that means 〈Nˆ〉 = L and U  t. We do this by treating the hopping term as perturbation
Hˆ1,
HˆHubbard =
∑
j
Ujnˆ↑,jnˆ↓,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hˆ0
+
∑
j,σ
tj
(
cˆ†σ,j+1cˆσ,j + cˆ
†
σ,j cˆσ,j+1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hˆ1
(3.10)
of the unperturbed system Hˆ0. For simplicity, we consider the interaction strength Uj in the
following to be site independent, i.e., Uj = U ∀ j. The eigenstates of Hˆ0 can be characterized
by the number of doubly occupied sites D, which leads to highly degenerate eigenstates |D,α〉
with energy ED = UD, where α lifts the degeneracy. From first-order perturbation theory3 we
identify E(1)0 via
det
(
(0)〈0, α′|Hˆ1|0, α〉(0) − E(1)0 δα,α′
)
!
= 0 . (3.11)
Because Hˆ1 always creates an empty and a doubly occupied site and
(0)〈D,α′|Hˆ1|0, α〉(0) 6= 0 if and only if (iff) D = 1 , (3.12)
we obtain the still degenerate energy E(1)0 = 0. Hence, we need to apply second-order perturba-
tion theory, i.e., we need to solve
∑
α
D 6=0∑
D,β
(0)〈0, α′|Hˆ1|D,β〉(0)(0)〈D,β|Hˆ1|0, α〉(0)
E
(0)
0 − E(0)D
− E(2)0 δα,α′
 != 0 , (3.13)
which, if interpreted as eigenvalue equation, leads to a new Hamiltonian Hˆnew. Because of
Eq. (3.12) only summands with D = 1 contribute and hence E(0)D → E(0)1 . Consequently, we can
omit the limitation D 6= 0 and obtain the matrix elements of the new Hamiltonian,
〈0, α′|Hˆnew|0, α〉 = 1
E
(0)
0 − E(0)1
(0)〈0, α′| Hˆ1

∑
|D,β〉
|D,β〉(0)(0)〈D,β|
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1ˆ
 Hˆ1 |0, α〉(0) (3.14)
= − 1
U
(0)〈0, α′|Hˆ21 |0, α〉(0) . (3.15)
3We denote the order of the object with an upstairs bracketed index.
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In order to read off the new Hamiltonian, we introduce the projector Pˆ0 =
∑
α |0, α〉 〈0, α|, which
projects into the manifold of the ground states of Hˆ0, i.e., all states with 〈nˆj〉 = 1 ∀ j. The new
Hamiltonian is then given by
Hˆnew = − 1
U
Pˆ0
∑
j,σ
tj
(
cˆ†σ,j+1cˆσ,j + cˆ
†
σ,j cˆσ,j+1
)∑
j′,σ′
tj
(
cˆ†σ′,j′+1cˆσ′,j′ + cˆ
†
σ′,j′ cˆσ′,j′+1
) Pˆ0
(3.16)
= − 1
U
Pˆ0
∑
j,j′,
σ,σ′
tjtj′
cˆ†σ,j+1cˆσ,j cˆ†σ′,j′+1cˆσ′,j′︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ cˆ†σ,j+1cˆσ,j cˆ
†
σ′,j′ cˆσ′,j′+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
6=0 iff j=j′
+ cˆ†σ,j cˆσ,j+1cˆ
†
σ′,j′+1cˆσ′,j′︸ ︷︷ ︸
6=0 iff j=j′
+ cˆ†σ,j cˆσ,j+1cˆ
†
σ′,j′ cˆσ′,j′+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
 Pˆ0 , (3.17)
in which the underbraced equalities become only valid because of the subsequent projection. In
the following, we insert σ¯ as the opposite spin to σ and rearrange the terms of Eq. (3.17) that
survive the projection in order to omit σ′,
Hˆnew = − 1
U
Pˆ0
∑
j,σ,σ′
t2j
 cˆ†σ,j+1cˆσ′,j+1 cˆσ,j cˆ†σ′,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
= δ
σ,σ′ − cˆ
†
σ′,j cˆσ,j
+cˆ†σ,j cˆσ′,j cˆσ,j+1cˆ
†
σ′,j+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
= δ
σ,σ′ − cˆ
†
σ′,j+1cˆσ,j+1

 Pˆ0 (3.18)
= − 1
U
Pˆ0
∑
j,σ
t2j (nˆσ,j+1 − nˆσ,j+1nˆσ,j + nˆσ,j − nˆσ,jnˆσ,j+1
−cˆ†σ,j+1cˆσ¯,j+1cˆ†σ¯,j cˆσ,j − cˆ†σ,j cˆσ¯,j cˆ†σ¯,j+1cˆσ,j+1
))
Pˆ0 . (3.19)
Next, we reintroduce the spin operators,
Sˆzj =
1
2
(nˆ↑,j − nˆ↓,j) (3.20)
Sˆ+j = cˆ
†
↑,j cˆ↓,j Sˆ
−
j = cˆ
†
↓,j cˆ↑,j , (3.21)
in terms of the creation and annihilation operators. This leads, in particular, to
Sˆzj Sˆ
z
j+1 =
1
4
(nˆ↑,jnˆ↑,j+1 − nˆ↑,j (1− nˆ↑,j+1)− nˆ↓,j (1− nˆ↓,j+1) + nˆ↓,jnˆ↓,j+1) (3.22)
=
1
4
∑
σ
(2nˆσ,jnˆσ,j+1 − nˆσ,j) . (3.23)
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Inserting Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22) into Eq. (3.19) we obtain
Hˆnew = − 1
U
Pˆ0
∑
j
t2j
nˆ↑,j+1 + nˆ↓,j+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
1ˆ
−4
(
Sˆzj Sˆ
z
j+1 +
1
2
(
Sˆ+j Sˆ
−
j+1 + Sˆ
−
j Sˆ
+
j+1
))
 Pˆ0 (3.24)
= Pˆ0
−
∑
j
t2j
U
1ˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
const
−
∑
j
4t2j
U
SˆjSˆj+1
 Pˆ0 , (3.25)
which is up to an “(actually unimportant) constant”4 the spin-1/2 Heisenberg Hamiltonian Eq. (3.8)
[NR09] with Jj = −4t
2
j
U . Note that the projectors are still needed in order to use the Heisenberg
Hamiltonian, which usually describes systems with only two physical basis states per site, in the
larger basis.
In the next section, we introduce the hypothetical 1D praseodymium-calcium-manganite (PCMO)
model, which is used throughout this thesis.
One-Dimensional
Praseodymium-Calcium-Manganite 3.3
The main content of this section is published as a regular article in Physical Review B [KRS+18]. Whereas
the derivations of the model and the band structures were mainly done by my coauthors Sangeeta
Rajpurohit and Fabian Biebl, the parts of the final manuscript that are used here were written primarily
by me and revised together with the coauthors. It is therefore mainly adopted from the manuscript
[KRS+18].
In Ref. [KRS+18], a hypothetical model for an 1D manganite is introduced. This model is used
for all investigations of dynamics after photoexcitations in this thesis. Therefore, we summarize
the derivation of the model and the key aspects of this model in this section.
Figure 3.1: (Published in [KRS+18]) Degrees of freedom of the tight-binding model from which the
one-dimensional model is derived. The first two octahedra show the orbital degrees of freedom of the
eg electrons, which are treated explicitly. The last octahedron shows the degrees of freedom of the t2g
electrons, which are treated classically.
4This constant only results in a constant energy shift and is therefore unimportant for almost all uses.
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Starting from the model introduced in Ref. [SRB+17], we only focus on the electronic degrees
of freedom in order to study the electronic relaxation after a photoexcitation. In the following,
we therefore freeze the t2g spin, which is described by a classical spin, and the lattice degrees
of freedom in the ground state. Hence, the only remaining dynamical entities in this model are
the eg electrons. Furthermore, the Hilbert space for the eg electrons has been limited to two
local d3z2−r2 spin orbitals per Mn-site, which makes the model similar to a single-band Hubbard
model with spatially varying magnetic fields. For a graphical representation of the mentioned
entities, see Fig. 3.1.
We focus on the half-doped system, i.e., x = 0.5, because it allows us to study the role of
the magnetic microstructures formed by antiferromagnetically coupled Zener polarons on the
relaxation dynamics of a photoexcitation. As depicted in Fig. 3.2, such a Zener polaron consists
of two neighboring Mn-sites, which share a single eg electron that is uniformly delocalized over
both sites. The Mn-ions inside a Zener polaron are ferromagnetically aligned, and, without loss
of generality, we choose the spins to point along the z-axis, that is Sx = Sy = 0.
This leads to the spin configuration on the four Mn-sites of the unit cell, as depicted in Fig. 3.2,
(Sz,1, Sz,2, Sz,3, Sz,4) =
3~
2
(−1,−1,+1,+1) . (3.26)
The spin distribution is periodic, so that Sz,j+4 = Sz,j . This means that the eg electrons
experience the t2g spin and the lattice degrees of freedom as a staggered magnetic field.
Unit cell
Figure 3.2: (Combination of Fig. 4.6 in [Bie16] and Fig. 5 in [KRS+18]) Representation of the
PCMO octahedra with their magnetic microstructure and the delocalized tg electrons. Consider the four
octahedra in the center as one unit cell.
As a result, the Hamiltonian can be expressed in the form of a one-band Hubbard model with a
staggered magnetic field. Formulated in second quantization, we thus obtain the simplified many-
electron Hamiltonian for a 1D model, which we connect to a (fictive) half-doped 1D manganite
Hˆ =
∑
j
{
−thop
∑
σ
(
cˆ†σ,j+1cˆσ,j + cˆ
†
σ,j cˆσ,j+1
)
+ Unˆ↑,jnˆ↓,j +
2∆
3~
Sz,jSˆ
z
j
}
. (3.27)
Using the values of table 3.1, we obtain
U ≈ 4.3thop (3.28)
for the Hubbard interaction and
∆ = 2JH ≈ 2.3thop (3.29)
for the Hund’s splitting.
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In relation to PCMO, we study the photoexcitation for the set of parameters (3.28) – (3.29).
However, the model Eq. (3.27) allows us to go beyond this particular realization and tune the
values of U/thop and ∆/thop independently from each other. In this sense, this model realizes a
minimal model for a manganite system to study the effect of the Hund’s coupling in the magnetic
microstructure realized by the Zener polarons, and the effect of the electron-electron interaction
on the photoexcitation in such systems. In chapters 11 and 12, we hence study the time evolution
after a photoexcitation for the parameter values Eqs. (3.28) and (3.29) using matrix-product state
(MPS), and also the results when changing the values of ∆/thop and U/thop.
Parameters from first-principle calculation
In [SRB+17] a first-principle calculation on PCMO is performed and in [KRS+18] the 1D model
Eq. (3.27) is derived. For completeness, all resulting parameters, as given in [KRS+18], are
shown in table 3.1.
JAF 32.6 meV gJT 2.113 eV/Å
JH 0.653 eV kJT 5.173 eV/Å2
U 2.514 eV thop 0.585 eV
Jxc 0.692 eV
Table 3.1: (Published in [KRS+18]) Model parameters for the 1D model situation, based on the first-
principle calculations on PCMO in [SRB+17]. JAF describes the antiferromagnetic coupling between the
t2g states of neighboring Mn-sites; JH is the Hund’s coupling; U and Jxc are the Kanamori parameters
for electron-electron interaction between eg electrons; gJT and kJT parametrize the electron-phonon
interaction; thop is the hopping amplitude of the eg electrons.
Band structure of non-interacting electrons
In order to understand the results in Sec. 11.1, let us explore the basic features of the model
Eq. (3.27) without Coulomb interaction, i.e., the case U = 0.
The band structure of the non-interacting system elucidates the role of the Hund’s splitting ∆,
which acts as a staggered magnetic field on the electronic structure. We obtain
ν(k) =
+
+−−
thop
√√√√
2 +
(
∆
2thop
)2
+−−
+
2
√
cos2(2ka) +
(
∆
2thop
)2
, (3.30)
where k is the momentum in the reduced Brillouin zone, ν labels the bands in this reduced
Brillouin zone, and we introduced the spacing between the Mn-ions a. For the details of the
derivation, see [KRS+18] and [Bie16].
In Fig. 3.3, this band structure is shown for different values of ∆/thop. Without Hund’s splitting,
the system is equivalent to a single-band Hubbard chain (see Sec. 3.1), for which we already
obtained the dispersion relation Eq. (3.7).5 In the setting of the four-site unit cell, this dispersion
relation is folded back twice into the smaller reciprocal unit cell as shown in Fig. 3.3. In our
case, at quarter filling, the lowest of the four bands is fully occupied in the ground state.
5Note that we replaced the electron transfer matrix t with the thop and included the spacing a.
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In the limit of infinite Hund’s splitting ∆, the band structure develops into four nearly disper-
sionless bands.
As seen in Fig. 3.3, intermediate Hund’s splitting leads to a coexistence of gaps, flat bands,
and bands with large dispersion. Thus, the behavior of the dynamics will be non-trivial for
intermediate Hund’s splitting. The parameters in table 3.1 show that PCMO lies in this regime.
−X Γ X−6
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−2
0
2
4
6
 ν
(k
)/
t h
op
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−X Γ X
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−X Γ X
∆/thop = 4
−X Γ X
∆/thop = 8
Figure 3.3: (Inspired by Fig. 6 in [KRS+18]) One-particle band structure of Pr1/2Ca1/2MnO3 for
different values of the Hund’s splitting ∆, which is measured in units of thop. Γ denotes the origin of the
k-points, and X = pi/4a the zone boundary with the Mn-Mn spacing a. One can see that the distance
between the mean of the upper two bands and the mean of the lower two bands is close to ∆ for large
values of ∆. Furthermore, in the same limit, the distance of the upper two bands (as well as the one of
the lower two bands) is approximately 2thop.
Next, we introduce modeled excitations, in particular various models for photoexcitations.
Excitations 3.4
In order to investigate model systems, it is usually of no interest to evolve an eigenstate, e.g.,
the ground state, of the Hamiltonian in time. Hence, we have, in general, two possible, and
more interesting, scenarios: Starting with a somehow previously prepared state that is not an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian or perform the time evolution with a time-dependent Hamiltonian.
Examples for both approaches are investigated in the following, focusing on excitations that
model photoexcitations. In particular in the case of a sudden local excitation, the propagation
of the excitation can be investigated with respect to the Lieb-Robinson bound [LR72, BDS14],
which states an upper speed limit for the propagation of information.
Photoexcitation 3.4.1
The main idea of a photoexcitation in a strongly correlated system can be expressed by the
interaction of photons with electrons. From semi-conductor physics we know that if the energy
of a photon Eph = ~ω is larger than the gap Eg between the valence band and the conduction
band an electron can be moved from the former into the latter. For photons with much larger
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energy Eph  Eg, hot electrons are created, which lose their energy by emitting phonons, i.e.,
heating up the system [AHRF+08], or via impact ionization [Man10]. Within the description
of the Hubbard model, excitations close to the Fermi energy can be described best [AHRF+08].
Therefore, we do not describe the creation and the dissipation of the hot electrons but model
the state that results afterwards.
In this section, we describe different possibilities, which are frequently considered in the literature,
to take into account the light-electron interaction without the need of quantizing the light field.
We start by introducing several ad-hoc approaches, which are either local in real or in momentum
space. Afterwards, the Peierls substitution, in which the light field is described semi-classically,
is presented.
Operator-based photoexcitations
Conceptually, the simplest approach to modeling a photoexcitation is to apply local operators
acting directly on the electron distribution. This has been done in previous works that also
extend the Hubbard model, e.g., in [AHRDA13] the one-band Hubbard model at half filling with
additional nearest-neighbor interactions is investigated after a whole Gaussian wave packet was
applied. Another example is given in [DVB+15] in which the Holstein-Hubbard model, which
includes phonon degrees of freedom, is treated, starting from an electron at momentum k = pi
and a phonon vacuum. Here, instead of considering further extensions to the Hubbard model, we
quickly summarize how the photoexcitations can be treated “ad hoc” as found in the literature.
The first approach we want to consider here is the one by [HP12] that uses a doublon-creation
operator
dˆ†j,simple = cˆ
†
↑,j cˆ
†
↓,j (3.31)
on an empty system at site j. This allows them to study the decay of a doublon and its spreading
with a “light cone effect".
As we are interested in many-body effects, we can excite a system at its ground state with a
particle-hole-like excitation. To achieve this, a more advanced doublon-creation operator
dˆ†j =
1√
2
∑
σ
cˆ†σ,jnˆσ¯,j (3.32)
as well as a holon-creation operator
hˆ†j =
1√
2
∑
σ
cˆσ,j
(
1− nˆσ¯,j
)
(3.33)
is defined, e.g., in [DdSAHF+10, LP13, LP14, LEP15], σ¯ denoting the opposite spin to σ.
The photoexcitation is then modeled by applying both operators on the initial state |ψ0〉, i.e.,
dˆ†j hˆ
†
j′ |ψ0〉 with j and j′ often being nearest-neighbor or close-by sites. This approach might be a
good representation of a photoexcitation at half-filling. However, doublons are very improbable
in the quarter-filled case due to the site-dependent magnetic fields and the overall low amount
of electrons.
Whereas the previous approaches create a localized excitation, [WBC+11] suggest to model the
photoexcitation by creating a delocalized holon-doublon pair by applying
XˆL =
L−1∑
j=1
∑
σ
(
cˆ†σ,j cˆσ,j+1 − cˆ†σ,j+1cˆσ,j
)
(3.34)
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over the complete lattice.
As we want to study lifetimes and the propagation of a photoexcitation, we apply the conceptually
simplest excitation and consider the effect of an incoming photon as only moving particles to the
neighboring site. The conceptually simplest operator then is
Yˆj =
∑
σ
cˆ†σ,j+1cˆσ,j , (3.35)
with j and j + 1 being lattice sites both located on the same dimer. This operator has two
advantages: It can easily be understood as moving particles from site j + 1 to site j, and it
conserves the particle number and the spin.
Peierls substitution
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Figure 3.4: (Rescaled version of Fig. 9 in [KPM18]) Vector potential A(j, τ) Eq. (3.38) at site j = 0
(black) and j = 40 (blue). The following parameters are used here: t0 = 10, E0 = 20, k0 = 0.00126, and
s = 6000. These values correspond to a wavelength λ ≈ 500 nm.
The vector potential has nearly the same value at all sites j because the wavelength is much larger than
the spatial extent of the chain. In the inset, the small – but finite – difference between the vector potential
on the two ends of the system is visible. This small difference is due to fact that the wave packet traverses
through the chain only with the speed of light c.
Another way to model a photoexcitation is via the Peierls-substitution ansatz [Pei33, MBE15,
EW13, Sch16]. In this approach, the incident light is considered as a classical field and included
in the Hamiltonian via minimal coupling [Gre00]. In the usual modeling, this leads to a position-
and time-dependent complex phase in the hopping amplitudes, and to additional local magnetic
fields, which are often neglected. In the following, we consider a generalization of the usual
ansatz and assume that the effect of the light field can depend on the spin direction of the
electrons. This is motivated by the realization of spin-selective photoexcitations, e.g., through
the tunability of parameters in experiments on optical lattices [BDZ08].
Our model Hamiltonian Eq. (3.27) is thus modified to
Hˆ = −
∑
j,σ
(
thopσ,j (τ)cˆ
†
σ,j cˆσ,j+1 + h.c.
)
+
∑
j
[
Uj nˆ↑,jnˆ↓,j +
(
∆j +B(j, τ)
)
Sˆzj
]
. (3.36)
The Peierls substitution ansatz for the photoexcitation leads to a tunneling amplitude
thopσ,j (τ) = e
−iασ eela2~ (A(j,τ)+A(j+1,τ)) thop , (3.37)
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where thop is the hopping amplitude in equilibrium. The coefficient ασ takes either the value
one, if the light field couples with the electrons of spin direction σ, or zero, if the coupling is
suppressed. The functions A(j, τ) and B(j, τ) describe the time-dependent modulation of the
vector potential and the magnetic field by an incident light-pulse in the form of a Gaussian wave
packet of width s and amplitude E0 at position j, and are specified by
A(j, τ) =
E0λ
2pic
e−
[aj−c(τ−τ0)]2
s2 sin
[
2pi
λ
(aj − cτ)
]
, (3.38)
B(j, τ) =
E0gsµB
c
e−
[aj−c(τ−τ0)]2
s2 cos
[
2pi
λ
(aj − cτ)
]
. (3.39)
Symbol Value Unit Description
~ 1.0 ~ Planck constant
eel 1.0 eel electron charge
a 1.0 10−10 m lattice spacing
c 3374.85
athop
~ speed of light
gsµB 13.04
eelthopa
2
~ g-factor times Bohr magneton
Table 3.2: (Published in [KPM18]) Constants used in this thesis.
Symbol Value Unit Description
λ 498.7 nm wavelength of the light field
E0 20.0 V/m amplitude
s 6000.0 a width
τ0 10 ~/thop time of the maximum
Table 3.3: (Published in [KPM18]) Parameters of the wave packet used in this thesis.
If not stated otherwise, we use the parameters presented in table 3.3. With these parameters,
the magnetic field B(j, τ)  ∆ so that it will be disregarded in the following. The wavelength
λ is chosen to correspond with the wavelength of the highest intensity in the solar spectrum and
also lies within the range of lasers that are commonly used in pump-probe experiments [Sch16].
The vector potential A(j, τ) with those parameters is shown in Fig. 3.4 for both ends of a system
with 40 sites and with the corresponding parameters also within the figures in chapter 12. In
Fig. 3.4, the very small difference between the two ends of the system due to the small spatial
extent of the chain and the large wavelength can be seen. It is therefore not surprising that
similar results can be obtained without the spatial extent.
In the next part, we introduce the numerical methods used to perform calculations on the
presented models.

Numerical Methods

Motivation, Notation, and Frequently
Used Routines 4
In chapter 3, we introduced several models and excitations. Their exact description is based on
quantum states, which are elements of an exponentially large Hilbert space H. Hence, an exact
representation is numerically only possible for rather small systems.
To overcome this problem, a truncated quantum state, which is still a good approximation, is
desirable.
The density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [Whi92, Whi93], which was derived from
the numerical renormalization group (NRG)[Wil75], was developed as a ground-state search
method. The DMRG quickly became one of the most powerful, and widely used, tools to treat
one-dimensional (1D) strongly correlated quantum systems [Sch05]. Around 2005, boosted by
quantum-information theory, the matrix-product state (MPS) formalism was explored. The
subsequent reformulation of the complete algorithms in terms of tensor-network state (TNS)
enhanced the understanding and the development of further methods (see Ref. [Sch11] and
references within). It furthermore showed that ground states, which were obtained via DMRG,
belong exactly to the class of quantum states for which a good approximation can be found
[RO97].
In this chapter, we describe the basic ideas behind MPS and TNS. Furthermore, we introduce
all concepts and methods within this framework needed in this thesis. A substantial part of
chapters 5 and 6 is used in Ref. [PKS+19]. Unless otherwise stated, these chapters are based on
the thorough review Ref. [Sch11].
We start this chapter by introducing a compact, but complete, tensor notation. Afterwards, we
present some routines, which are extensively used in tensor-network approaches.
In the next two chapters, we give a detailed introduction to MPSs and matrix-product operators
(MPOs). Afterwards, we present a general construction scheme for MPOs based on finite-state
machines (FSMs) and describe additions and multiplications directly in the realm of those FSMs.
Then, two applications of the introduced methods are presented, namely the ground-state search
and two different time-evolution algorithms. In the last chapter of this part, the universal
quantum-computer simulator is introduced.
Tensor Notation
A tensor is a multi-dimensional collection of numbers; intuitively accessible examples are vectors
(one dimension, rank 1) and matrices (two dimensions, rank 2). The rank describes the number
of dimensions and every dimension is labeled by an index. Graphically, tensors are represented
as blobs (circles, triangles, squares) with one leg per tensor index (see Fig. 4.1). Note that the
type of the blob and the coloring are chosen to describe certain properties, which are defined
when needed. Consider a rank 3 tensor T with associated vector spaces A, B, and C. It has
three indices a = [1, . . . ,dim(A)], b = [1, . . . ,dim(B)], and c = [1, . . . ,dim(C)], hence its scalar
coefficients are given by Ta,b,c. We explicitly do not consider quantum-number conservation in
the method description and hence do not have to distinguish between incoming/outgoing tensor
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T
a
b
c
Figure 4.1: The graphical representation of the example tensor Ta,b,c with three indices (legs) a, b
and c.
legs (or, conversely, (dual) vector spaces).1 Thus, the upstairs/downstairs location of tensor
indices is meaningless and Ta,b,c = T ab,c = T
a,b,c. Nevertheless, it is important to note that
indices are always separated by a comma and unseparated indices are consequently combined
(merged) indices. Through complex conjugation of every element of T , we obtain a new tensor
T with elements T a,b,c = T
?
a,b,c. We use a to denote indices of conjugated tensors. Contracting
T and T over a and b, we write: ∑
a,b
T a,b,cTa,b,c = Xc,c , (4.1)
which is equivalent to ∑
a,a,b,b
δa,aδb,bT a,b,cTa,b,c . (4.2)
Given two tensors Aa,b,c and Bb,d,c, the shorthand A ·B denotes the contraction over all shared
indices:
A ·B =
∑
b,c
Aa,b,cBb,d,c = Ya,d . (4.3)
Tensor contractions can also be represented graphically by drawing tensors with connected legs.
Matrix Decomposition 4.1
One class of time-consuming operations in the framework of tensor networks are matrix decom-
posions, in particular, the singular-value decomposition (SVD). The SVD decomposes a matrix
M ∈ Cm×n into
Mα,β =
∑
s,s′
Uα,sΣs,s′Vs′,β (4.4)
with U ∈ Cm×d consisting of orthonormal columns, i.e., ∑α U s,αUα,s = 1s,s, and V ∈ Cd×n
consisting of orthonormal rows, i.e.,
∑
β Vs′,βV β,s′ = 1s′,s′ . Furthermore, Σ ∈ Rd×d is a diagonal
matrix that contains the r = min (m,n) singular values Σs = Σs,s. The dimensions described
above are depicted in Fig. 4.2 and the graphical representation is given in Fig. 4.3. Note that
the matrix rank r of the matrix M , which should not be confused with the rank of a tensor, is
given by the number of non-zero singular values Σs. In fact, determining the higher dimensional
analog of the matrix rank for tensors is a NP-hard problem [Hå90].
1For a treatment with symmetries, see, e.g., [PKM17, Hub17].
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M U= Σ V M U= Σ V
Figure 4.2: Pictorial representation of the singular value decomposition of a matrix M into U ·Σ · V .
The case m > n is depicted left and the case m < n is depicted right.
α β α βs s
′SVD
Figure 4.3: Pictorial representation of the singular value decomposition of a matrix M ∈ Cm×n
into U · Σ · V . The result consists of a right orthonormal tensor (red triangle), a diagonal matrix (grey
diamond), and a left orthonormal tensor (green triangle).
Although it is not strictly defined, the singular values are usually sorted to be in descending
order. This is important, as the SVD can be used to optimally approximate a matrix M with
rank r by a matrix M ′ with rank r′ by considering the largest singular values. Optimal is here
regarding to the Frobenius norm ‖M‖2F =
∑
j,j′ |Mj,j′ |2. The approximation is performed by
setting all but the first r′ singular values to zero (Σs = 0 ∀ s > r′). This becomes important for
the truncation of MPS in Sec. 5.3.2. Note that the complexity of the SVD is O(mnr). Hence, it
is one of the operations with leading order for most tensor-network algorithms.
The compression properties of the SVD can also be exemplified by applying it to a photograph.
For this, we decompose a photograph into its color channels and interpret those pixel maps as
matrices in order to apply the SVD on them. Afterwards, we reduce the number of singular
values, perform the resulting matrix product, and recombine the color channels back into a
photograph.
In Fig. 4.4, we show the same picture but with a different number of singular values, i.e., different
ranks of the matrices that represent the picture. A single singular value is obviously not sufficient
to restore the information of the original photo. While four singular values still lead to a rather
fuzzy picture, 16 singular values are sufficient in order for a human to understand most of the
content of the picture. In order to make the wine glass in the lower left corner and the other
details visible, a larger number is necessary. This procedure is arguably not the best compression
scheme for photographs as the number of singular values in this case needs to be less than 1201
to have any compression and ∼ 46 to achieve a similar file size as the original JPEG.
Figure 4.4: Application of an SVD compression to a photograph. From left to right, r′ = 1, 4, 16, 128
and finally the original photo with dimension 2000× 3008 (file size: 685 KiB [IEC08]).
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Another widely used decomposition is the QR decomposition. It decomposes a matrixM ∈ Cm×n
into
Mα,β =
∑
γ
Qα,γRγ,β , (4.5)
where Q ∈ Cm×d has orthonormal columns, i.e., ∑αQγ,αQα,γ = 1γ,γ , R ∈ Cd×n is an upper
triangular matrix (see Figs. 4.5 and 4.6).
Note that the QR decomposition can also be used to decompose a matrix into a right part with
orthonormal rows by first forming the adjoint of M , then performing the decomposition, and
finally taking the adjoint of the result,
M =
(
M
) QR(M)
= (QR) = RQ . (4.6)
M Q= R M Q= R
Figure 4.5: Pictorial representation of the QR decomposition of a matrix M ∈ Cm×n into QR. The
case m < n is depicted left and the case m > n is depicted right.
α β α β
γQR
Figure 4.6: Pictorial representation of the QR decomposition of a matrix M ∈ Cm×n into QR. The
result consists of a right orthonormal tensor (red triangle) and general tensor (blue circle).
The QR decomposition is mainly used whenever a re-orthonormalization is needed but the sin-
gular values are not relevant. It is favorable to use the QR decomposition although it also scales
with O(mnr). However, it has a smaller prefactor (≈ 23 instead of ≈ 2 for the SVD).
Another alternative for the SVD is the adaptive cross-approximation (ACA) [Beb00, BR03],
which iteratively approximates a matrix M with another matrix M ′ with lower rank [Thy17].
Lanczos Algorithm 4.2
Because the Lanczos algorithm is used within all ground-state calculations in this thesis, we
summarize it in the following.
The Lanczos algorithm [Lan50, BDD+00, CW02] is an iterative method to find the smallest
eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of a matrix M . The main idea is a projection of
the matrix into a Krylov subspace that is defined as
K ≡ span{~v0,M~v0,M2~v0,M3~v0, . . .} (4.7)
with a non-trivial initial vector ~v0. In order to ensure the orthogonality of the basis vectors, the
following recursion is used to create the so-called Lanczos vectors:
~vn+1 = M~vn − αn~vn − β2n~vn−1 (4.8)
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with
αn =
~v tnM~vn
~v tn~vn
, β2n =
~v tn~vn
~v tn−1~vn−1
, β0 = 0 . (4.9)
After n iterations, the matrixM is represented in the orthogonal Krylov space by the tridiagonal
matrix
Meff =

α0 β1 0 · · · 0
β1 α1 β2
. . .
...
0 β2
. . . . . . 0
...
. . . . . . . . . βn−1
0 · · · 0 βn−1 αn−1

. (4.10)
The matrix Meff can be easily diagonalized due to its tridiagonal nature, and thus reveals the
eigenvalues [PTVF07]. In order to obtain the eigenvectors of M , all Lanczos vectors need to be
stored because the eigenvectors of Meff are represented in the Lanczos basis.

Matrix-Product States 5
Matrix-product states are efficient representations for one-dimensional weakly entangled [Has07]
quantum states |ψ〉 ∈ H = HLd . The concept is closely related to tensor trains [Ose09] that are
used in mathematics and computer science [Gel17]. The main idea is to represent the coefficients
cσ1...σL of a general quantum state
|ψ〉 =
∑
σ1,...,σL
cσ1...σL |σ1 . . . σL〉 , (5.1)
by a product of matrices M
σj
j ,
|ψ〉 =
∑
σ1,...,σL,
m0,...,mL
M
σ1
1;m0,m1
· · ·MσL
L;mL−1,mL
|σ1 . . . σL〉 , (5.2)
which can also be interpreted as a product of rank-3 tensors, as depicted in Fig. 5.1.
· · · ≡ |ψ〉
σ1 σ2 σL−1 σL
Figure 5.1: Schematic of the tensor network of a matrix-product state. Horizontal lines denote the
internal indices with bond dimension m, whereas the vertical lines denote physical indices with dimension
d.
The matrix product Eq. (5.2) consists of d · L matrices, where d denotes the local (physical)
dimension and L the number of physical sites, i.e., the size of the system. The matrix dimensions
at site j, which are – at the very most – necessary to represent every state exactly, are given by
Mj ∈ Cd×dl×dl
′
with
{
l = j − 1 , if j ≤ dL/2e
l = L− (j − 1) , if j > dL/2e and
{
l′ = j , if j < dL/2e
l′ = L− j , if j ≥ dL/2e .
(5.3)
At first glance, the amount of values in this representation Eq. (5.2) is larger than the amount
of values in Eq. (5.1) by a factor of d. But one of the most important benefits of matrix-product
states (MPSs) is that they can be truncated, i.e., that the matrix dimension, also called bond
dimension, m of the matricesMσjj is reduced dramatically while still representing the coefficients
very accurately. Therefore, the maximal bond dimension mmax, which is an upper bound for the
bond dimension m, is an important parameter of the MPS. Note that we add another position
index (mostly j) to every tensor separated by a semicolon in order to denote its corresponding
site. This additional information allows us to use the abbreviation Mj ≡ Mσjj;mj−1,mj whenever
the indices and the contractions are given by the context or are not relevant. If a tensor is located
between two sites, e.g., site j and j + 1, the position index is underlined, i.e., j.
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This section is structured as follows. First, we introduce left-/right-canonical MPSs, which is a
very convenient representation as we see further below. Afterward, we give a short overview of
ways to create an MPS either by constructing the MPS from an arbitrary state or by writing down
the corresponding matrices. Next, we explain how to perform operations on MPSs, including
different truncation schemata and the optimal evaluation of scalar products. This chapter is
closed with the introduction of the representation of finite-temperature states within the MPS
framework.
Canonical Form 5.1
Now we explicitly employ a gauge invariance to introduce one of the most important represen-
tations of MPSs: the left-/right canonical form. Afterwards, we explain in detail how to obtain
such MPS representations.
At first, we define left-normalized MPS site tensors Aj and right-normalized MPS site tensors
Bj via
∑
σj ,mj−1
A
σj
j;mj ,mj−1A
σj
j;mj−1,mj = 1mj ,mj ,
∑
σj ,mj
B
σj
j;mj−1,mjB
σj
j;mj ,mj−1 = 1mj−1,mj−1 . (5.4)
Graphically, they are represented by red (left-normalized) or green (right-normalized) triangles
(see Fig. 5.2), where the orientation of the triangles also indicates the representation.1
Aj mj
Aj mj
σjmj−1 =
mj
mj
mj−1 Bj
Bjmj−1
σj mj =
mj−1
mj−1
Figure 5.2: (Left) left-normalized tensor Aj (red) contracted with its adjoint resulting in an identity.
(Right) analogous, right-normalized tensor Bj (green) contracted with its adjoint resulting in an identity.
See Eq. (5.4) and note that the order of the tensors only defines the non-physical index mj−1 (mj) over
which the contraction takes place.
Left-/right-canonical MPSs are now specified to consist of left-/right-normalized tensors only.
Furthermore, a mixed canonical MPS is defined by fixing a non-normalized site tensor at site
j and demanding all site tensors to the left/right to be left-/right-normalized tensors only (see
Fig. 5.5). The non-normalized site is often called active site or orthogonality center. This
definition can be extended to k-sites mixed canonical MPSs in the sense that a connected subset
{j1 · · · jk} of sites is permitted to be non-normalized, whereas the remaining sites to the left/right
are left-/right-normalized. In Sec. 5.3.1, the procedure for obtaining a canonical MPS from an
arbitrary MPS is explained.
1The color choice is motivated by the coloring of the navigation lights of maritime vessels. Port is left-hand
side and red; starboard is right-hand side and green.
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Construction of an Initial MPS 5.2
In order to work with MPSs, one always needs an initial state. It is possible to convert an
arbitrary quantum state into an MPS as long as the source state can be stored exactly and a
singular-value decomposition (SVD) can be performed on the data representing the source state.
The size of systems in which this procedure can be performed is comparably small. Furthermore,
those systems can also be treated with exact diagonalization techniques.
To overcome this size constraint, it is possible to write down specific states directly in terms of
MPSs. In the following, we first present the conversion of an arbitrary state and then we write
down the specific states that are used in this thesis. Furthermore, more complex states can be
constructed from those initial states, see Sec. 5.4 for an infinite temperature state and chapter 8
for the ground state.
Construction of an MPS from an Arbitrary State 5.2.1
The main idea behind constructing an MPS from an arbitrary state Eq. (5.1) is to factorize the
global coefficients into local tensors. To perform this factorization, the first step is to store the
coefficients in a matrix C ∈ Cd×dL−1 ,
C1;m0σ1,σ2...σLmL = cσ1...σL , (5.5)
in which m0 = 1 and mL = 1 are dummy indicies added for convenience. Next, a QR decompo-
sition (see Sec. 4.1) is performed on C1,
C1;m0σ1,σ2...σLmL =
∑
m0,m1
Q1;m0σ1,m1R1;m1,σ2...σLmL , (5.6)
resulting in the first left-normalized MPS tensor Aσ1
1;m0,d1
= Q1;σ1m0,d1 of the MPS and a matrix
C ′2;σ2m1,σ3...σL = R1;m1,σ2...σL . With the new matrix C
′
2, which contains the remaining degrees of
freedom, the same procedure needs to be applied until the full left-canonical MPS is obtained.
This procedure is also depicted in Fig. 5.3.
Note that within this process a truncation is not possible because the right side is not right-
normalized, hence arbitrary parts of the states would be truncated. Therefore, it is not possible
to convert a state with an arbitrary number of sites into an MPS in this way. An alternative
to the method above is given in Ref. [FW15] in which an algorithm is presented that efficiently
produces MPS representations from correlation matrices.
Directly Defined MPS 5.2.2
Another way to obtain an initial state is to write down the corresponding tensors directly. Here
we introduce all initial states that are used in this thesis. Two different product states are
used as initial states for the quantum-computer simulator (QCS) (chapter 10). The random
state is necessary as initial state for the ground-state search (chapter 8), whereas the canonical
infinite-temperature state is used for finite-temperature calculations.
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|ψ〉
σ1 . . . σL
= c
m0σ1 σ2 . . . σLmL
= C Q
m0σ1 σ2 . . . σLmL
m1= R
= A
σ1 σ3 . . . σLmL
C ′
m1σ2m0 A Q
σ1 σ2 σ3 . . . σLmL
m1 m2= R
m0
= · · · A A A A= m1 m2 · · ·
σ1 σ2 σ3 σL
m0 mL
Figure 5.3: Schematic of the construction of an MPS from an arbitrary quantum state. Starting from
the coefficients cσ1...σL , a matrix C is created. Then, a QR decomposition is performed to gain the tensor
A1 at site 1 and the new matrix C ′2.
Product States
Product states are particularly useful as initial states, because they have zero entanglement and
can therefore be represented by 1×1 matrices. On the other hand, starting from a product state
necessitates the use of algorithms that are capable of increasing the bond dimension adaptively.
Otherwise, the eventually increasing entanglement cannot be represented correctly.
Néel State The Néel state in one dimension is defined by
|ψ〉Néel = |↑↓ · · · ↑↓〉 (5.7)
and is used to represent the initial spin-1/2 state |0p1q · · · 0p1q〉 for universal quantum-gate sim-
ulations. Here, p denotes physical sites that are used for the actual computation and q denotes
auxiliary sites, which act as a bath to fulfill quantum-number conservation, see chapter 10. This
state is constructed by the following 1× 1 matrices:
A
↑p(j)
p(j) =
(
1
)
, A
↓p(j)
p(j) =
(
0
)
, A
↑q(j)
q(j) =
(
0
)
, A
↓q(j)
q(j) =
(
1
)
, (5.8)
where p(j) again denotes physical sites and q(j) auxiliary sites.
Vacuum State The vacuum state, i.e., a state in which the particle density is zero, is defined
by
|ψ〉vacuum = |0 · · · 0〉 . (5.9)
This state is mainly used in order to create initial states for the application of creation operators
in a controlled way (see Sec. 5.4.2). The state is given by the following 1×1 matrices on all sites,
A0j =
(
1
)
, A↓j =
(
0
)
, A↑j =
(
0
)
, A↑↓j =
(
0
)
. (5.10)
Random State
In order to obtain a ground state, an initial state is variationally optimized (see chapter 8). The
simplest initial state is a random state created by filling the matrices of the MPS with random
numbers. Note that it is beneficial to scale the random numbers appropriately to the system size
and the bond dimension in order to avoid numerical problems in the subsequent normalization.
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Operations on MPSs 5.3
In this section, we present the most commonly used operations performed on MPSs. This includes
the more technical truncation of an MPS, which is nevertheless essential to the use of MPSs, and
also arithmetic operations such as the scalar product.
Normalization of MPSs 5.3.1
Here we explain how to obtain a right-canonical MPS. There are infinite ways to transform
MPSs by inserting arbitrary unitary transformations
∑
m′j
Uj;mj ,m′jU j;m′j ,mj = 1j;mj ,mj between
the site tensors. In particular, we can choose them in a way that the new site tensors fulfill
normalization constraints.
|ψ〉 = M M · · · M M M
σ1 σ2 σL−2 σL−1 σL
= M M · · · M M B
σ1 σ2 σL−2 σL−1 σL
QR(ML)M ′L−1
= M M · · · M B B
σ1 σ2 σL−2 σL−1 σL
QR(ML−1)M ′L−2
...
= B B · · · B B B
σ1 σ2 σL−2 σL−1 σL
Figure 5.4: Schematic of the transformation of a non-canonical MPS into a right-canonical MPS.
Starting from an MPS with non-normalized tensors Eq. (5.2), we reshape the rightmost tensor,
M ′
L;mL−1,(σLmL)
= M
σL
L;mL−1,mL
. (5.11)
As before, m0 = m0 = mL = mL = 1 are dummy indices. Then, M
′
L is decomposed via the QR
decomposition,
M ′
L;mL−1,(σLmL)
=
∑
m′L
RL−1;mL−1,m′L−1QL;m′L−1,(σLmL)
, (5.12)
in which BσL
L;mL−1,mL
= Q
L;mL−1,(σLmL)
fulfills the condition Eq. (5.4) for right-normalized ten-
sors due to the orthonormal rows of QL. In the next step, the residual part of the decomposition
RL is incorporated into the site tensor M ′L−1 on the left,
M ′L−1;mL−2,σL−1mL−1 =
∑
mL−1
M
σL−1
L−1;mL−2,mL−1RmL−1,mL−1 . (5.13)
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This is repeated with the new site tensor M ′L−1 until the first site is reached. The complete
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5.4. Once the system is normalized, i.e., the first site is reached,
the residual of the decomposition of the first site will be a scalar number. The square of the
absolute value of this number is the norm of the state and can be discarded if a state with norm
〈ψ|ψ〉 = 1 is desired.
The procedure to obtain a left-canonical MPS is analogous and also similar to the construction
of an MPS from an arbitrary state (see Sec. 5.2.1).
In order to obtain a mixed-canonical state (see Sec. 5.1 and Fig. 5.5) with active site j it is
necessary to normalize the state from the left and from the right up to site j. The residuals Rj−1
and Rj are both incorporated into the site tensor Mj .
A · · · A M B · · · B
σ1 σj−1 σj σj+1 σL
Figure 5.5: MPS with active site j and consequently left (right) normalized site tensor left (right) of
site j as defined in Eq. (5.4).
Truncation 5.3.2
One of the main benefits of MPSs is the possibility to restrict the bond dimension m, but to
still obtain a very good approximation for certain classes of many-body quantum states. This
is particularly important as m grows with, e.g., the application of a matrix-product operator
(MPO) (see Sec. 6.1). The problem we want to tackle is therefore to approximate |ψ〉 with bond
dimension m by |ψ˜〉 with bond dimension m˜ < m so that
‖|ψ〉 − |ψ˜〉‖22 (5.14)
is minimized. Note that if Eq. (5.14) was zero, it would be equivalent to 〈ψ|ψ˜〉 = 1 (assuming
both states are normalized), which would also be equivalent to |ψ〉 = |ψ˜〉. In this section, we
present two procedures to obtain such a truncated MPS.
The first procedure is based on the SVD and gives direct access to the error induced by the trun-
cation; the second is a variational approach that results in an optimally truncated representation
of the input state.
Direct Truncation via SVD
The truncation via the SVD is a well established method and described in the literature several
times [Sch13, Man17, Hub17]. Nevertheless, we explain it here in full detail in order to deliver a
clean and complete description.
Consider a general decomposition of a pure state |ψ〉 ∈ H = HA ⊗HB,
|ψ〉 =
∑
a,b
Ψa,b |a〉A ⊗ |b〉B , (5.15)
with orthonormal bases {|a〉A} ∈ HA, {|b〉B} ∈ HB, and the coefficient matrix Ψa,b with rank
r = min(dim(HA),dim(HB)). The goal is to reduce the number of used basis states of the
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Hilbert spaces HA and HB while still representing the initial state as accurately as possible.
In the following, we assume, without loss of generality, that the parts denoted with A and B
represent the left and the right side of an one-dimensional (1D) system, which is cut at bond j.
Because the bases are orthonormal, the 2-norm of the state ‖|ψ〉‖22 and the Frobenius norm of
the coefficient matrix ‖Ψa,b‖2F are equal:
‖|ψ〉‖22 = 〈ψ|ψ〉 =
∑
a,b,
a′,b′
Ψ†a,bΨa′,b′ 〈a|a′〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
δa,a′
〈b|b′〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
δb,b′
=
∑
a,b
|Ψa,b|2 = ‖Ψa,b‖2F . (5.16)
Hence, it is sufficient to find an approximation Ψ˜a,b for Ψa,b with a lower rank in order to obtain
a representation of |ψ〉 with a reduced number of used basis states. In Sec. 4.1, we have shown
that the SVD provides exactly this approximation. Applied on Eq. (5.15), we obtain
|ψ〉 =
∑
a,b,s
Ua,sΣs,sVs,b |a〉A ⊗ |b〉B =
∑
s
Σs |s〉A ⊗ |s〉B , (5.17)
with |s〉A =
∑
a Ua,s |a〉A and |s〉B =
∑
a Vs,b |b〉B again being orthonormal basis elements. Note
that the right side of Eq. (5.17) is the Schmidt decomposition, which states that every pure state
can be decomposed into two sets of orthonormal basis elements, one for each side, while sharing
the same eigenvalues, which are called Schmidt values.
At this point, we can limit s and therefore restrict the bond dimension between the subsystem
A and the subsystem B. The error ε introduced by this truncation is approximately given by
the square root of the discarded weight
 =
m∑
s=m˜+1
Σ2s . (5.18)
If the Schmidt values decay fast enough, the discarded weight is small and we obtained a good
approximation in terms of Eq. (5.14).
It is surprisingly simple to incorporate these considerations into an algorithm that sequentially
truncates every bond of an MPS. As a pre-requirement, we have to ensure that the state is in
the mixed-canonical form (see Fig. 5.5). The truncation sweeps in practice usually start from
one of the edges, but in the following we nevertheless keep the assumption that j is the active
site.
Depending on the direction in which we want to sweep through the system, we need to adjust
the operations of the procedure. In the following, we concentrate on the case of a right sweep,
whereas Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 cover both cases. The procedure starts by reshaping the site tensor,
Mj;(σjmj−1),mj = M
σj
j;mj−1,mj . (5.19)
Next, an SVD is performed and only the largest mmax singular values are kept,2
Mj;(σjmj−1),mj
=
m=rk(M)∑
sj ,s
′
j
Uj;(σjmj−1),sj
Sj;sj ,s′jVj;s′j ,mj ≈
mmaxm∑
sj ,s
′
j
Uj;(σjmj−1),sj
Sj;sj ,s′jVj;s′j ,mj .
(5.20)
Up to this point, we have only obtained a representation of M with a reduced rank.
2Note that here we use mmax instead of m˜ in order to indicate that this parameter is not specific to the matrix
but a parameter of the MPS.
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mj−1 mj
σj
σjmj−1 mj
resha
pe
mj−1 σjmj
reshape
σjmj−1 mj
sj s
′
j
SVD
mj−1 σjmj
sj s
′
jSVD
Figure 5.6: Pictorial representation of the singular-value decomposition of a rank-three tensorM into
U · S · V † within a truncation sweep to the right (top) or to the left (bottom).
In order to reduce the bond dimension m between site j and j + 1, the parts of the matrix
decomposition are assigned to the different site tensors (see Fig. 5.7),
A
σj
j;mj−1,sj
= Uj;(σjmj−1),sj
(5.21)
M
σj+1
j+1;sj ,mj+1
=
mmaxm∑
s′j ,mj
Sj;sj ,s′jVj;s′j ,mjB
σj+1
j+1;mj ,mj+1
. (5.22)
σjmj−1
σj+1
mj+1
sj s
′
j mj
mj−1
σj σj+1
mj+1
sjreshape
recombine
mj−2
σj−1
σjmj
mj−1 sj s
′
j
mj−2
σj−1 σj
mj
s′jrecombine
reshape
Figure 5.7: Pictorial representation of the assignment of the result of the singular-value decomposition
from Fig. 5.6 into the new left (right) normalized rank-three tensor Aj (Bj) and the new active siteM j+1
(M j−1) at the top (bottom). Note that the index sj becomes the new mj and the index s′j becomes the
new mj−1.
Now, the active site has been moved one site to the right and the procedure can restart with
j = j + 1 until the right edge is reached.
Due to this sweeping through the system, the truncation of site L−1 becomes dependent on the
truncation of site 1 but not vice versa. In the case of small truncations, the error resulting from
this asymmetry is small and can be ignored, but for a better approximation further steps, e.g.,
a variational truncation, are necessary.
Variational Truncation
The variational truncation is an iterative method that starts from an initial guess state |ψ˜〉 with
a chosen bond dimensionmmax and variationally minimizes the distance to the untruncated state
|ψ〉. A good choice for the initial state is the result of the previous paragraph.
The distance is given by
‖|ψ〉 − |ψ˜〉‖22 = 〈ψ|ψ〉 − 〈ψ|ψ˜〉 − 〈ψ˜|ψ〉+ 〈ψ˜|ψ˜〉 . (5.23)
In order to minimize this global distance, we sweep through the system and minimize only locally
with respect to a single site tensor M˜ j . Because this tensor only occurs in the second half of
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Eq. (5.23), the new (optimized) M˜j can be obtained via
∂
∂M˜
σj
j;mj−1,mj
(
〈ψ˜|ψ˜〉 − 〈ψ˜|ψ〉
)
= 0 . (5.24)
Let us now consider that the truncated state is in a mixed canonical form with the active site
〈ψ˜| · · · · · ·
|ψ˜〉 · · · · · ·
δ
mj−1
j−1;mj−1 δ
mj
j+1;mj
=
· · · · · · 〈ψ˜|
· · · · · · |ψ〉
L˜
mj−1
j−1;mj−1 R˜
mj
j+1;mj
Figure 5.8: Summary of the iterative truncation considering the truncated state to be in a mixed
canonical form. The left-hand side can then be reduced to the active site j that we want to obtain. The
right-hand side, which needs to be considered completely, can nevertheless be computed iteratively via
the bond tensors L and R.
at position j. Then, the new tensor is given by
M˜
σj
j;mj−1,mj =
∑
mj−1
L
mj−1
j−1;mj−1
∑
mj
R
mj
j+1;mj
M
σj
j;mj−1,mj
 , (5.25)
in which the left (right) part of the tensor network (Fig. 5.8, right hand side) are contracted into
L˜j−1 (R˜j+1),
L
mj−1
j−1;mj−1 =
∑
σj−1,
mj−2,
mj−2
A˜
σj−1
j−1;mj−2,mj−1
· · ·
∑σ1,
m0,
m0
A˜σ11;m0,m1M
σ1
1;m0,m1
 · · ·
Mσj−1j−1;mj−2,mj−1 (5.26)
R
mj
j+1;mj
=
∑
σj+1,
mj+1,
mj+1
B˜
σj+1
j+1;mj ,mj+1
· · ·
∑σL,
mL,
mL
B˜σLL;mL−1,mLM
σL
L;mL−1,mL
 · · ·
Mσj+1j+1;mj ,mj+1 .
(5.27)
Based on this optimization, we start with a canonical state and sweep back and forth through the
system until the distance is smaller than a threshold. Note that except at the edges, it is never
necessary to calculate the complete contraction of the boundary tensors Eqs. (5.26) and (5.27),
because the next tensor in sweep direction has already been calculated in the sweep before, and
the other tensor is obtained by enlarging the one from the previous sweep step. Additionally to
this single-site variational truncation, there is also a two-site variant, which is more stable against
local minima but less performant. Nevertheless, the two-site variant is often used, because it
offers the possibility to dynamically change the bond dimension.
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|ψ〉
〈ψ˜|
Figure 5.9: The scalar product 〈ψ˜|ψ〉 of two (possibly different) states represented as MPS. The
optimal contraction order is sideways, e.g., from left to right, as indicated by the shading and Eq. (5.30).
Scalar Product 5.3.3
In order to calculate the overlap of two states, which is needed, e.g., to calculate the norm of a
state, we need to evaluate the scalar product between two MPSs that is defined as
〈ψ˜|ψ〉 =
∑
σ1···σL,
σ′1···σ′L
〈σ′1 · · ·σ′L|
∑
m0,...,mL
M˜
σ′L
L;mL−1,mL · · · M˜
σ′1
1;m0,m1
M
σ1
1;m0,m1
· · ·MσLL,mL−1,mL |σ1 · · ·σL〉 .
(5.28)
Because the result of every tensor contraction in Eq. (5.28) is a number and 〈σ′1 · · ·σ′L|σ1 · · ·σL〉 =
δσ′1···σ′L,σ1···σL , the sum shrinks to
〈ψ˜|ψ〉 =
∑
σ1···σL,
m0,...,mL
M˜σLL;mL−1,mL · · · M˜
σ1
1;m0,m1
Mσ11;m0,m1 · · ·MσLL,mL−1,mL . (5.29)
The computation of this expression is costly, because it consists of dL·(2L−1) tensor contractions.
Hence, the complexity increases exponentially with the system size. It is therefore beneficial to
reformulate the expression into
〈ψ˜|ψ〉 =
∑
σL,mL−1,
mL
M˜σL1;mL−1,mL
(
· · ·
(∑
σ1,m0
M˜σ11;m0,m1M
σ1
1;m0,m1
)
· · ·
)
MσLL;mL−1,mL , (5.30)
as depicted in Fig. 5.9. For the evaluation of Eq. (5.30), only dL additions and 2dL − d tensor
contractions are necessary, i.e., the evaluation scales polynomially with the system size. Note
that the sum over the dummy index mL is distinct, because it does not follow the rule for the
intermediate sums.
Addition and Scaling of MPSs 5.3.4
In order to add two MPSs |ψ〉 with site tensorsMj and |ψ˜〉 with site tensors M˜j , as it is necessary
in the Lanczos algorithm (Sec. 4.2), the direct sum of all site tensors needs to be performed. That
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means
|ψ〉+ |ψ˜〉 =
∑
σ1,...,σL,
m′0,...,m′L
M ′σ1
1;m′0,m′1
· · ·M ′σL
L;m′L−1,m
′
L
|σ1 . . . σL〉 (5.31)
with
M
′σj
j;m′j−1,m
′
j
=
Mσjj;mj−1,mj 0
0 M˜
σj
j;m˜j−1,m˜j
 = Mσj
j;mj−1,mj
⊕ M˜σj
j;m˜j−1,m˜j
(5.32)
and the two exceptions
M ′σ1
1;m′0,m′1
=
(
M
σj
1;m0,m1
M˜σ1
1;m˜0,m˜1
)
M ′σL
L;m′L−1,m
′
L
=
MσLL;mL−1,mL
M˜σL
L;m˜L−1,m˜L
 . (5.33)
Note that the dimension of the new state |ψ′〉 is given by the sum of the dimensions of the initial
states. The indicies of the new state are therefore given by m′j = mj + m˜j .
If the goal is only to scale the MPS, this approach is far from optimal, because the dimension is
doubled while it could stay constant by rescaling the norm of the MPS. Such a rescaling can for
example be performed at the end of a truncation sweep.
Reduced Density Operator and Entanglement Entropy 5.3.5
A last quantity that can be accessed directly from an MPS is the reduced density operator
for a specific partition and the closely related von Neumann entanglement entropy or short
entanglement entropy. The density operator of a pure state |ψ〉 is given by
ρˆ = |ψ〉 〈ψ| . (5.34)
In order to obtain the reduced density operator of a specific part, e.g., part A that includes all
sites left of site j, the other part (B with all sites right of site j − 1) need to be traced out
ρˆA = TrB |ψ〉 〈ψ| . (5.35)
This quantity becomes particularly accessible if we express the state in its Schmidt decomposition
(Eq. (5.17)),
ρˆA = TrB
(∑
s
Σs |s〉A |s〉B
∑
s′
Σs′A〈s′|B〈s′|
)
(5.36)
=
∑
s,s′
Σs |s〉A A〈s′|Tr
(
Σs′B〈s′| |s〉B
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
δs,s′
(5.37)
=
∑
s
Σ2s |s〉A A〈s| . (5.38)
And analogously, we obtain the reduced density operator for the part B,
ρˆB = TrA |ψ〉 〈ψ| =
∑
s
Σ2s |s〉B B〈s| . (5.39)
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Note that the reduced density operators share the same spectrum, but of course, act on different
parts of the system. Furthermore, this spectrum is given by the square of the singular values of
the SVD of an active site j, if a truncation sweep to the left is performed.3
At this point, we can directly read off the von-Neumann entanglement entropy
SA|B(|ψ〉) = −TrρA log2 ρA = −
∑
s
Σ2s log2 Σ
2
s , (5.40)
which is a quantity that describes how much |ψ〉 differs from a product state, i.e., how entangled
the parts A and B of the system are with each other.
Finite-Temperature Representation 5.4
For calculations at a finite temperature T = 1βkB , which are presented in Sec. 11.3, two ingredients
are necessary. First, a state for which we can define a temperature, with respect to a given
Hamiltonian, and second, a way to change the corresponding temperature. In this section,
we summarize a way to represent a mixed state with an MPS that is called purification and
present two different ways to obtain a state at infinite temperature, i.e., β = 0. Afterwards, the
imaginary-time evolution, which is analog to the real-time evolution (see chapter 9), can be used
as a tool to reduce the temperature of such a state.
Purification 5.4.1
A quantum-mechanical state at a finite temperature is represented by an ensemble, which can
be represented by a mixed state. MPSs are wave functions and hence can only represent pure
states. It is therefore necessary to use a subsystem of an MPS, because if two subsystems are
entangled, their reduced density operators represent mixed states. To be more precise, in the
purification approach it is necessary to double the system and define one half of the sites as the
physical subsystem P and the other half as the auxiliary subsystem Q. The desired properties
then follow directly from the Schmidt decomposition,
|ψβ=0〉 =
∑
s
Σs |s〉P |s〉Q ⇒ ρˆP =
∑
s
Σ2s |s〉P 〈s|P . (5.41)
For the following consideration, we need to assume that we can obtain a state at infinite tem-
perature |ψβ=0〉 with the corresponding density operator ρˆ0, which we show below. The thermal
density operator ρˆβ can then be derived via
ρˆβ =
e−βHˆ
Z(β)
Z(0)ρˆ0=Iˆd
=
Z(0)
Z(β)
TrQ
(
e−β/2Hˆ |ψβ=0〉 〈ψβ=0| e−β/2Hˆ
)
, (5.42)
with the partition function Z(β) = TrP e−βHˆ . The partial trace can be expanded around the
exponentials, because the Hamiltonian does not act on the auxiliary subsystem Q. Because
β ∈ R, we can define |ψβ〉 = e−
β
2
Hˆ |ψβ=0〉, which shows that by using an imaginary-time evolution
up to time τ = −iβ2 , we obtain a state at temperature T = 1βkB .
3If a truncation sweep to the right is performed and the spectrum at bond j shall be obtained, the singular
values of the SVD of the active site j + 1 need to be considered.
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In order to evaluate expectation values, we need to employ the fact that the density opera-
tor contains all physically measurable information. Hence, we can obtain thermally averaged
expectation values via
〈Oˆ〉β =
Z(0)
Z(β)
TrP
(
Oˆρˆβ
)
=
Z(0)
Z(β)
〈ψβ|Oˆ|ψβ〉 . (5.43)
Note that Z(0) = dL, and Z(β) is given by the normalization factors of the purified state in the
progress of the imaginary-time evolution. Hence, we can use the method introduced in Sec. 6.2
in order to calculate expectation values of the thermal ensemble.
Infinite-Temperature States 5.4.2
In order to fulfill the assumption that an infinite-temperature state can be obtained, here we
present three different ways to accomplish this task. Note that we identify an infinite-temperature
state with a maximally entangled mixed state.
Consider the factorization
ρˆ0 =
Iˆd
dL
=
(
Iˆd
d
)⊗L
, (5.44)
which yields an enlarged local site j that consists of one physical site p(j) and one auxiliary site
q(j),
ˆIdj
d
= TrQ |ψ〉j 〈ψ|j |ψ〉j =
1√
d
∑
σ
|σ〉p(j) ⊗ |σ〉q(j) . (5.45)
At this point, the methodically simplest approach for the infinite-temperature state is to directly
apply Eq. (5.45). This means, for a spin-1/2 system
|ψ〉j =
1√
2
(
|↑〉p(j) ⊗ |↑〉q(j) + |↓〉p(j) ⊗ |↓〉q(j)
)
. (5.46)
This strategy is surely expandable to arbitrary systems, but the resulting states also lack prop-
erties necessary to employ multiple conserved quantum numbers. Hence, for systems with larger
local basis or multiple conserved quantum numbers, more sophisticated methods are needed
to obtain a canonical infinite-temperature state. Two of those methods are presented in the
following.
Entangler Hamiltonian
In Ref. [NA16], a way to obtain a state that conserves multiple U(1) symmetries of a model,
e.g., total spin and particle-number conservation, independently within the physical and the
auxiliary system is presented. The idea is to formulate a so-called entangler-Hamiltonian or,
short, entangler, whose ground state is the desired state at β = 0, and to perform a ground-state
search (see chapter 8) with that operator. Note, that the entangler is constructed only by fixing
the particle statistics, e.g., spin-1/2 fermions. Therefore, the same entangler can be used for the
construction of infinite-temperature states as long as the local basis matches.
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Here we follow [NA16] and construct the entangler-Hamiltonian for a system consisting of spin-1/2
fermions by choosing
Hˆ
Spin- 1
2
-fermions
C2 = −
∑
j 6=j′,
σ=↑,↓
(
Λˆ†σ,jΛˆσ,j′ + h.c.
)
, (5.47)
with
Λˆσ,j = cˆσ,p(j)cˆσ¯,q(j)Pˆ
σ
j (5.48)
and
Pˆ σj = |1− nˆσ¯,p(j) − nˆσ,q(j)| . (5.49)
Still, p(j) labels physical sites and q(j) the corresponding auxiliary sites. σ¯ denotes the opposite
spin direction of σ.
In Ref. [NA16], further entangler-Hamiltonians are presented, but we refrain from reviewing them
here, because they are not relevant for this thesis. Moreover, the following approach turns out to
be conceptually easier and computationally faster, because no ground-state search is necessary.
Iterative Filling
Another method to create a canonical infinite-temperature state is introduced in Ref. [Bar16].
The main idea is to start from a vacuum state and to homogenously fill the system iteratively
with maximally entangled states on the corresponding rungs until the desired quantum numbers
are realized. This filling is accomplished by applying a global operator, which, in the case of a
spin-1/2-fermion system, is given by
Cˆ†tot =
L∑
j=1
[
cˆ†↑,p(j) ⊗ cˆ†↓,q(j) + cˆ†↓,p(j) ⊗ cˆ†↑,q(j)
]
. (5.50)
This operator already ensures that the total spin is zero in the full system as well as in the
individual subsystems. In order to assure the constant spin, it is necessary to add two particles
in either subsystem with every application of the operator Eq. (5.50) distributed over all sites.
If a different total spin is desired, another operator is needed. In Sec. 10.4.4, we review this
approach in the context of our QCS and present an intuitive way how to perform the necessary
operations.
Matrix-Product Operators 6
Analogous to quantum states, we can express every operator Oˆ : H → H as a matrix-product
operator (MPO). We define:
Oˆ =
∑
σ1,...,σL,
σ′1,...,σ′L
cσ1...σL,σ′1...σ′L |σ1 . . . σL〉 〈σ′1 . . . σ′L| (6.1)
=
∑
σ1,...,σL,
σ′1,...,σ′L,
w0,...,wL
W
σ1,σ
′
1
1;w0,w1
. . .W
σL,σ
′
L
L;wL−1,wL |σ1 . . . σL〉 〈σ′1 . . . σ′L| . (6.2)
The W -tensors will do the same job as the M -tensors of matrix-product states (MPSs), the only
difference being the number of physical indices, which is two (σj , σ
′
j) instead of one (σj) per site
(see Fig. 6.1). We denote the bond dimension of the matrix-product operator (MPO) with w.
· · · ≡ Oˆ
σ′1 σ′2 σ
′
L−1 σ′L
σ1 σ2 σL−1 σL
Figure 6.1: Schematic of the tensor network of a matrix-product operator (MPO). Horizontal lines
denote the internal indices with bond dimension w, whereas the vertical lines denote physical indices with
dimension d.
In the following, we present different ways to apply an MPO to an MPS. Afterwards, we discuss
in detail how to create MPOs from finite-state machines (FSMs) in chapter 7, before we finally
show the two main uses of the MPS/MPO framework, the ground-state search, and two different
time-evolution schemata.
Application of an MPO to an MPS 6.1
One of the most important operations within the framework of MPSs/MPOs is the application
of an MPO to an MPS. In general, this can be done by a straightforward tensor product of the
corresponding site tensors of the MPS and MPO. In practice, this is not the method of choice
as in most applications the resulting target state Oˆ |ψ〉 has a much higher bond dimension,
which however, is not required to represent the target state efficiently. This becomes apparent
when looking at time-evolution operators represented by the MPOs time step Uˆ(T ) with T 
1, because only a moderate growth of entanglement entropy per time step is expected (see
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chapter 9). It is therefore helpful to look at different approaches. Nevertheless, we begin with
the direct application before we turn to more elaborate application schemes.
Direct Application 6.1.1
The direct application of an MPO to an MPS is obtained by regrouping the contractions so that
the target MPS tensor can be obtained by performing the tensor product of the individual site
tensors
Oˆ |ψ〉 =
∑
σ1,...,σL,
σ′1,...,σ′L,
σ′′1 ,...,σ′′L
∑
m0,...,mL,
w0,...,wL
(
W
σ1σ
′
1
1;w0,w1
· · ·W σLσ′L
L;wL−1,wL
)
|σ1 . . . σL〉 〈σ′1 . . . σ′L|
×
(
M
σ′′1
1;m0,m1
· · ·Mσ′′L
L;mL−1,mL
)
|σ′′1 . . . σ′′L〉 (6.3)
=
∑
σ1...σL,
m0,...,mL,
w0,...,wL
M˜
σ1
1;(w0m0),(w1m1)
· · · M˜σL
L;(wL−1mL−1),(wLmL)
|σ1 . . . σL〉 = |ψ˜〉 , (6.4)
with the tensors M˜j given by
M˜
σj
j;(wj−1mj−1),(wjmj)
=
∑
σ′j
W
σjσ
′
j
j;wj−1,wjM
σ′j
j;mj−1,mj . (6.5)
The resulting state |ψ˜〉 is therefore again an MPS, but with a larger dimension m˜ = m · w.
Repeated application of an operator onto a state strongly increases the dimension of the state,
and truncation becomes necessary.
Variational Application 6.1.2
〈ψ˜| · · · · · ·
σj
· · · · · ·|ψ˜〉
σj−1 σj+1
δ
mj−1
j−1;mj−1 δ
mj
j+1;mj
=
· · · σj · · · 〈ψ˜|
· · · · · · Oˆ
· · · · · · |ψ〉
σj−1
σ′j−1
σj+1
σ′j+1
L
mj−1,wj−1
j−1;mj−1 R
mj ,wj
j+1;mj
Figure 6.2: Summary of the variational application of an MPO to an MPS considering the truncated
target state |ψ˜〉 to be in a mixed canonical form. The left-hand side can then be reduced to the active site
j that we want to obtain. The right-hand side, which needs to be considered completely, can nevertheless
be calculated iteratively via the bond tensors Lj−1 and Rj+1.
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In the spirit of variationally compressing a state towards a target state, we can apply the same
considerations to the application of an MPO to a source state |ψ〉 with the subsequent compres-
sion of the state in one operation. Therefore, we seek to minimize the distance between a target
state |ψ˜〉 with bond dimension m˜ and the source state with the MPO applied to it, which we
denote as Oˆ |ψ〉. The distance is in this case given by
‖|ψ˜〉 − Oˆ |ψ〉‖22 = 〈ψ|Oˆ†Oˆ|ψ〉 − 〈ψ|Oˆ†|ψ˜〉 − 〈ψ˜|Oˆ|ψ〉+ 〈ψ˜|ψ˜〉 . (6.6)
Hence, we can obtain the new tensor Mj , on which the operator is already applied and which is
compressed, via
∂
∂M˜
σj
j;mj−1,mj
(
〈ψ˜|ψ˜〉 − 〈ψ˜|Oˆ|φ〉
)
= 0 . (6.7)
If we keep the target state in a mixed canonical form, then the above set of coupled equations
again reduces to a local update scheme for the target tensors
M˜
σj
j;mj−1,mj
=
∑
mj−1,wj−1
L
mj−1,wj−1
j−1;mj−1
 ∑
σ′j ,mj ,wj
W
σjσ
′
j
j;wj−1,wj
M
σ′j
j;mj−1,mj
R
mj ,wj
j+1;mj
 , (6.8)
where the boundary tensors Lj−1, Rj+1 can be built recursively by sweeping through the system
and evaluating the contractions
L
mj−1,wj−1
j−1;mj−1 =
∑
σj−1,σ
′
j−1,
mj−2,wj−2
A˜
σ′j−1
j−1;mj−2,mj−1L
mj−2,wj−2
j−2;mj−2 W
σj−1σ
′
j−1
j−1;wj−2,wj−1M
σj−1
j−1;mj−2,mj−1 (6.9)
R
mj ,wj
j+1;mj
=
∑
σj+1,σ
′
j+1,
wj+1,mj+1
W
σj+1σj+1
j+1;wj ,wj+1
M
σj+1
j+1;mj ,mj+1
R
mj+1,wj+1
j+2;mj+1
B˜
σ′j+1
j+1;mj ,mj+1
. (6.10)
The corresponding onsite contractions are depicted in Fig. 6.2. Analogous to the variational
truncation, it is helpful to start with a good guess for the target state and optimize it via several
sweeps until the distance is small enough. Next, a method to obtain a good initial state is
provided.
Zip-Up 6.1.3
A powerful alternative to the direct application of an MPO to an MPS is the zip-up method
proposed in [SW10]. The central assumption is that the operator, e.g., a time-evolution operator
(see chapter 9), only gently destroys the canonical form of the MPS. Hence, a modest truncation
is already possible within the contraction process.
The first step is similar to Eq. (6.5), but includes the right-normalized tensor B,
M
′σ1
1;w0m0,w1m1
=
∑
σ′1
W
σ1σ
′
1
1;w0,w1
B
σ′1
1;m0,m1
. (6.11)
Note that m0 and w0 are dummy indices and can therefore easily be fused into a new dummy
index. Applying the singular-value decomposition (SVD) with a relaxed truncation criterion as
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m0 m1 m2 m3
σ′1 σ
′
2 σ
′
3
w0 w1 w2 w3
σ1 σ2 σ3
M˜
σ1
1;w0m0,w1m1
w0m0 s1 s
′
1 m1 m2 m3
σ1
σ′2 σ
′
3
w1 w2 w3
σ2 σ3
SVD(M˜1;σ1w0m0,w1m1)
M˜
σ2
2;s1,w2m2
→
Figure 6.3: Graphical summary of the essential steps of the zip-up method proposed in Ref. [SW10].
(Left) initial tensor network that shall be contracted, consisting of a right-canonical MPS and a MPO
that only gently destroys the canonical form. The first step is to interpret the combination of the first
MPS tensor and the first MPO tensor as a new tensor M ′σ11;w0m0,w1m1 , which is slightly non-normalized
and therefore framed in blue. (Right) the next step is to apply a SVD (including a gentle truncation) on
the tensor M ′1 and finally build the next tensor M ′2 leaving the contracted, left-normalized MPS tensor
A
σ1
1;m0w0,s1
on the left side.
described in Eqs. (5.19) to (5.21), we obtain the left-normalized tensor A1, now with a single
right index s1,
M
′σ1
1;w0m0,w1m1
=
∑
s1,s
′
1
A
σ1
1;m0w0,s1
S1;s1,s′1
V1;s′1,w1m1 . (6.12)
In the next step, the remaining parts of the result of the SVD are incorporated as in Eq. (5.22),
but also including the MPO tensor, to obtain the next slightly non-normalized tensor
M
′σ2
2;s1,w2m2
=
∑
σ′2,s′1,m1,w1
S1;s1,s′1
V1;s′1,w1m1
W
σ2σ
′
2
2;w1,w2
B
σ′2
2;m1,m2
. (6.13)
This procedure, which is depicted in Fig. 6.3, is repeated until the right end of the system
is reached and hence the complete operator is applied. For the relaxed truncation scheme, a
maximal growth factor of the MPS bond dimension m′ = 2m and a truncated weight of 1/10 of
the target weight turns out to be a suitable choice. Afterwards, a sweep back applying a tougher
truncation is possible as the new MPS is fully left-canonical.
Matrix Elements and Expectation Values 6.2
In order to compute matrix elements, we only need to include an MPO into the tensor network of
the scalar product. Analogous to the evaluation of the scalar product (Sec. 5.3.3), the complexity
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|ψ〉
Oˆ
〈ψ˜|
Figure 6.4: The matrix element 〈ψ˜|Oˆ|ψ〉 of an operator between two states represented as MPO
and MPS respectively. If |ψ˜〉 = |ψ〉, we obtain an expectation value. The optimal contraction order is
sideways, e.g., from left to right, as indicated by the shading. An easy option for two-fold parallelization
is the concurrent evaluation of Lj−1 and Rj from left and right, respectively.
of this contraction can be drastically reduced by changing the contraction order,
〈ψ˜|Oˆ|ψ〉 =
∑
σ1···σL,
σ′1···σ′L,
m0,...,mL,
w0,...,wL
M˜
σL
L;mL−1,mL
· · · M˜σ1
1;m0,m1
W
σ1,σ
′
1
1;w0,w1
. . .W
σL,σ
′
L
L;wL−1,wLM
σ′1
1;m0,m1
· · ·Mσ′L
L,mL−1,mL
(6.14)
=
∑
σL,
σ′L,
mL−1,
mL
W
σL,σ
′
L
L;wL−1,wLM˜
σL
1;mL−1,mL
· · ·
∑
σ1,
m0
W
σ1,σ
′
1
1;w0,w1
M˜
σ1
1;m0,m1
M
σ′1
1;m0,m1
· · ·
Mσ′LL;mL−1,mL .
(6.15)
Furthermore, an easy two-fold parallelization strategy is to concurrently evaluate this contraction
from both sides, as shown in Fig. 6.4. If the goal is to calculate an expectation value of a local
operator, i.e., only a single site tensor of the corresponding MPO is unequal to the identity, and
the MPS is in a mixed canonical form with its active sites being the site of the local operator,
then the evaluation boils down to
〈ψ|Oˆ|ψ〉 =
∑
σj ,σ
′
j
W
σj−1,σ
′
j
j;wj−1,wjM
σj
j;mj−1,mjM
σ′j
j;mj−1,mj . (6.16)
At this point we have learnt how to use MPOs, but the question arises how to actually build
them. One answer to this question is given in the next chapter, which shows how to represent
arbitrary states as FSMs and demonstrates the relationship between FSMs and MPOs.

Finite-State Machines 7
The main content of this chapter is published as a regular article in SciPost Physics [PKM17] and
therefore some parts of the following chapter are directly adopted from the manuscript of Ref. [PKM17].
The parts of the manuscript used here were written cooperatively by Sebastian Paeckel and me, and
revised together with Salvatore R. Manmana. The usage of finite-state machines (FSMs) to represent
matrix-product operators (MPOs) is discussed in the original works Ref. [CB08] and Ref. [CDV08]. Here,
those parts are reviewed for completeness, since they are necessary to explain the graph-manipulation-
based arithmetics and the compression schemes. How to include U(1) symmetries into the FSM formalism
is a contribution of Sebastian Paeckel and is mentioned here to show the benefits of this representation.
Finite-state machines are a class of abstract machines from theoretical computer science. They
are less powerful than Turing machines, which can in principle simulate every (classical) algo-
rithm. The limitation of an FSM is due to the limited amount of memory, namely only the current
state can be interpreted as memory. On the other hand, the fact that FSMs have memory makes
them more powerful than plain combinational logic. Although there are several classifications of
FSMs in computer science, we restrict ourself in the following to acceptors and their capability
to define a regular language.1 In order to explain FSMs, it is important to note that states in
this context are states of the machine and not quantum-mechanical wave functions.
Throughout this section, we consider the Heisenberg model (see Sec. 3.2) as example. Further-
more, we use three different ways to describe FSMs within this thesis. All of them contain the
full amount of information, hence they can be converted to each other.2 Nevertheless, for differ-
ent considerations different representations are more convenient. Those representations will be
presented next, followed by the description of how to get from an FSM to an MPO (including
a detailed example). Afterwards, the arithmetic operations and graph-based compressions are
introduced. This chapter closes with an example that shows the precision of the introduced
techniques.
Mathematical Definition
A finite-state machine M , and therefore a regular language Σ, is fully specified by a 5-tuple
M(K,L, δ, I,F). K is the alphabet of the FSM and contains all symbols the described language
consists of. The set L contains all states the FSM can be in, including the initial state I and
all final states F . δ is a set of transition functions δ : L × K −→ L that describes all permitted
transitions between states. Note that we usually only allow for a single final state, hence we
reduce the set F to its only element, the final state F .
Graph Representation
In order to representM graphically, it is common to draw a graph in which every node represents
a state q ∈ L and every edge represents a permitted transition δ. In this thesis, a graph
1A language is regular if there is a FSM that accepts exactly all words of the language.
2Of course, there is an exception to this rule, which is curable and is discussed when needed.
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representation is denoted with Λ(M) and the initial/final state will be colored in green/red.
Examples for this representation are given throughout the thesis, e.g., Figs. 7.3 and 10.15.
This representation will be used to a great extent in Secs. 7.2 and 7.3 in order to illustrate the
algorithmic ideas.
State-Transition-Table Representation
This representation nearly encapsulates the complete information into a single table with n rows
and n columns, where n is the amount of states. Every element in this table is a permitted
transition from the state denoted by the row to the state denoted by the column. There is
no possibility to specify an initial or final state in this representation, but we usually use the
first/last row and column to denote the initial/final state.
In Sec. 7.1.1, we show that this representation is very closely related to the site tensors of MPOs.
Furthermore, an example for this representation is presented in Fig. 7.2.
A Language that Describes All Operators 7.1
The goal of this section is to provide a recipe how to transform any operator to an FSM and
from there to an MPO. We therefore need to switch between the mathematical definition and
the graph representation several times, hence we use the words graph and FSM interchangeably
from this point on.
Let K =
{
kˆ
(j)
1 , · · · , kˆ(j)m
}
be a set of m ∈ N local operators kˆ(j) : Hd → Hd, i.e., operators acting
only on the d-dimensional local Hilbert space on site j. This set of operators will become the
alphabet of the FSM. Any global operator can be decomposed into the general form
Oˆ =
∑
ν,r
Oˆν,r =
∑
ν,r
∑
j
oˆ(j)ν,r , (7.1)
with
oˆ(j)ν,r = f
r
ν1...νn · kˆ(j)ν1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ kˆ(j+r)νn (7.2)
being a string of n local operators kˆ(j
′)
νl ∈ K with l ∈ [1, n] and j′ ∈ [j, j + r]. It couples
lattice site j with range r + 1 ≥ n and amplitude f rν1...νn ∈ C. Note that we abbreviate the
index set ν = (ν1 . . . νn). Furthermore, we call oˆ
(j)
ν,r lattice-ordered n-point r + 1-ranged operator
strings.3 The set of all lattice-ordered n-point r+1-ranged operator strings Σ =
{
oˆ
(j)
ν,r
}
ν,r
defines
a regular language. A single local operator can be represented in the same way, resulting in a
single lattice-ordered 1-point 1-ranged operator string.
An important insight is that the sum over every starting point j in Eq. (7.1) can be described
by an FSM that can be represented by a single-branched graph with identity loops on the initial
and final nodes, see Fig. 7.1. These identity loops4 represent an undefined amount of identities
(0 to L − r − 1). Because we demand that only operator strings with the correct number of
operators are accepted, such an FSM accepts all operator strings that include the structure of
oˆ
(j)
ν,r on every site, but only a single occurence per string.
3Lattice ordered: The operators are ordered by their physical location; n-point: Only on n sites operators
different from the identity are applied. Note that they are not necessarily different operators; r + 1-ranged:
Maximal distance between two operators is r + 1.
4In our daily discussions, we started to call them ‘Öhrchen’, which is the German word for ‘little ear’.
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I A1 · · · Ar FIˆd Iˆd
f rν kˆν1 Iˆd Iˆd kˆν2
Figure 7.1: (Adopted from Fig. 3 in [PKM17]) General 2-point r + 1-ranged single-branched graph
that represents the sum over every starting point j Oˆν,r =
∑
j oˆ
(j)
ν,r.
In Sec. 7.2.1, we show how to add FSMs and in particular single-branched graphs. Applying this
technique, we can build the outer sum of Eq. (7.1), hence every global operator can be represented
by an FSM. Because FSMs built up this way become large very quickly, we introduce compression
techniques in Sec. 7.3.
How to get an MPO from an FSM 7.1.1
To get from an FSM to an MPO, we need to change the representation again, i.e., we need to
transfer a graph to its state-transition-table representation. In Fig. 7.2 this transfer is depicted
for an exemplary FSM. As already mentioned, this transfer is possible but lossy, whereas the
opposite direction is not possible due to the missing information. To fix this problem, we refine
the definition of the initial state by demanding that all the previous transitions have to be
identities from itself. Analogously, we refine the definition of the final state by demanding that
all the subsequent transitions have to be identities to itself.
In order to transfer the FSM, we start with an empty table with n rows and n columns, where
n is given by the number of nodes in the graph. Every row and every column is denoted by one
node, see the right side of Fig. 7.2. Next, we transfer the edges by identifying the starting node,
the transition, and the ending node and by including the transition into the table in the row of
the starting node and the column of the ending node.
From this state-transition table, we can finally construct the MPO representation, i.e., the MPO
site tensors Wj with dimension |L| × |L| as depicted in Fig. 7.2. The corresponding boundary
tensors are obtained by projecting out (a) the transition from the initial state into the bulk
for j = 1 and (b) the transitions from the bulk into the final state for j = L. We emphasize
that the site-dependent coefficients c(j)ab ∈ C are free parameters and therefore can be chosen
independently for every site. Furthermore, we implemented these coefficients using a Turing-
complete expression parser that is evaluated individually for every entry of every Wj tensor
and if necessary before every time step5. This way, the coefficients c(j)ab can depend on several
simulation parameters, e.g., current site j, current simulation time τ , system size L, and the
expectation value 〈Hˆ〉, leading to c(j)ab (j, τ, L, 〈Hˆ〉, . . .). This way, e.g., the Peierls substitution
(see Eqs. (3.37) and (3.38)) is implemented completely within the FSM framework, see App. A.2
for the complete FSM.
Note that the whole complexity of index shifting, as required by quantum-number conservation or
in an implementation of fermionic anticommutation rules, is moved from the tensor-network level
to the FSM evaluation level. This fact is important to keep in mind, because FSMs resulting
from arithmetic operations and subsequent compression conserve those properties from their
input FSMs.
As MPOs are not unique representations for operators, the graph representation via FSMs is also
not unique; for every operator Hˆ, there is a set of corresponding FSMs
{
Λ(Hˆ)
}
Λ
. Therefore, we
5Note that in this context time step is an abbreviation for a ground-state-search sweep, an imaginary-time-
evolution time step, or a real-time-evolution time step.
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I
A
B
F
kˆIA
kˆAB
kˆAF
kˆBF
kˆIF
kˆII
kˆFF
W
σj ,σ
′
j
j =
c
(j)
II κII c
(j)
IAκIA 0
0 0 c
(j)
ABκAB c
(j)
AFκAF
0 0 0 c
(j)
BFκBF
0 0 0 c
(j)
FFκFF


c
(j)
IFκIF
I A B F
I
A
B
F
with local operator blocks κab = 〈σj , σ′j | kˆ
σj ,σ
′
j
ab |σj , σ′j〉
Figure 7.2: (Adopted from Fig. 4 in [PKM17]) Left: An FSM defined on states L = {I, A,B, F} with
transitions kˆab ∈ K. Note that we omit the upstairs indices within the graph representation for brevity.
The initial and the final state is highlighted in green or red, respectively. Transitions between states
are denoted by arrows between nodes with the corresponding symbol kˆab. Right: Bulk MPO site-tensor
block W
σj ,σ
′
j
j , obtained from the FSM on the left. The initial and the final site tensors are marked by a
green or red background, respectively. The coefficients c(j)ab are site-dependent weight functions.
are free to choose one representation Λ(Hˆ), which makes it easier to perform operator arithmetics
and then switch to another representation Λ˜(Hˆ) to find the most compact MPO.
Example: FSM for the Heisenberg Hamiltonian 7.1.2
Starting from the Heisenberg Hamiltonian (see Sec. 3.2), we describe here the steps to obtain a
graph representation and finally an MPO.
The first important step is to write down the Hamiltonian in its full length,
Hˆ =
L−1∑
j=1
Jj
2
Sˆ+j Sˆ
−
j+1 +
Jj
2
Sˆ−j Sˆ
+
j+1 + J
z
j Sˆ
z
j Sˆ
z
j+1 (7.3)
=
∑
j
Iˆd1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Iˆdj−1 ⊗ Jj
2
Sˆ+j ⊗ Sˆ−j+1 ⊗ Iˆdj+2 ⊗ . . .⊗ IˆdL
+
∑
j
Iˆd1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Iˆdj−1 ⊗ Jj
2
Sˆ−j ⊗ Sˆ+j+1 ⊗ Iˆdj+2 ⊗ . . .⊗ IˆdL
+
∑
j
Iˆd1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Iˆdj−1 ⊗ Jzj Sˆzj ⊗ Sˆzj+1 ⊗ Iˆdj+2 ⊗ . . .⊗ IˆdL . (7.4)
Note that the amount of identities in front and after the operators can also be smaller than two.
In Sec. 7.2.1, we show that it is possible to add FSMs; it is therefore sufficient to restrict this
example to only one of the sums in Eq. (7.4), which will be represented by a single-branched
graph. Without loss of generality, we consider the last term,∑
j
Iˆd1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Iˆdj−1 ⊗ Jzj Sˆzj ⊗ Sˆzj+1 ⊗ Iˆdj+2 ⊗ . . .⊗ IˆdL , (7.5)
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for which we need to ask the question how an FSM would look like that accepts exactly all terms
in this sum. The uninterrupted and undefined number of identities already suggests a graph with
an initial node that has an identity loop onto itself. The only other option for the first term is the
Sˆz operator, which must be followed by another Sˆz operator. Hence, an edge labeled with Jzi Sˆ
z
to a node A and a sequential edge labeled with Sˆz from node A to another node is necessary.
From this node the only edge is again an uninterrupted and undefined number of identities that
leads to another identity loop to itself. Hence no further edges are attached to this node; it is
the final node F . In Fig. 7.3, all three sums of Eq. (7.4) are shown on the left side, whereas the
sum of them is shown on the right side.
I
A
F
Iˆd
Iˆd
Jj
2 Sˆ
+
Sˆ−
⊕
I
A
F
Iˆd
Iˆd
Jzj Sˆ
z
Sˆz
⊕
I
A
F
Iˆd
Iˆd
Jj
2 Sˆ
−
Sˆ+
=
I
BA C
F
Iˆd
Iˆd
Jj
2 Sˆ
+ Jj
2 Sˆ
−
Sˆ− Sˆ+
Jzj Sˆ
z
Sˆz
Figure 7.3: Graph representation Λ(HˆHeisenberg) of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian Eq. (7.3). On the
left-hand side, the three sums of Eq. (7.4) are represented individually. On the right-hand side, they are
combined into a single graph.
Analogous to Fig. 7.2, we can now build the MPO site-tensor blocks from the state-transition ta-
ble of the summed graph. Afterwards, we can directly read off the complete MPO representation
as depicted in Fig. 7.4.
· · ·
σ′1 σ
′
2 σ
′
L−1 σ′L
W
σ1,σ
′
1
1
σ1
W
σ2,σ
′
2
2
σ2
W
σL−1,σ
′
L−1
L−1
σL−1
W
σL,σ
′
L
L
σL
w1 wL−1w0 wL
Figure 7.4: MPO tensor network with colored first and last site tensor, which can be directly read off
from the state transition table of the corresponding FSM.
Arithmetic Operations on FSMs 7.2
In this section, we introduce arithmetic operations executed directly on graph representations
of FSMs. We start with the conceptually easier and more often used addition and afterwards
present the multiplication.
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Addition 7.2.1
As described before, every global operator can be formulated as a sum over lattice-ordered n-
point r + 1-ranged operator strings
Oˆ =
∑
ν,r
Oˆν,r . (7.6)
A natural translation to the graph representation of Oˆ can be obtained by introducing a com-
mutative map ⊕ between graph representations of sums of operators Oˆ1, Oˆ2 via
⊕ : Λ(Oˆ1 + Oˆ2) = Λ(Oˆ1)⊕ Λ(Oˆ2) . (7.7)
This is possible because of the intrinsic summation, which is due to the MPO construction over
every operator string accepted by the FSM. The realization of ⊕ in terms of graphs is obtained
by taking the graph representations of the operators Oˆ1, Oˆ2 and by then merging the initial and
final states as depicted in Fig. 7.5. This means for example for the initial nodes that a new node
I is created and all edges from I1 and I2 are moved to start from the new node I. Note that the
identity loops are an exception, i.e., they are not moved but a single identity loop is added to
the new node.
kˆ11 kˆ1n
kˆr1 oˆrm
kˆ21 kˆ2j
kˆs1 kˆsp
kˆ11
... kˆ1n kˆ21
···
kˆ2j
kˆr1
···kˆrm kˆs1 ··
·
kˆsp
A1 Aχ1· · ·
I1
F1
· · ·
· · ·
Iˆd
Iˆd
B1 Bχ2· · ·
I2
F2
· · ·
· · ·
Iˆd
Iˆd
⊕ A1 Aχ1· · · B1 Bχ2· · ·
I
F
Iˆd
Iˆd
=
Figure 7.5: (Published as Fig. 5 in [PKM17]) Realization of the operator sum Oˆ1 + Oˆ2 in terms
of graph representations Λ(Oˆ1 + Oˆ2) = Λ(Oˆ1) ⊕ Λ(Oˆ2). Graph representations of operators Oˆ1,2 are
illustrated by transitions from the initial state into the graph’s bulk (kˆ11 . . . kˆ1n and kˆ21 . . . kˆ2j) and from
the graph’s bulk to the final state ((kˆr1 . . . kˆrm and kˆs1 . . . kˆsp)). Blue boxes denote the bulk of the graph
representations Λ(Oˆ1,2) and Λ(Oˆ1 + Oˆ2).
Multiplication 7.2.2
In order to present the multiplication of graphs, we define the notion of a maximally branched
graph representation, which is given by the graph Λmax(Oˆ) satisfying the conditions: a) the
initial node I is the only node with more than one child node, b) the final node F is the only
node with more than one parent node. Λmax(Oˆ) satisfies the equation
Λmax(Oˆ) =
⊕
ν,r
Λ(Oˆν,r). (7.8)
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This representation has several advantages; most importantly for our discussion, we only need
to consider two branches that do not branch off again.
Let us consider the product of two global operators Oˆ1, Oˆ2 in terms of their maximally branched
representations
Oˆ1 · Oˆ2 =
∑
ν1,r1
Oˆν1,r1
 ·
∑
ν2,r2
Oˆν2,r2
 (7.9)
and in particular a single summand that is the product of two lattice-ordered string operators6
Oˆν1,r1 · Oˆν2,r2 =
∑
j1
oˆ
(j1)
ν1,r1
 ·
∑
j2
oˆ
(j2)
ν2,r2
 . (7.10)
Note that we have introduced superscripts ν1,2, r1,2 to distinguish the index sets of the global
operator.7 A representation of this product in terms of a FSM and therefore its graph representa-
tion requires a reformulation in terms of lattice-ordered string operators. Although the product
of two lattice-ordered operators Oˆr1,ν1 · Oˆν2,r2 is no longer lattice-ordered, a careful inspection of
the terms violating the lattice order reveals how to build a graph representation generating the
product Oˆr1,ν1 · Oˆr2,ν2 . It turns out to be useful to define a non-commutative ∧ product, which
maps two single-branched graphs to a single-branched graph via
Λ
(
Oˆν1,r1
)
∧ Λ
(
Oˆν2,r2
)
= Λ
 ∑
j1+r1<j2
oˆ
(j1)
ν1,r1
oˆ
(j2)
ν2,r2
 . (7.11)
A graph realization of ∧ is obtained by identifying the final state of Λ(Oˆν1,r1) with the initial
state of Λ(Oˆν2,r2), see Fig. 7.6 for an exemplary evaluation.
Next, we introduce the algorithm to construct the graph representation of the operator product
ˆ˜O = Λ(Oˆν1,r1)·Λ(Oˆν2,r2) in terms of generating a new graph. This procedure can then be applied
to all branches to construct a new graph for Oˆ = Oˆ1 · Oˆ2.
Let I(K, b = 1, n) be the set of all single-branch graphs representing lattice-ordered n-point
operators. Then, with a proper β ≥ b, we look for a realization of the non-commutative map
⊗ : I(K, 1, n)× I(K′, 1,m) −→ I(K ×K′, 2 + β, n+m)
Λ(Oˆν1,r1)⊗ Λ(Oˆν2,r2) 7−→ Λ(Oˆν1,r1 · Oˆν2,r2) , (7.12)
with K×K′ denoting the symmetrized on-site tensor-product set of K and K′. For this purpose,
we apply the definition of ⊕ in Eq. (7.7) and search for a graph representation of Λ(Oˆν1,r1 ·Oˆν2,r2)
by ordering the appearing types of terms in the resulting sum of the operator product according
to the lattice treated. We construct single-branch graph representations for all different types of
generated lattice-ordered operator strings, which we denote by γˆ. Then, a graph representation
is obtained by summing up all these strings
Λ(Oν1,r1 · Oˆν2,r2) =
⊕
γˆ
Λ(γˆ). (7.13)
6We use the notation introduced in Eq. (7.1).
7Expanding the indices results in Oˆj =
∑
ν
j
1 ...ν
j
nj
,rj
Oˆ
ν
j
1 ...ν
j
nj
rj
.
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I
A1
F
kˆ11
kˆ12
Iˆd
Iˆd
B1
I
F
∧
kˆ21
kˆ22
Iˆd
Iˆd
C2
C1
C3
I
F
kˆ11
kˆ12
kˆ21
kˆ22
Iˆd
Iˆd
Iˆd
=
Figure 7.6: (Adopted from Fig. 7a in [PKM17]) Graph representation of Λ
(
Oˆν1,r1
)
∧Λ
(
Oˆν2,r2
)
for
2-point 2-ranged interacting operator strings.
From now on, we focus on the special case of 2-point operators, i.e., operators of the form
Oˆνn,rn =
∑
jn
oˆ
(jn)
νn1 ν
n
2 ,r
n =
∑
jn
f r
n
νn1 ν
n
2
kˆ
(jn)
νn1
kˆ
(jn+rn)
νn2
. (7.14)
Nevertheless, the generalization to arbitrary n-point string operators is straightforward: Simply
replace identities with additional local operators. Decomposing the operator product, we find
Oˆr1,ν1 · Oˆr2,ν2 =
∑
j1,j2
oˆ
(j1)
ν11ν
1
2 ,r
1 oˆ
(j2)
ν21ν
2
2 ,r
2 (7.15)
=
∑
j1
∑
j2>j1+r1
oˆ
(j1)
ν11ν
1
2r
1 oˆ
(j2)
ν21ν
2
2r
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
OˆA=
+
∑
j1
∑
j2<j1−r2
oˆ
(j1)
ν11ν
1
2 ,r
1 oˆ
(j2)
ν21ν
2
2 ,r
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
OˆC=
+
∑
j1
j1+r1∑
j2=i1−r2
oˆ
(j1)
ν11ν
1
2 ,r
1 oˆ
(j2)
ν21ν
2
2 ,r
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
oˆB(j1,j2)≡Overlaps
. (7.16)
Note that in Eq. (7.16), and in the following, the red chain represents oˆ(j1)
ν11ν
1
2r
1 , whereas the
blue chain represents oˆ(j2)
ν21ν
2
2r
2 . In order to take care of different commutation relations of local
operators acting on different sites, we include a factor ν1ν2 with which[
kˆ(j1)ν1 , kˆ
(j2)
ν2
]
ν1ν2
= kˆ(j1)ν1 kˆ
(j2)
ν2 − ν1ν2 kˆ(j2)ν2 kˆ(j1)ν1 = 0 (7.17)
is fulfilled. Next, we can decompose the product into lattice-ordered sums by commuting local
operators acting on strictly unequal sites.
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The first lattice-ordered contribution is given via OˆA. The corresponding diagram is a single-
branch graph obtained by identifying the final state of the graph Λ(Oˆν1,r1) with the initial state
of the graph Λ(Oˆν2,r2) by introducing an intermediate state E (see Fig. 7.7a). We now make use
of the wedge product ∧ for single-branched graphs as defined above to rewrite OˆA in short as
Λ(OˆA) = Λ(Oˆr1,ν1) ∧ Λ(Oˆr2,ν2). (7.18)
Swapping the operators, we obtain another lattice-ordered sum by commuting all local operator
contributions, so that the corresponding graph picks up two factors, ν11ν21 ν12ν21 for commuting
kˆ
(j2)
ν21
and ν11ν22 ν12ν22 for commuting kˆ
(j2+r2)
ν22
with kˆ(j1)
ν11
kˆ
(j1+r1)
ν12
(see Fig. 7.7b). Again, the corre-
sponding graph can be expressed via a wedge product,
Λ(OˆC) = Λ(sgn(oˆν11ν12 ,r1 , oˆν21ν22 ,r2)Oˆr2,ν2) ∧ Λ(Oˆr1,ν1) , (7.19)
where we have introduced sgn(oˆν11ν12 ,r1 , oˆν21ν22 ,r2) ≡ ν11ν21 ν12ν21 ν11ν22 ν12ν22 for brevity.
The remaining sums over oˆB(j1, j2) correspond to overlapping interaction terms, i.e., all those
lattice indices j1, j2 that fulfill{
j1, · · · , j1 + r1
} ∩ {j2, · · · , j2 + r2} 6= ∅ . (7.20)
In order to generate all these terms using one algorithm, we write the 2-point operator expressions
graphically by representing a local operator kˆν with a cross (“×”) and the intermediate vacant
operator sites with a circle (“◦”), e.g.,
kˆ(j)ν1 kˆ
(j+r)
ν2 →
r − 1 times
. (7.21)
Employing this condensed notation, all lattice-ordered combinations of local operator strings
can be generated by placing the graphical representations of oˆ(j1)
ν11ν
1
2 ,r
1 and oˆ
(j2)
ν21ν
2
2 ,r
2 next to each
other by aligning the last operator of oˆ(j1)
ν11ν
1
2 ,r
1 with the first operator of oˆ
(j2)
ν21ν
2
2 ,r
2 (see Fig. 7.7c).
Subsequently, the right string is shifted upward until the initial operator of oˆ(j1)
ν11ν
1
2 ,r
1 is aligned
with the final operator of oˆ(j2)
ν21ν
2
2 ,r
2 (see Fig. 7.7f). While the right string’s position is shifted by
one step, the local operators kˆν1
j1
of the left operator string pick up a sign factor whenever they
pass a local operator kˆν2
j2
in the right string, which is denoted by adding a factor ν1
j1
ν2
j2
to the
left condensed representation (see Figs. 7.7d and 7.7e).
For each such step ∆, with 0 ≤ ∆ ≤ r1+r2, this algorithm generates a string γˆ∆ of local operators
by merging the shifted right string into the left and resubstituting the original operators: × → kˆν .
Missing sites are replaced with identities, whereas two local operators per site are contracted
into a new local site operator uˆν12 = kˆν11 kˆν21 . Note that, in the latter case, the local operators
are ordered in a way that avoids evaluation of on-site commutators
[
kˆ
(l)
ν1
j1
, kˆ
(l)
ν2
j2
]
. Finally, each
string γˆ∆ is converted into a single-branch graph by introducing a set of states
{
A∆j
}
j
with the
transitions between the A∆j ’s properly chosen from the corresponding new local site operators
{uˆν12} (see Fig. 7.8 for an example).
The algorithm above yields the following graph representation
Λ
(
Oˆr1,ν1 · Oˆr2,ν2
)
=
[
Λ
(
Oˆr1ν1
)
∧S Λ
(
Oˆr2,ν2
)]
⊕
r1+r2⊕
∆=0
γˆ∆ ≡ Λ
(
Oˆr1,ν1
)
⊗ Λ
(
Oˆr2,ν2
)
,
(7.22)
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Iˆd
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Iˆd
Iˆd
f r
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2
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Iˆd
Iˆd
Iˆd
(b)
I
A21
...
A2r2
E
A11
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A1r1
F
kˆν21
Iˆd
Iˆd
f r
2
ν21ν
2
2
kˆν22
ν11ν22 ν11ν21 kˆν11
Iˆd
Iˆd
ν12ν22 ν12ν21f
r1
ν11ν
1
2
kˆν12
Iˆd
Iˆd
Iˆd
(c) ∆ = 0
...
...
(d) ∆ = 1
...
ν12ν21
...
(e) ∆ = r1 + 1 (r1 < r2)
...
...
ν11ν21
...
ν12ν21
(f) ∆ = r1 + r2
...
ν12ν21
...
ν12ν21 ν12ν22
Figure 7.7: (Adopted from Fig. 3 in [PKM17]) (a) Tree-diagram representation of OˆA. (b) Tree-dia-
gram representation of OˆC . (c-f) The figures depict stages of the algorithm for determining all summands
oˆB(j1, j2) by shifting the operator string oˆ
(j2)
ν21ν
2
2 ,r
2 by ∆ steps up until its terminating local operator is
aligned with the initial local operator of the other operator string oˆ(j2)
ν11ν
1
2 ,r
1 at step ∆ = r1 + r2.
Iˆd ν11ν21 oˆν11 Iˆd · · · Iˆd ν12ν21f r
1
ν11ν
1
2
oˆν12
oˆν21 Iˆd · · · · · · Iˆd f r
2
ν21ν
2
2
oˆν22
⇓
I
⇓
A∆1 · · ·
⇓ ⇓
A∆r1· · · F
Iˆdoˆν21 ν11ν21 oˆν11 Iˆd IˆdIˆd
oˆν12 oˆν22
ν12ν21f
r1
ν11ν
1
2
f r
2
ν21ν
2
2
Iˆd Iˆd
Figure 7.8: (Adopted from Fig. 12 in [PKM17]) Resubstituted local operators at step ∆ = r1 + 1
with r2 = r1 + 1. The resulting operator string is oˆν21 ⊗ ν11ν21 oˆν11 ⊗ Iˆd⊗ · · · ⊗ Iˆd⊗ ν12ν21fr
1
ν11ν
1
2
oˆν12f
r2
ν21ν
2
2
oˆν22 ,
which is represented by the graph at the bottom of this figure.
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with the symmetrized wedge product
Λ
(
Oˆr1ν1
)
∧S Λ
(
Oˆr2,ν2
)
≡
[
Λ
(
Oˆr1,ν1
)
∧ Λ
(
Oˆr2,ν2
)]
⊕
[
Λ
(
sgn(oˆν1,r1 , oˆν2,r2)Oˆr2,ν2
)
∧ Λ
(
Oˆr1,ν1
)]
. (7.23)
Employing linearity of the graph representation for addition, the product of two general operators
can then be formulated via
Λ(Oˆ1 · Oˆ2) = Λ(
∑
r1,ν1
∑
r2,ν2
Oˆr1,ν1 · Oˆr2,ν2)
=
⊕
ν1,r1
⊕
ν2,r2
[
Λ(Oˆr1,ν1)⊗ Λ(Oˆr2,ν2)
]
. (7.24)
Despite the compact form, we emphasize that Eq. (7.22) and Eq. (7.24) describe a graph repre-
sentation that is maximally expanded, so that there is no branching below the initial node, and
the bond dimension of the generated MPO is very large. However, the size of the graph can be
reduced very efficiently by compressing it into a more compact form.
Compressing MPOs in Terms of FSMs 7.3
We have already used the fact that FSMs and MPOs are not unique, and for the arithmetics
we introduced the maximally branched representation. On the other hand, MPOs with a small
bond dimension w are desirable in order to decrease the necessary matrix-product state (MPS)
truncation after the application of the MPO. Note that the bond dimension of an MPO is equal
to the number of nodes of an FSM by which it is created. We are therefore interested in a
lossless8 way to obtain a representation with as few nodes as possible, especially for FSMs that
result of FSM arithmetics.
The topic of obtaining the optimal MPO representation of a general operator is also discussed
in [HMS17] in terms of MPO arithmetics. Here, we present similar compression schemes based
on graph manipulations and show the connection to the schemes in [HMS17].
Note that not all compressions presented here are used in our current implementation, because
sums of different operators on a single edge are not supported, yet. We present them, nevertheless,
in this general way in order to show possible enhancements and as a guideline to the manual
construction of FSMs.
Deparallelization
The idea behind the deparallelization [McC07] is to combine columns in the MPO site tensor, or
analogously in the state-transition table, which only differ by a constant factor in every element
and store these factors in a transfer matrix T , which is afterwards multiplied onto the next site.
The numerical deparallelization acts purely on the MPO site tensors and is therefore naturally
capable of handling site-dependent parameters. In the case of the symbolic deparallelization,
which is applied on FSMs, the site-dependent parameters are only handled correctly if they are
not moved away from their corresponding operator or the distance is unique and stored within
the parameters.
8In this case, it is important to obtain a lossless compression, because it is possible that the resulting MPO
will be applied very often, which can lead to an accumulating error.
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The procedure and the differences between the numeric and the symbolic realization can best be
described by comparing graphs and state-transition tables of a concrete example. Note that we
consider the operator-valued state-transition table as direct representation of the MPO site tensor
and assume site-independent parameters for this example in order to be able to directly apply
the transfer matrix from the left, leading always to square matrices. Consider the uncompressed
FSM in its maximally branched form with its graph representation and its state-transition table
given in Fig. 7.9.
A3 A4
A1 A2
F
I
kˆ1 kˆ1
αkˆ2 βkˆ2
kˆ3 kˆ4
Iˆd
Iˆd
⇔ Wˆ =
I A1 A2 A3 A4 F

I Iˆd kˆ1 kˆ1 0 0 0
A1 0 0 0 αkˆ2 0 0
A2 0 0 0 0 βkˆ2 0
A3 0 0 0 0 0 kˆ3
A4 0 0 0 0 0 kˆ4
F 0 0 0 0 0 Iˆd
Figure 7.9: (Adopted from Fig. 7 in [PKM17]) Initial maximally-branched example FSM for the
subsequent compression via deparallelization. (Left) the graph representation, (right) the state-transition
table.
The columns A1 and A2 are equal and hence can be merged. Simultaneously, the edges from
node I to node A1 and to node A2 are identical and therefore the nodes A1 and A2 can be
merged. The resulting FSM is given in Fig. 7.10.
At this point, the columns A3 and A4 differ only by a factor β/α and can be compressed by
the numerical deparallelization method. The transfer matrix includes the two parameters α and
β on the same row, resulting in a sum in the MPO site tensor. In order to obtain the same
compression within the FSM, we first need to move the parameters to their corresponding next
edge (αkˆ2 ⊗ kˆ3 → kˆ2 ⊗α[−1]kˆ3 and βkˆ2 ⊗ kˆ4 → kˆ2 ⊗ β[−1]kˆ4)9. Afterwards, the two kˆ2 edges can
be joined, leading to a sum on the last edge as depicted in Fig. 7.11.
Note that the symbolic deparalellization is fully automatized and lossless. A row-wise deparal-
lelization corresponds with merging equal edges starting from the final node and can be applied
subsequently.
Delinearization
The delinearization exploits linear dependencies between columns in the reshaped MPO site
tensors. As this method heavily depends on sums of operators, we present it here only for
completeness and as an impulse for further development.
The idea is, again, best illustrated by an example. Therefore, consider the MPO represented by
the FSM in Fig. 7.12.
9Here we introduce an offset in superscripted squared brackets that indicates to which site the parameter
belongs. This becomes important when the parameters are site-dependent.
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A3 A4
F
B
I
kˆ1
αkˆ2 βkˆ2
kˆ3 kˆ4
Iˆd
Iˆd
⇔ Wˆ =
I B A3 A4 F

I Iˆd kˆ1 0 0 0
B 0 0 αkˆ2 βkˆ2 0
A3 0 0 0 0 kˆ3
A4 0 0 0 0 kˆ4
F 0 0 0 0 Iˆd
Figure 7.10: (Adopted from Fig. 7 in [PKM17]) Intermediate state of the compression of the example
FSM. Again, (left) the graph representation, (right) the state-transition table. The identical edges from
node I to A1 and to A2 are merged into one edge to the new node B. This graphical compression is
identical to a first step of the deparallelization, which also would return the compressed MPO site tensor
after applying the transfer matrix.
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I Iˆd kˆ1 0 0
B 0 0 kˆ2 0
C 0 0 0 α[−1]kˆ3 + β[−1]kˆ4
F 0 0 0 Iˆd
Figure 7.11: Fully compressed FSM. Again, (left) the graph representation, (right) the state-transition
table.
It is not obvious how to compress this FSM from the graph representation, but it can be read
off the state-transition table that column C is the sum of columns A and B with prefactors α
and β. In order to utilize this insight, it is necessary to find corresponding prefactors for the
transition from A to F and from B to F , so that discarding the row and the column denoted
with C is compensated. In [HMS17] this is done numerically via an algorithm that involves a QR
decomposition of a matrix that includes all columns that can be used to construct the column
at hand. In this context, a column can be used to construct another column if it does not have
a finite element in a row in which the column at hand has a zero. This condition is employed in
order to prevent errors due to numerical precision that could arise by subtracting nearly equal
values. An example for the resulting compressed FSM is shown in Fig. 7.13.
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Figure 7.12: Initial example FSM that is not further compressible via deparallelization for the
subsequent compression via delinearization. (Left) the graph representation, (right) the state-transition
table. The linear dependence of column C from the columns A and B can be read off directly from the
state-transition table.
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Figure 7.13: Fully compressed FSM. (Left) the graph representation, (right) the state-transition
table.
Precision of the FSM Operations 7.4
An illustrative example demonstrating the advantages of the graph arithmetic and the symbolic
FSM compression is to construct two different expressions for the variance of the Hamiltonian Hˆ,
where the goal is to avoid catastrophic cancellation as best as possible while keeping calculations
as cheap as possible. The variance can be used as a control parameter in numerical simulations
to test whether a state |ψ〉 is close to an eigenstate of Hˆ. This is of particular interest in a
high precision ground-state search. A naïve evaluation is obtained by directly calculating the
expectation values in
var(Hˆ) = 〈ψ| Hˆ2 |ψ〉 − 〈ψ| Hˆ |ψ〉2 ≥ 0 , (7.25)
which eventually vanishes if |ψ〉 is an exact eigenstate, and the calculations are performed exactly.
However, numerics is done with finite-precision floating-point arithmetic[IEE08]. This inevitably
leads to catastrophic cancellation if large numbers need to be subtracted from each other, as it is
the case in Eq. (7.25), because both terms scale as L2. In order to apprehend the ramifications
of this, we need to take a closer look at how finite-precision arithmetic actually works.
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Floating-point arithmetic
A floating-point value x = s ·m · 2e is stored in 3 parts. The first part that consists of one
bit contains the sign s of the value. The second part is the exponent e, and the third part
is the mantissa m. This structure is shown in Fig. 7.14 for a single-precision number.
08 716 1524 2331
mantissaexponentsign
Figure 7.14: Graphical representation of the bit alignment of a single-precision floating-point
value x. It consist of a sign s, an exponent e, and a mantissa m, to represent x = s ·m · 2e.
The IEEEa standard defines how to store normal numbers, which leads to a hidden 1 in
front of the mantissa.b Note that the most common floating-point types are single-precision
(32bit, ∼ 7-8 decimals) and double-precision (64bit, ∼ 15-16 decimals); nevertheless other
formats are also specified.
Additionally to the storing specifications, the standard also requires arithmetic operations
(addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and square-root) with exactly rounded re-
sults. This means that the result needs to equal the rounded result of a non-finite-precision
operation. Nevertheless, errors will grow with every subsequent operation.
aInstitute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
bSubnormal numbers are also defined, but in practice rarely encountered.
Every (exact) number z is numerically represented by a floating-point number x, which is usually
exact up to an order of magnitude p so that we can mimic limited numerical precision by replacing
z → x(1 +  × 10−p) with a random variable  ∈ (−1, 1). Let z1,2 be two (exact) numbers and
x1,2 their representations with equal numerical precision p and 0 < z1 − z2 = 10−δ the exact
difference. In finite-precision arithmetics, we then obtain
z1 − z2 ∼= x1(1 + 1 × 10−p)− x2(1 + 2 × 10−p) (7.26)
= 10−δ + 1 × 10−(p+δ) + x2(2 − 1)× 10−p . (7.27)
For δ > 0, the second term cannot be represented due to finite precision. In our case, the values
for z1,2 are obtained from expectation values of operators acting on the full system. Hence, if we
estimate them by their leading-order contribution z1,2 ∼ Lq with magnitude q, with γ ≡ log10(L),
and  ≡ 2 − 1, we obtain
z1 − z2 ∼= 10−δ + × 10−(p−γ·q) , (7.28)
where  is a random variable of order ±1. It follows that we require δ < p − γ · q in order
to calculate the difference reliably. In case of the variance, i.e., q = 2, with double-precision
arithmetics, p = pnum = 16, the naïve evaluation, δ < 16 − 2γ, yields an upper bound of a
maximally possible precision of 10−12 for a lattice with L = 100 sites. However, the numerical
precision in general is not only bound by the exact numerical precision pnum, but it is also subject
to increasing round-off errors due to preceding calculations. Thus, in actual calculations, we have
an effective precision p(L, χ, ...) ≤ pnum that depends on simulation parameters. Returning to
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Eq. (7.25), we realize that the calculated variance is not only bounded, but may even become
negative (as  in Eq. (7.28) can be negative).
The problem can be addressed by a minimization of γ · q, for instance by constructing an MPO
representation for the operator Vˆ = (Hˆ−〈ψ| Hˆ |ψ〉)2 (e.g., by distributing the expectation value
〈ψ| Hˆ |ψ〉 over the lattice sites). Unfortunately, this comes at the cost of having constructed an
operator that is dependent on an expectation value. Hence, its numeric MPO representation
has to be rebuilt for every new state |ψ〉, which requires an efficient way of obtaining MPO
representations of the square of an operator.
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Figure 7.15: (Adopted from Fig. 8 in [PKM17]) (a) Graph representation Λ1(var(Hˆ)), compare
Eq. (7.29). The representation of Hˆ2 and of 〈Hˆ〉2 are considered independently: For the former, we
depict transitions from the initial state to the subgraph Λ(Hˆ2) and then to the final state indicated by
the operators oˆj (Λ(Hˆ2) represents the graph of Hˆ2). For the latter, we depict transitions from the
initial state to state J1 of the FSM, and then to the final state via identity operators. Those identities
carry the weights −0 and 1, respectively, which, after performing the multiplication, yields −〈Hˆ〉2, see
Eq. (7.29). (b) MPO site tensor obtained from the graph representation Λ1(var(Hˆ)). Matrix entries with
blue background denote the entries obtained from the site-tensor representation of Λ(Hˆ2).
To analyze both problems, we investigate two MPO representations Λ1(var(Hˆ)) (see Fig. 7.15a
for the corresponding graph) and Λ2(var(Hˆ)), which are obtained from the graph representations
Λ1(var(Hˆ)) = Λ(Hˆ
2)⊕ Λ(−E2Iˆd)
= Λ(Hˆ2)⊕
[
Λ(−0Iˆd) ∧ Λ(1Iˆd)
]
, with i =
〈
Hˆ
〉 √2
L− i (7.29)
Λ2(var(Hˆ)) = Λ(Hˆ − 〈Hˆ〉)⊗ Λ(Hˆ − 〈Hˆ〉)
=
[
Λ(Hˆ)⊕ Λ(Iˆd)
]⊗2
, with  = −〈Hˆ〉
L
. (7.30)
The numerical costs for obtaining the MPO representation of the graphs Λ1,2(var(Hˆ)) are to
leading order governed by the expenses of calculating the expectation value 〈Hˆ〉 as long as the
MPS bond dimensions are the cost-determining factor. This demonstrates a major advantage
of mapping the MPO arithmetics onto the graph representations: As the expectation value
〈Hˆ〉, in general, is already available, the additional numerical costs for constructing the MPO
representation are not significant compared to the application of the MPO.
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Next, we take a look at the numerical stability. The graph Λ2(var(Hˆ)) generates the MPO
representation of the operator 〈Hˆ −〈Hˆ〉〉 multiplied by itself. Thus, the graph of Hˆ is expanded
so that the expectation value 〈Hˆ〉 is equally distributed over all lattice sites with an on-site value
of 〈Hˆ〉/L. As operator arithmetics is represented exactly by means of the constructed graph
Λ2(var(Hˆ)), the only relevant source of catastrophic cancellation is the evaluation of 〈Hˆ − 〈Hˆ〉〉
along the lattice that compares terms of order O(L), hence q = 1. Thus, we expect the variance
to be bounded from below by 10−(16−γ). Yet, the graph Λ1(var(Hˆ)) in general also suffers from
catastrophic cancellation with q = 2, as in the naïve evaluation of the variance. This is best
seen by evaluating the structure of the generated matrix representation for non-vanishing tensor
blocksW
njn
′
j
τj−1τj (see Fig. 7.15b). As the latter contains the complete matrix representation of Hˆ2,
we end up at the final site by comparing numbers of order O(L2) when performing the tensor
contractions to evaluate the variance. Therefore, q = 2 yields the variance to be bounded from
below by 10−(16−2γ).
In addition, graph arithmetics is exact, whereas MPO arithmetic needs a vast amount of numer-
ical operations completed before expectation values can be calculated. Therefore, using MPO
arithmetics is much more prone to collecting round-off errors, which, in drastic cases, reduces
the numerical precision p by orders of magnitudes [Sch11].
Example: Variance for S=1 Heisenberg Chains 7.4.1
We end this chapter by testing the behavior of the variance obtained from site-tensor representa-
tions of Λ1,2(var(HˆHeisenberg)) for the ground state of spin-1 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chains
(see Sec. 3.2). For the ground-state search, we sweep through the system (using open boundary
conditions) and optimize the site tensors via a standard Lanczos algorithm, see chapter 8.
The largest observed bond dimensions w[1,2]max of the site-tensor matrices W
σj ,σ
′
j
j;wj−1,wj for the MPO
representations of Λ1,2(var(HˆHeisenberg)) are w
[1]
max = 12 and w
[2]
max = 10, respectively. Note
that these bond dimensions are generally smaller than MPS bond dimensions used during the
simulations. From w[2]max < w
[1]
max, we conclude that the distribution of the constant energy term
〈HˆHeisenberg〉 over the lattice sites in Λ2(var(HˆHeisenberg)) ensures a more efficient compression
of the resulting MPO representation. Consistently, for common MPS bond dimensions, we find
that Λ2(var(HˆHeisenberg)) is evaluated faster than Λ1(var(HˆHeisenberg)).
We have performed various simulations with single- and double-precision arithmetics, in which
we varied either the total bond dimension per MPS site tensor mmax or the discarded weight 
while keeping the respective other fixed. Figures 7.16 and 7.17 show results for various values of
mmax and . An important criterion for consistency of the calculations is the independence of
the threshold at which catastrophic cancellation sets in. We find that varying both parameters
mmax and  yields a constant value of
∆ ≡ |〈H2〉 − E2 − 〈(H − E)2〉|∼= 10−9 , (7.31)
which corresponds to the value at which the graph representation Λ1(var(HˆHeisenberg)) saturates.
Employing Eq. (7.28), these results suggest for the actual numerical precision an ansatz of the
form p = pnum − pr(L) with a correction pr(L), which to first order depends only on the lattice
size L. Repeating the calculations for S = 1 Heisenberg chains with various system sizes, we
can thus extract pr from Eq. (7.28) by estimating δ = log10(var(HˆHeisenberg)) from the saturated
value for the variances. For the two graph representations we consider the estimator for the
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Figure 7.16: (Extended version of Fig. 10a in [PKM17]) Variance as function of the maximum total
bond dimension mmax for a spin-1 Heisenberg chain with 100 sites and discarded weight  = 0 in the
ground state for double- and single-precision arithmetics. ∆(mmax) is obtained from a linear fit of the
difference |〈H2〉 − E2 − 〈(H − E)2〉|, which yields ∆(mmax) = 5.26 · 10−13 ·mmax + 8.34 · 10−10 for the
case of double-precision arithmetic. For single-precision arithmetic, the evaluation of Λ1 does not return
valid results.
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fit: −4.86 · 10−5 ·  + 1.05 · 10−9
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Figure 7.17: (Extended version of Fig. 10b in [PKM17]) Variance as function of the discarded weight
 for a spin-1 Heisenberg chain with 100 sites and mmax = 5000 in the ground state for single- and double-
precision calculations. ∆(χmax) is obtained from a linear fit of the difference |〈H2〉 − E2 − 〈(H − E)2〉|,
which yields ∆() = −4.86 · 10−5 ·  + 1.05 · 10−9 in the case of double-precision arithmetics. Note that
in the case of single-precision arithmetics the calculations for Λ1 do not return valid results. The same
holds true for the results of Λ2 for discarded weights  < 10−12.
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p1(L) = −δ1(L)− 2 · γ(L) fit: 15.4− 1.22 · γ(L)
p2(L) = −δ2(L)− γ(L) fit: 15.36− 0.18 · γ(L)
p1(L) = −δ1(L)− 2 · γ(L) (single-precision) fit: 6.65− 0.72 · γ(L)
p2(L) = −δ2(L)− γ(L) (single-precision) fit: 6.24 + 0.11 · γ(L)
Figure 7.18: (Extended version of Fig. 11 in [PKM17]) Numerical precision calculated from Eq. (7.28)
for graph representations Λ1,2(var(HˆHeisenberg)) evaluated for various lattice sizes. The dashed lines are
linear fits that illustrate the average dependence on the lattice size of the contribution pr(L) of the
effective numerical precision in the tensor-network contractions, p(L) = pnum − pr(L). Note that for
intermediate system sizes the ground-state search did not converge comparably, hence the values are not
used for the fits.
actual numerical precision
p1,2(L) = −δ1,2(L)− γ(L)q1,2 . (7.32)
For both representations of the variance, we perform a linear fit obtaining
p1 = 15.4− 1.22 · γ(L) (7.33)
p2 = 15.36− 0.18 · γ(L) , (7.34)
for the double-precision calculations and
p1 = 6.65− 0.72 · γ(L) (7.35)
p2 = 6.24 + 0.11 · γ(L) , (7.36)
for the single-precision calculations shown in Fig. 7.18. We emphasize that the observed behavior
is consistent with the ansatz above for constant single precision pnum, single ≈ 8 and double pre-
cision pnum, double ≈ 16 and residual numeric precision pr(L) ≈ γ(L) = log10(L). We hence find
that, aside from catastrophic cancellation, the dominating contribution to the loss of numerical
precision is proportional to the lattice size, which can be associated with inevitable rounding
errors generating an error O(10−pnum) per lattice site.
We showed that FSM arithmetics are lossless and rounding errors only occur due to the numerical
application of the generated MPO on the MPS. The methods introduced in Ref. [HMS17] obtain
an additional rounding error due to the numerical evaluation of MPO sums and products. Hence,
the FSM arithmetics should be favored in case of a new implementation.

Ground-State Search 8
Here we review the variational ground-state search for matrix-product states (MPSs), i.e., we
show how to variationally find the ground state for a given Hamiltonian Hˆ, as described in
Ref. [Sch11]. The main idea is again to use the variational principle and find the state |ψ〉 that
minimizes the energy,
E0 = min|ψ〉
〈ψ|Hˆ|ψ〉
〈ψ|ψ〉 . (8.1)
This problem can be expressed by using the Lagrange formalism by rewriting it as minimization
of 〈ψ|Hˆ|ψ〉 under the constraint that the norm of |ψ〉 equals one. Introducing the Lagrange
multiplier λ we get the Lagrange function,
〈ψ|Hˆ|ψ〉 − λ 〈ψ|ψ〉 , (8.2)
which needs to be extremized. Following the route of the density-matrix renormalization group
(DMRG), we optimize |ψ〉 one MPS site tensor at a time. In the following, we assume that we
always work in a mixed canonical representation with an active site j.
〈ψ| · · · · · ·
Hˆ · · · · · ·
|ψ〉 · · · · · ·
L
mj−1,wj−1
j−1;mj−1 R
mj ,wj
j+1;mj
− λ
· · · · · · 〈ψ|
!
= 0
· · · · · · |ψ〉
δ
mj−1
j−1;mj−1 δ
mj
j+1;mj
Figure 8.1: Summary of the partial derivatives Eq. (8.3). The tensors Lj−1 and Rj+1 are given in
Eqs. (8.5) and (8.6).
We have to differentiate Eq. (8.2) with respect to all coefficients Mσlj;mj−1,mj and set all these
differentiations to zero, as depicted in Fig. 8.1,
0
!
=
∂L
∂MσLj;mj−1,mj
=
∂ 〈ψ|Hˆ|ψ〉
∂MσLj;mj−1,ml
− λ ∂ 〈ψ|ψ〉
∂MσLj;mj−1,mj
(8.3)
=
∑
σ′j ,
mj−1,mj
∑
wj−1,wj
L
mj−1,wj−1
j−1;mj−1 W
σj ,σ
′
j
j;wj−1,wj
R
mj ,wj
j+1;mj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hˆeffj =
M
σ′j
j;mj−1,mj
− λMσj
j;mj−1,mj︸ ︷︷ ︸
|ψeffj 〉 =
, (8.4)
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in which Lj−1 and Rj+1 are defined only by one state |ψ〉 (instead of two),
L
mj−1,wj−1
j−1;mj−1 =
∑
σj−1,σ
′
j−1,
mj−2,wj−2
A
σ′j−1
j−1;mj−2,mj−1L
mj−2,wj−2
j−2;mj−2 W
σj−1σ
′
j−1
j−1;wj−2,wj−1A
σj−1
j−1;mj−2,mj−1 (8.5)
R
mj ,wj
j+1;mj
=
∑
σj+1,σ
′
j+1,
wj+1,mj+1
W
σj+1σ
′
j+1
j+1;wj ,wj+1
B
σj+1
j+1;mj ,mj+1
R
mj+1,wj+1
j+2;mj+1
B
σ′j+1
j+1;mj ,mj+1
. (8.6)
This leads to a simple eigenvalue problem,
Hˆeffj |ψeffj 〉 − λ |ψeffj 〉 = 0 , (8.7)
which can be solved exactly or approximately by, e.g., the Lanczos algorithm (see Sec. 4.2). The
smallest eigenvalue of this problem is the ground-state energy and the |ψeffj 〉 is the new site tensor
Mj .
In order to optimize a random starting state |ψ〉 iteratively to represent the ground state we
proceed as follows:
First, we bring |ψ〉 into right-canonical form, without loss of generality, and create all Rj tensors,
the MPS tensors take the form M1B2 · · ·BL. In this bipartition, we solve the local eigenvalue
problem and store the first eigenvector back into the first site tensor. Note that L0 and RL+1 are
dummy tensors and therefore equal to 1. Afterwards, the active site is moved to the right and a
new L1 tensor is built. This procedure is repeated back and forth through the system until the
energy, which is at every bipartition given by the smallest eigenvalue, converges.
Time-Evolution Schemata 9
In this section, we introduce two time-evolution schemata that are both based on the idea to find
an approximated representation of the time-evolution-step operator Uˆ(T ) in order to construct
the full time-evolution operator
Uˆ(τ) = e−
i
~ Hˆτ = lim
N→∞
(
e−
i
~ HˆT
)N
= lim
N→∞
(
1 + iT Hˆ + 1/2
(
iT Hˆ
)2
+ . . .
)N
(9.1)
with T = τ/N. To keep the notation short we set ~ = 1 in the following. After obtaining this
time-evolution-step operator it is applied, using the already introduced methods, until the desired
time τ is reached. Note that between every time-evolution step a truncation can be performed if
necessary. There are also other time-evolution methods, e.g., Krylov methods [GR06, DWH+12]
and the time-dependent variational principle [HCO+11, HLO+16], but here we refrain from
explaining them as they are not used in this thesis. Instead, we briefly explain the Trotter time
evolution and the MPO Wˆ II method.
Trotter Time Evolution 9.1
The Trotter time-evolution approach [WF04, VGRC04], also known as time-evolution block-
decimation (TEBD) [Vid03, Vid04, DKSV04], is based on the idea of decomposing Eq. (9.1)
into parts for which the exponential can be calculated in a feasible time. This approxima-
tive decomposition is done via the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula. Consider a Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
∑
j hˆj,j+1 that only consists of nearest-neighbor terms as, e.g., the Heisenberg chain, then
Eq. (9.1) decomposes to
e−iHˆT = e−iHˆevenT e−iHˆoddT e[Hˆeven,Hˆodd]T
2
≈ e−iHˆevenT e−iHˆoddT ≡ UˆTEBD1(T ) , (9.2)
with
Hˆeven =
∑
j even
hˆj,j+1 Hˆodd =
∑
j odd
hˆj,j+1 . (9.3)
Due to the fact that all terms of Hˆeven as well as all terms of Hˆodd commute with each other,
they can be exponentiated individually,
e−iHˆevenT =
∏
j even
e−ihˆj,j+1T e−iHˆoddT =
∏
j odd
e−ihˆj,j+1T . (9.4)
Thus, in order to create the corresponding matrix-product operator (MPO) only matrices of
dimension d × d need to be exponentiated. The error per time step, due to discarding the
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commutator in Eq. (9.2), is of second order in the time step O(T 2) for a fixed decomposition,
i.e., a constant commutator.
Moreover, this method is not restricted to nearest-neighbor terms, but can be used if the operator
Hˆ =
rmax∑
α
Hˆα︷ ︸︸ ︷
L/rmax∑
j=α
∑
ν1...νn
f j
′
ν1...νn ·
j′+rmax⊗
l=j′
kˆ(l)νl︸ ︷︷ ︸
oˆ(j
′)
with j′ = (1 + rmax)j − rmax (9.5)
can be grouped in a way that oˆ(j′) can be exponentiated, i.e., is Hermitian and sufficiently small,
and oˆ(j′) commute for different j′, i.e.,
[
oˆj
′
, oˆj˜
′
]
= 0. For a detailed description of the indices in
Eq. (9.5) see Sec. 7.1 and note that here the identity is part of K. In summary, we need to group
the sum into as many sums of operators corresponding to the longest distance captured by the
operator. All other operators, which act only in the corresponding part of the system, can be
incorporated into those operator sums.
Starting from this decomposition, the time-evolution operator can be constructed analogously
to the nearest-neighbor example,
UˆTEBD1(T ) =
rmax∏
α
e−iHˆαT . (9.6)
Higher order decompositions can be obtained by further decomposing the exponential and result
in smaller errors. As example, we show the second-order decomposition,
UˆTEBD2(T ) =
rmax∏
α
e−iHˆαT/2 ·
rmax∏
α
e−iHˆrmax−αT/2 , (9.7)
with an error in O(T 3) per time step and the fourth-order decomposition,
UˆTEBD4(T ) = UˆTEBD2(T1)UˆTEBD2(T1)UˆTEBD2(T2)UˆTEBD2(T1)UˆTEBD2(T1) , (9.8)
with T1 = T4−41/3 , T2 = (1− 4T1) T , and an error in O(T 5) per time step [Suz76, Suz91].
If the previous approach to handle long-ranged interactions is not feasible, e.g., because there are
only a few, but very long-ranged terms, swap gates [SW10] can be used to move the corresponding
sites close to each other in order to perform the time evolution. Afterwards, the swap gates are
applied in opposite order to move the sites back to their origin. By choosing a clever order of
the terms of the time evolution, series of swap gates can be omitted.
MPO Wˆ I/II 9.2
In contrast to TEBD, in which the truncation of the full time-evolution operator Eq. (9.1) is
performed on a certain order of τ , an alternative, proposed in Ref. [ZMK+15], truncates the
number of operators that act on a single site. Here, we summarize the construction instructions
first for the more descriptive MPO Wˆ I and afterwards also for the more precise and usually
preferred MPO Wˆ II. Note that we denote general (approximated) time-evolution operator by Uˆ
and only MPO representations by Wˆ .
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Consider a Hamiltonian that is divided into all its summands
Hˆ =
∑
~ji
Hˆ~ji (9.9)
in which every vector ~j consists of the site indices of the operators in ascending order. In order
to keep the notation compact, we define that such a vector ~j is n-smaller (
n
<) than a vector ~j′ if
maximally the largest n entries in ~j overlap with the smallest n entries of ~j′.
The idea for the time-evolution operator Wˆ I is to truncate the full time-evolution operator
Eq. (9.1) and discard all terms in which more than one operator is applied per site. The corre-
sponding time-evolution operator is given by
Uˆ I(T ) = Iˆd + iT
∑
~j
Hˆ~j + (iT )2
∑
~j
0
<~j′
Hˆ~jHˆ~j′ + (iT )3
∑
~j
0
<~j′
0
<~j′′
Hˆ~jHˆ~j′Hˆ~j′′ + . . . , (9.10)
in which furthermore the division by the factorial is discarded in order to obtain a simple finite-
state machine (FSM) representation. This additional approximation is permitted, because the
error is nevertheless at order T 2. In order to understand how to construct an FSM representation
of Uˆ I, consider a site tensor of a Hamiltonian in its state-transition-table representation,
Wˆj =
Iˆdj
Iˆdj

Aˆj Bˆj
Cˆj Dˆj
. (9.11)
We identify four blocks in this representation: The start and the end of interactions, Cˆj and Bˆj ,
respectively, the intermediate parts of interactions Aˆj and the local part Dˆj . As the sizes of the
boxes already suggest, Aˆj is an operator-valued matrix with dimension nj−1×nj , Bˆj is a vector
of dimension nj−1, Cˆj is a row vector of dimension nj , and Dˆj is an operator-valued scalar. nj
denotes the number of different non-local interaction terms in the Hamiltonian and nmax is the
maximal number of local interaction terms. The bond tensors of the time-evolution operator and
the corresponding FSM are shown in Fig. 9.1.
Wˆ Ij (τ)

AˆjiT Bˆj
CˆjIˆdj + iT Dˆj
=
Cˆ(1)
iT Bˆ(1)
Cˆ(n)
iT Bˆ(n)
A(1) A(n)
I
Iˆd + iT Dˆ
· · ·
Figure 9.1: (Left) Block structure of the MPO Wˆ Ij and (right) the corresponding FSM. Note that the
nodes A(i) represent arbitrary long-range interactions and hence arbitrary FSMs.
Discarding all terms with multiple local operators is arguably not the best approximation of
Eq. (9.1). For that reason, Wˆ II is introduced, which captures all terms with an overlap of
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maximally one. Unfortunately, there cannot be a closed representation in terms of FSMs nor
MPOs for an approximation that includes all those terms. This can be best illustrated with a
small example, namely a Hamiltonian that only consists of local operators,
Hˆ =
∑
j
Sˆzj , (9.12)
for which we would like to represent the time-evolution operator
Uˆ II = Iˆd + iT
∑
~j
Hˆ~j +
(iT )2
2
∑
~j
1
<~j′
Hˆ~jHˆ~j′ +
(iT )3
6
∑
~j
1
<~j′
1
<~j′′
Hˆ~jHˆ~j′Hˆ~j′′ + . . . . (9.13)
For every power T l a local operator string
(
Sˆzj
)l
arises and therefore an infinite number of edges
would be necessary to represent Eq. (9.13) exactly with an FSM and hence an MPO with infinite
bond dimension w.
In order to nevertheless represent Eq. (9.13) as an MPO with site tensors
Wˆ
II;σj ,σ
′
j
j (τ) =

W II;σj ,σ′jj;AW II;σj ,σ′jj;B
W
II;σj ,σ
′
j
j;CW
II;σj ,σ
′
j
j;D
, (9.14)
a matrix exponential, without any friendly properties, needs to be solved. The derivation of the
matrix exponential can be found in Ref. [ZMK+15] and in Ref. [PKS+19]. In summary,
Wˆ
II;σj ,σ
′
j
j;S,i,i′ = 〈σj , σ′j |

δS,D
δS,C
δS,B
δS,A

t
exp


iT Dˆ1,1 0 0 0
Cˆ1,i′ iT Dˆ1,1 0 0
iT Bˆi,1 0 iT Dˆ1,1 0
Aˆi,i′ iT Bˆi,1 Cˆ1,i′ iT Dˆ1,1



1
0
0
0
 |σj , σ′j〉 ,
(9.15)
with S ∈ {A,B, C,D} needs to be solved for all entries of Wˆ II;σj ,σ
′
j
j (τ). Note that the matrix
exponential only needs to be solved for Ai,i′ and can be reused afterwards. Hence, the complexity
of creating the MPO Wˆ II is of the order of d3n2max, which is small compared to the usual
complexity of the tensor contractions, which scale with the bond dimension of the matrix-product
state (MPS). It is therefore always beneficial to use Wˆ II instead of Wˆ I, because the final MPO
bond dimension is identical but the approximation is more accurate.
Universal Quantum-Computer
Simulator 10
A universal quantum computer is a very powerful tool compared to a classical computer as it
is supposed to solve some NP hard problems in polynomial time [Pre12]. Based on the method
development introduced in part II, we present here a universal quantum-computer simulator
(QCS). Since it is simulated on a classical computer, it obviously cannot exploit the quantum
supremacy. Nevertheless, it is a useful tool in the process of developing quantum algorithms.
Furthermore, due to its customizability (see Sec. 10.3), the QCS is also a very versatile tool for
arbitrary quantum-state manipulation. One example is the creation of an infinite-temperature
state for Hubbard-like models, which is explained in Sec. 10.4.4. Other examples, which are not
captured in this thesis, are the preparation of initial states, and the measurements and exhaustive
analysis on stored quantum states.
At the time of writing, several QCSs already exist, some of them publicly available. An extensive
summary over the most prominent ones is given in [LaR18]. Furthermore, a large collection of
quantum algorithms, with implementations for the IBM quantum experience, is summarized in
[CEP+18].
Maybe the most intuitively programmable is the QCS that is associated with the IBM quantum
experience and their quantum computer. The programming language used within their frame-
work is called OpenQASM [CBSG17]. It offers all commands to run universal quantum-computer
codes, i.e., the possibility to apply at least a set of universal quantum gates, measurements, and
some program control structures. Furthermore, a graphical programming tool is available online,
but it does not support all features of OpenQASM.
In order to gain more flexibility, another abstraction layer called QISKit can be used to obtain
the necessary OpenQASM code. QISKit offers an interface to different back-ends including the
real IBM quantum-computer hardware. The included, exact simulation back-ends are limited
by the number of qubits. This is due to representation of the state in the full basis, which is
extremely memory consuming, or in a vector basis, which is still very memory consuming. The
same holds true for Microsoft’s LIQUi|> [WS14] and their Quantum Development Kit [SGT+18].
In the last two decades, the idea to build a QCS based on matrix-product states (MPSs) was
already formulated [Vid03] and applied, e.g., to Shor’s factorization algorithm [DHH17].
Nevertheless, we present the benefits of such an implementation here. Our QCS represents the
state as (possibly truncated) matrix-product states, see chapter 5. Therefore, not the number
of qubits but the increase in entanglement due to application of gates is the limiting factor.
Because MPSs can, in principle, represent every state if no truncation is used, our simulator
scales never worse in memory usage than those working in the full basis. Furthermore, we obtain
good estimations of the errors that occur in our simulation, namely the truncation error and
the gate application error. Note that the discussion whether or not large entanglement entropy
is the necessary ingredient for performance growth due to quantum computation is still unclear
[JL03, VdN13].
Another important difference is that we can measure the entanglement entropy without any
further numerical costs. Hence, we can predict when a quantum algorithm does not need a
quantum computer and therefore makes no use of the quantum supremacy. In order to show the
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inverse statement, one would need to prove that the entanglement grows in all bases. This has
been shown to be a NP-complete problem [usc01].
In this chapter, we use the computational basis, which is widely used in quantum information,
with the translation from the physical basis
|0〉 = |↑〉 |1〉 = |↓〉 . (10.1)
|↑〉 and |↓〉 denote the spin-1/2 Sz basis vectors. Equalities between operators and matrices refer
to the matrix representation in the Sz basis.
This chapter starts with an overview of the most common quantum gates and the definition of
a set of universal quantum gates. Afterwards, we explain how our QCS measures an observable
in contrast to a quantum computer. Then, the steps we took to extend our MPS code to a fully
programmable universal QCS are presented. We complement the chapter by giving some small
example applications of the QCS.
Universal Quantum Gates 10.1
In this section, we introduce the quantum gates that are available in our QCS. Most of them are
in one way or the other present in all quantum computer environments that are programmable
by gates. The provided information is consistent with those given in [NC04, IBM].
Additionally, we introduce three non-unitary helper operators. These, together with the identity,
are used to construct all the following gates by means of finite-state machines (FSMs) (see
chapter 7). As the helper operators are not unitary, they cannot be considered as quantum
gates.
To achieve a set of universal quantum gates, several combinations are known to be sufficient.
For example, the Toffoli and the Hadamard gate [Shi03] or the CNOT, the Hadamard, and the
RZpi/4 gate [NC04]. Subsequently, the CNOT and the
3U(λ, φ,Θ) gate are also sufficient, because
of the versatility of the latter.
Non-Unitary Helper Operators 10.1.1
The operators in this section are the spin-raising operator Sˆ+, the spin-lowering operators Sˆ−,
and the spin operator Sˆz,
Sˆ+j =
(
0 1
0 0
)
j
, Sˆ−j =
(
0 0
1 0
)
j
, Sˆzj =
1
2
(
1 0
0 −1
)
j
. (10.2)
They are implemented internally in the QCS and together with the identity operator Iˆd (see
Eq. (10.3)) they are the building blocks for all operators.
Single-Site Gates 10.1.2
All single-site quantum gates can be represented by unitary complex two-by-two matrices. In the
following, we present the pictorial and the matrix representation of the most common single-site
quantum gates, accompanied by a brief explanation of their action.
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In our implementation, all single-site gates presented here can be applied on a single site j by
executing one of the following lines:
app GATENAME[j];
apply GATENAME[j];
Identity
Figure 10.1: Pictorial rep-
resentation of the identity gate
Eq. (10.3), which is a simple
quantum wire.
The identity operator Iˆd represents the trivial operation, i.e.,
it leaves the qubit unchanged. Nevertheless, it is very useful
in order to construct other operators, e.g., the operators 0ˆ and
1ˆ in Eq. (10.12). Furthermore, it is one of the four internally
implemented operators.
The pictorial representation is given in Fig. 10.1 and shows
that the identity has one more very important role in every
quantum-gate code: The role of the quantum wire. The matrix
representation at qubit j is
Iˆdj =
(
1 0
0 1
)
j
. (10.3)
In our implementation, the identity is implicitly applied on all qubits if no other gate is specified.
It is therefore never actually necessary to write it explicitly, even though it is possible.
Z
Z
Figure 10.2: Pictorial rep-
resentation of the Z gate
Eq. (10.4).
The Zˆ operator is derived directly from the internally imple-
mented Sˆz operator. It equals the Pauli matrix σz and is called
a phase-flip. This gate is a special case of the phase-shift oper-
ator Eq. (10.8) with λ = pi.
The pictorial representation is given by a “Z” in a box (see
Fig. 10.2) and the matrix representation at qubit j is
Zˆj =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
j
. (10.4)
X
X
Figure 10.3: Pictorial rep-
resentation of the X gate
Eq. (10.5).
The Xˆ operator is the quantum version of a classical NOT gate.
It turns a |0〉 to a |1〉 and vice versa and is also called a bit-flip.
The pictorial representation is analogous to the representation
of the Z gate and given in Fig. 10.3. In our implementation,
Xˆ is built by the sum of Sˆ− and Sˆ+ and is given by the Pauli
matrix σx,
Xˆj = Sˆ
−
j + Sˆ
+
j =
(
0 1
1 0
)
j
. (10.5)
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Y
Y
Figure 10.4: Pictorial rep-
resentation of the Y gate
Eq. (10.6).
Also, the Pauli matrix σy is used as a quantum gate. This gate
is denoted by Y and maps |0〉 to i|1〉 and |1〉 to −i|0〉.
The pictorial representation is also analogous to the representa-
tion of the previous gates and given in Fig. 10.4. In our imple-
mentation, Yˆ is built by the difference of Sˆ− and Sˆ+ multiplied
by i and is given by the Pauli matrix σy,
Yˆj = i
(
Sˆ−j − Sˆ+j
)
=
(
0 −i
i 0
)
j
. (10.6)
Hadamard
H
Figure 10.5: Pictorial repre-
sentation of the Hadamard gate
Eq. (10.7).
The Hadamard gate is used to create a superposition of the
states |0〉 and |1〉. To be more precise, it maps |0〉 to |0〉+|1〉√
2
and |1〉 to |0〉−|1〉√
2
.
The pictorial representation is given in Fig. 10.5. In our imple-
mentation, Hˆ is built by a sum of the internally implemented
operators Eq. (10.2) (see also Fig. 10.15 for the corresponding
FSM),
Hˆj =
1√
2
(
Sˆ+j + Sˆ
−
j + 2 Sˆ
z
j
)
=
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
j
. (10.7)
Parametrized Single-Site Gates 10.1.3
In order to use a quantum computer in a universal way, it is beneficial to be able to use input
data additionally to the already user-defined algorithm. This can be done by using parametrized
gates that will act depending on an input parameter. In the following, we review the three
parametrized single-site gates as they are used in the IBM quantum experience [IBM]. In the
end, we also show that the first two ones can be represented by the last one. However, using
the less complicated gates is beneficial to the computation time, in the simulator and in the real
quantum computer.
Note that parameterized gates always need additional inputs. Within our QCS, this means that
the call is given by
app GATENAME[j, PARAMETER , ...];
apply GATENAME[j, PARAMETER , ...];
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1U
λ
1U
Figure 10.6: Pictorial rep-
resentation of the 1U gate, in-
cluding its input parameter λ,
see Eq. (10.8).
The 1Uˆ phase-shift operator expects one classical (real) param-
eter λ. It rotates the state |1〉 by the angle λ around the z axis.
In the case of λ = pi we obtain the Zˆ operator Eq. (10.4). The
rotation operator Rˆz(λ) is closely related to the phase-shift op-
erator by Rˆz(λ) = e−iλ/2 · 1Uˆ.
The pictorial representation is given by a “1U ” in a box with
an additional classical wire (double line) (see Fig. 10.6). Its
matrix representation is
1Uˆj(λ) = (1− eiλ) Sˆzj +
(1 + eiλ)
2
Iˆdj =
(
1 0
0 eiλ
)
j
. (10.8)
2U
λ, φ
2U
Figure 10.7: Pictorial repre-
sentation of the 2U gate, includ-
ing its input parameters λ and
φ, see Eq. (10.9).
The second operator 2Uˆ expects two classical (real) parameters
λ and φ. It can be understood as a generalized Hadamard gate,
representing it for λ = pi, φ = 0.
The pictorial representation is given by a “2U ” in a box (see
Fig. 10.7) and its matrix representation is given by
2Uˆj(λ, φ) =
1√
2
[
eiφSˆ−j − eiλSˆ+j + (1− ei(λ+φ)) Sˆzj +
(1 + ei(λ+φ))
2
Iˆdj
]
=
1√
2
(
1 −eiλ
eiφ ei(λ+φ)
)
j
.
(10.9)
3U
λ, φ, θ
3U
Figure 10.8: Pictorial rep-
resentation of the 3U gate, in-
cluding its input parameters λ,
φ, and θ, see Eq. (10.10).
The third operator 3Uˆ expects three classical (real) parameters
λ, φ, and θ. It can be understood as the general unitary gate.
All previously described gates can be represented by the 3U
gate.
The pictorial representation is given by a “3U ” in a box (see
Fig. 10.8) and the matrix representation is given by
3Uˆj(λ, φ, θ) =
[
sin (θ/2)
(
eiφSˆ−j − eiλSˆ+j
)
+ cos (θ/2)
((
1− ei(λ+φ)
)
Sˆzj +
(
1 + ei(λ+φ)
)
2
Iˆdj
)]
(10.10)
=
(
cos (θ/2) −eiλ sin (θ/2)
eiφ sin (θ/2) ei(λ+φ) cos (θ/2)
)
j
. (10.11)
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Multi-Site Gates 10.1.4
A multi-site gate is a gate that acts on more than one qubit. Such gates are essential in order
to generate entangled qubits. Most of them are controlled gates, which apply a single-site gate
on a qubit only if the other one is in the state |1〉. Otherwise, the identity is applied.
In order to use a compact notation, we introduce the non-unitary operators
0ˆj =
1
2
Iˆdj + Sˆ
z
j =
(
1 0
0 0
)
1ˆj =
1
2
Iˆdj − Sˆzj =
(
0 0
0 1
)
, (10.12)
which check whether the qubit j is |0〉 or |1〉, respectively. If the condition is met, these operators
act as identity. Otherwise, the state is annihilated.
As these gates have different numbers of parameters, the usage within our QCS is presented for
every gate. Note that we only show the non-abbreviated version while the abbreviated version
also works and is used analogous to the single-site gates. Furthermore, the matrix representations
for the multi-site operators depend on the choice of the basis. We choose the natural (binary)
basis, {|00〉, |01〉, |10〉, |11〉} for all two-site operators.
CNOT and cX
• •
X
Figure 10.9: Pictorial repre-
sentation of the CNOT[0,1] and
the cX gate Eq. (10.13).
The CNOT gate, which acts on two qubits, is equivalent to a
controlled X gate. This means that the target qubit t is flipped
only if the control qubit c is |1〉 and stays untouched otherwise.
ˆCNOTc, t = ˆcXc, t = 1ˆc ⊗ Sˆxt + 0ˆc ⊗ Iˆdt ∼=

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
 (10.13)
The CNOT gate needs one control qubit c and one target qubit t. These are denoted by control
and target, respectively. Thus, it is called by the following line of code:
apply CNOT[control , target ];
Note that in contrast to real quantum computers, in which the connectivity is a challenge for
itself, every combination of control and target, except control = target, is allowed in our
simulator.
Toffoli
•
•
Figure 10.10: Pictorial rep-
resentation of the Toffoli gate
Eq. (10.14).
The Toffoli gate is an expansion of the CNOT gate, i.e., it has
two control qubits (c1, c2).
This gate is capable of representing classical gates (AND, XOR,
NOT, . . . ) [Tof80]. A quantum computer that has this quan-
tum gate implemented is therefore capable of simulating all
classical programs. Its representation is
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ˆToffolic1, c2, t =1ˆc1 ⊗ 1ˆc2 ⊗ Sˆxt +
(
1ˆc1 ⊗ 0ˆc2 + 0ˆc1 ⊗ 1ˆc2 + 0ˆc1 ⊗ 0ˆc2
)⊗ Iˆdt . (10.14)
The Toffoli gate needs two control qubits c1, c2 and one target qubit t. These are denoted by
control1, control2, and target, respectively, i.e., it is called by
apply Toffoli[control1 , control2 , target ];
Note that this gate is classically universal but it is not universal for quantum computing. Another
single-qubit gate that creates a superposition needs to be added [Shi03].
Swap
× • •
× = •
Figure 10.11: Pictorial rep-
resentation of the swap gate
Eq. (10.15) and its representa-
tion in terms of three CNOT
gates [Got98].
The swap gate does no actual computation. It is mainly needed
because in a real quantum computer not all qubits are con-
nected in the same way, i.e., the CNOT cannot act on arbitrary
gates. To overcome this connection problem, the swap gate can
be used to move qubits.
In our implementation, the swap gate can be used to reduce
the entanglement. For example, if a qubit should be entangled
with a qubit on the other side of the system, it might be better
to first move the qubits close to each other.
ˆswapq1, q2 = 1ˆq1 ⊗ 1ˆq2 + 0ˆq1 ⊗ 0ˆq2︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 1
2
Iˆdq1⊗Iˆdq2+2Sˆzq1⊗Sˆzq2
+Sˆ+q1 ⊗ Sˆ−q2 + Sˆ−q1 ⊗ Sˆ+q2 ∼=

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
 (10.15)
The swap gate needs two qubits q1, q2. These are denoted by qubit1 and qubit2, respectively.
In our implementation the code reads
apply swap[qubit1 , qubit2 ];
Arbitrary Controlled Gate cW
• • •
W
=
A B C
Figure 10.12: Pictorial representation of
the decomposition of an arbitrary controlled
gate cW into three single site gates and two
CNOT gates [BBC+95].
In [BBC+95] it is shown that an arbitrary con-
trolled gate cW can be constructed from three sin-
gle-site gates and two CNOTs if the single-site gate
W can be represented by a special unitary matrix.
In this decomposition, the gates A, B, and C con-
sist of up to two rotations. These rotations can
done by the iU gates.
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Measurements 10.2
j
Sz
〈Szj 〉
j′ A
j′′
B
〈Aj′Bj′′〉
Figure 10.13: Pictorial rep-
resentation of a single-qubit
(left, 〈Szj 〉) and a two-qubit
measurement (right, 〈Aj′Bj′′〉).
Within our QCS, we are capable of measuring every observable
that can be built by the operators given in Sec. 10.1. Further-
more, new observables, e.g., correlation functions, can be built
in terms of FSMs, see chapter 7. A simple single-site measure-
ment is depicted on the left side of Fig. 10.13, whereas the right
side shows a two-site correlation function.
The syntax for these measurements is given by
measure GATENAME[PARAMETERS ];
where the PARAMETERS depend on the chosen gate GATENAME.
The keyword measure can be shortened to meas and mea. A
special role is reserved for gates that only need a single parameter (the site they shall act on).
There, every legal value (0 to system size minus one) is used if no parameter is defined, i.e., the
observable is measured for every qubit.
In order to print the measurements to the standard output or to write them into files created in
the directory observables the following code is used.
perform print[observable , GATENAME ];
perform write[observable , GATENAME ];
Again, the GATENAME defines the gate from which the observable is derived and the keyword
perform can be shortened to perf and per. Furthermore, the keyword print can be shortened
to p, write to w, and observable to obs.
With our QCS, we directly calculate the expectation value of an observable without destroying or
changing the current quantum state. It is therefore possible to determine the exact expectation
values of an arbitrary number of observables at every point within the quantum algorithm.
Considering this complete access to all information, this simulator can also be used as a quantum-
algorithm debugger.
In contrast, it is only possible to measure a single realization of the system with a quantum
computer, i.e., the outcome is always one of the eigenvalues of the operator and after the mea-
surement the system is in the corresponding eigenstate of the operator. For example, if the spin
in z-direction of a qubit
|ψ〉 =
√
2/3|0〉+
√
1/3|1〉 (10.16)
is measured, the result of our QCS is the expectation value 〈Sˆz〉 = 1/6 and an unchanged quantum
state. In contrast, a quantum computer obtains
Sˆz|ψ〉 =
{
−1/2 |1〉 in 1/3 of the realizations
1/2 |0〉 in 2/3 of the realizations . (10.17)
In order to get the expectation value of the operator from a quantum computer, the calculation
needs to be repeated several times, depending on the demanded precision, i.e., infinitely often
for an exact result,
〈Sˆz〉ψ = lim
n→∞
∑
n〈ψn|Sˆz|ψn〉
n
, (10.18)
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with the realizations |ψn〉. To obtain this behavior, i.e., a single realization, within our QCS, a
projection onto an eigenstate of the measured operator is necessary after the measurement. The
resulting eigenstate can in our case be deduced from the expectation value of the observable 〈Sˆz〉
in combination with a random number r ∈ [0, 1],
Sˆz|ψ〉 =
{
−1/2 |1〉 if 〈Sˆz〉+ 1/2 ≥ r
1/2 |0〉 otherwise . (10.19)
The corresponding projection operators are 0ˆj and 1ˆj as defined in Eq. (10.12). Note that
this projection in general changes further qubits as well. If we consider a two-qubit state
|φ〉 = √1/2 (|0001〉+ |1011〉), the resulting states after projecting the first qubit and a sequential
normalization are
0ˆ0|φ〉 = |0001〉 1ˆ0|φ〉 = |1011〉 . (10.20)
Therefore, due to the nature of quantum mechanics, the second – entangled – qubit changed
after applying an operator that was only different from the identity at the first qubit. In the
next section, we present the implementation of our QCS and complete the description of the
command set.
Implementation 10.3
classical computation
· · · ≡ |ψ〉
· · · ≡ Oˆ
I
A1
A2
F
oˆ11
oˆ12
oˆ21
oˆ22
Iˆd Iˆd
app X[0]; app X[1];
app Hadamard [0]; app Hadamard [1];
app CNOT [1,0];
app Hadamard [0]; app Hadamard [1];
app X[0]; app X[1];
mea Sz[]; per p[obs ,Sz];
Figure 10.14: Sketch of the layer model of
the QCS. Bottom to top: classical-computer
layer, tensor-network layer, finite-state-
machine/gate-definition layer, and quantum-
code layer.
Our implementation is structured in several lay-
ers that are sketched in Fig. 10.14. This struc-
ture, except the top layer, is already used in the
MPSs based ground-state search and time-evolu-
tion software. Due to this connection, further im-
provements in either of these programs will often
also improve the others. Furthermore, this model
allows us to use the QCS very flexibly because we
also have access to all already implemented fea-
tures, e.g., ground-state search and different bases.
Note that states, stored as MPSs, can be saved and
loaded in all programs within our framework.
In the following, the layers are described.
Classical-Computer Layer The lowest layer
represents the classical computer. Our implemen-
tation is written in modern C++14/17 and consists
of several interacting and related classes. This layer
realizes the program flow, the input and output file
handling, and the representation of the higher lay-
ers onto the hardware. The most expensive oper-
ations consist of tensor algebra, which is mapped
onto linear-algebra operations and handled by the
linear-algebra library SciPAL [Kra13].
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Tensor-Network Layer The next layer consists of the numerical representation of quantum
states and operators in terms of tensor networks, namely MPSs and matrix-product operators
(MPOs), and all operations with those objects. Therefore, the different algorithms, e.g., the
application of an MPO onto an MPS and the time evolutions are implemented directly in the
abstract form of tensor networks. The benefit of this abstraction is that, e.g, tensor contractions
are implemented and tested in a general way only a few times (for several specific cases), but
used very often in different cases. This way the necessary amount of code is reduced and the
testability is increased dramatically.
A
I
F
B
1√
2
Sˆ+j
ˆS−q(j)
1√
2
Sˆ−j
ˆS+q(j)
2√
2
Sˆzj
Iˆd
Iˆd
Figure 10.15: Graphical
representation of the FSM of
the Hadamard operator Hˆj , see
Sec. 10.1.2. Operators act only
on qubits denoted by the lower
index and are zero otherwise.
Finite-State-Machine Layer This layer is another abstrac-
tion that represents MPOs, e.g., the gates, as U(1)-invariant
FSMs (see chapter 7). Because we want to exploit the U(1)
invariance, i.e., the conservation of the spin quantum number
(
∑
j〈Szj 〉 = 0), in our implementation but several gates pre-
sented in Sec. 10.1 change the total spin of the system an ad-
ditional auxiliary qubit is connected to every qubit containing
the opposite spin. Hence, this U(1) invariance is achieved by
implementing the gates as operators acting on both the system
and the auxiliary qubit. The resulting FSM therefore needs
an operator with the opposite spin change on the correspond-
ing auxiliary qubit q(j) for every spin-changing operator on a
system qubit j. In Fig. 10.15 this is shown for the Hadamard
operator (see Sec. 10.1.2). Note that the Sˆzj operator does not
change the spin and therefore does not need a corresponding
operator on the auxiliary qubit.
The expansion of the system size decreases the performance
of the simulator, but the benefits due to the reduction of the
bond dimension usually overcompensates this effect. All these
considerations are completely wrapped within this layer and
only need to be considered once new gates are created. Due to this layer and the consequent use
of FSMs, it is easy to add new gates and observables, not only for universal quantum computing
but also for arbitrary quantum-state manipulations. This is even more the case due to the
possibility to choose the basis of the quantum state that should be altered.
Quantum-Code Layer The highest layer is the quantum source code with which the final
quantum programs are written. Beside the FSMs defining the quantum gates in the previous
layer, this layer is the only part that needed to be added to our framework in order to build up
a QCS.
Additionally to the already described measurements, our incomplete1 QASM [Ope, CBSG17]
dialect offers the possibility to obtain further information on the current state. To this end, the
perform instruction understands additional keywords in order to print the corresponding values
into the terminal or write them in a file. Those keywords are listed in the following accompanied
by an example code after every description.
• discarded_weight, dwWith this keyword, the discarded weight per bond will be returned.
Note that in this case all qubits – system and auxiliary alike – are considered. This is very
1Currently (build-hash: fe7158f6d10b2ecdbb98bb42e43b7e38f16a0997), the capability to store classical values
in variables and using them for conditional jumps is not implemented.
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important information, as it is the truncation error that is made within the MPS framework.
Beside this way to obtain the discarded weight, the sum over all discarded weights is stored
after every operation for every simulation.
per p[discarded_weight ]; per w[discarded_weight ];
• n_states, ns The number of states reveals the bond dimension at every bond. Again,
note that here all qubits are considered. In combination with the discarded weight this
parameter is important to pinpoint unexpected behavior in the simulation to a certain
qubit.
per p[n_states ]; per w[n_states ];
• singular_value_spectrum, sv_spectrum, sv_spec The singular-value spectrum offers
an even deeper look into the underlying MPS and MPO. It is possible to obtain this
spectrum either for the current wavefunction, then the spectrum right before the last
truncation took place is returned, or for any gate GATENAME, then the spectrum of this
operator is returned. In the second case, all parameters for the gate need to be specified
after the GATENAME. The results are stored in a file, which has the last parameter as
filename. Within this file, every column represents the singular values of a single bond in
ascending order. Note that every column has trailing zeros up to the maximal amount of
singular values.
per p[sv_spec , wavefunction ]; per w[sv_spec , wavefunction ];
per p[sv_spec , GATENAME , ...]; per w[sv_spec , GATENAME , ...];
• wavefunction, wfcn With this command it is possible to write the current MPS into a
file named sim/wavefunction/IDENTIFIER. This file can later be used as MPS anywhere
within our framework. Note that it is also technically possible to print an MPS onto the
terminal, but because the data is printed binary it is probably not desirable.
// per p[wfcn , IDENTIFIER]; per w[wfcn , IDENTIFIER ];
In this line, another important feature is introduced, namely the possibility to write com-
ments. Note that a comment always needs to start with //␣ and ends with the first
semicolon.
• overlap, ov and overlaps, ovs In order to calculate the overlap between two MPSs,
we need to introduce the new keyword calculate, calc, or c. It is used as another
operation that can be performed. Currently, only overlap calculations are implemented.
This operation needs at least two parameters, first a specifier for the data type – double
or complex – of the MPSs files that are specified by the following parameters. If only a
single file is passed, the overlap with the current state of the quantum-computer simulator
is calculated.
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All calculated overlaps are stored in an internal array, which can be used analogous to
discarded_weight and n_states.
perform calculate[overlap , complex , FILENAME1 , FILENAME2 ];
per p[overlaps ]; per w[overlaps ];
Illustrative Applications 10.4
In this section, we present examples of how to use the QCS in the framework of the universal
gate model and examples of how to use the software for arbitrary quantum-state manipulation.
Modular Multiplication Needs No Entanglement? 10.4.1
In this example, we use a quantum algorithm from [MS12], which calculates the modular multi-
plication f7(x) = 7x (mod 15). Instead of using the swap gates directly, we refer to the formula-
tion used in the full user guide of the IBM quantum experience, in which experiment-compatible
CNOT gates are used. As described there, the modular multiplication is one key ingredient for
Shor’s factorization algorithm [Sho97].
In the following, we show the gate model and the source code for our QCS for x = 13 = |1101〉
that returns |0001〉 = 1.
|0〉0 X X • • 1
|0〉1 X • • 0
|0〉2 X X • • • 0
|0〉3 X X • • 0
=
|0〉0 × 1
|0〉1 X × 0
|0〉2 ×× 0
|0〉3 ×× 0
Figure 10.16: (Left) gate model of the modular multiplication f7(x) with x = 13 as described in the
main text. The first column flips the qubits to represent the value x. The second column flips all qubits.
Hence, both columns could be compressed to a single spin-flip on qubit 1. Furthermore, the CNOT gates
can be represented by SWAP gates. This compressed program is depicted on the right side.
// Initiate qubits with x = 13 = |1101>;
app X[0]; app X[2]; app X[3];
// Do Multi(7,x)Mod15;
app X[0]; app X[1]; app X[2]; app X[3];
app CNOT [1,2]; app CNOT [2,1]; app CNOT [1,2];
app CNOT [2,3]; app CNOT [3,2]; app CNOT [2,3];
app CNOT [0,3]; app CNOT [3,0]; app CNOT [0,3];
// Measure result;
meas Sz[];
perf write[obs ,Sz];
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Because this is a quantum formulation of a classical algorithm, no entanglement is created, and
it can easily be computed on a classical computer. This is consistent with [Shi03], which states
that X and CNOT are not sufficient for universal quantum computing.
(Flipped) CNOT Can Change the Control Qubit 10.4.2
Another small example shows the difference between classical and quantum computation in a
very compact way. Consider the following program in which first both qubits are flipped and
afterwards a Hadamard gate is applied on both qubits, creating superpositions. Then, a CNOT
gate is applied and in the end the inverse of the first two steps is applied.
|0〉0 X H H X |0〉0
|0〉1 X H • H X |1〉1
Figure 10.17: Gate model of the code
on the right-hand side.
app X[0]; app X[1];
app Hadamard [0]; app Hadamard [1];
app CNOT [1 ,0];
app Hadamard [0]; app Hadamard [1];
app X[0]; app X[1];
If we look at this program from a purely classical point of view, the only qubit that can change
is the target qubit of the CNOT, because the control qubit is not changed by the CNOT and the
local gates are self-adjoint. Counter-intuitively, due to the quantum properties of the calculation,
the control qubit of the final state is flipped while the target qubit is unchanged. This observation
fits together perfectly with the fact that the control and the target qubit of a CNOT gate are
flipped by surrounding Hadamard gates [CEP+18].
Benchmark 10.4.3
One way to benchmark QCS is presented in Ref. [LaR18]. The idea is to build a simply scalable
algorithm that uses a variable number of qubits, but does not necessarily need to have a useful
result. In Fig. 10.18 the algorithm is depicted for four qubits and a depth of two, i.e., two
iterations. In order to scale the number of qubits, more CNOT operations need to be included
in addition to the additional qubits. The depth is then varied by repeating the block as often as
desired.
operation block
|0〉0 H
√
X H
√
X
|0〉1 H
√
X • H √X •
|0〉2 H
√
X • H √X •
|0〉3 H
√
X • H √X •
Figure 10.18: Exemplarily gate model of the circuit that was used for the benchmark. Here for four
qubits and a depth of two and with a single operation block highlighted. The algorithm and the graphical
representation is adopted from Ref. [LaR18].
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Figure 10.19: Benchmark results comparing our results (MPSqcs) with runtimes from Ref. [LaR18]
(QISKit and ProjectQ) for different numbers of qubits and different depths. As expected, the maximal
number of qubits treatable in a decent amount of time is very limited in simulation approaches that
do not restrict the Hilbert space. With the MPSqcs the runtimes increase much more slowly with the
number of qubits, but faster with the depth of the algorithm.
In order to obtain comparable runtimes, we benchmarked our QCS on hardware that is nearly
identical to the one in [LaR18], the only difference is the doubled amount of memory.2 The
result of this benchmark is shown in Fig. 10.19. The fact that the runtimes of QISKit and
ProjectQ scale exponentially with the number of qubits is due to their representation of the
quantum system. Both simulators store the full state without limiting the available Hilbert
space, whereas we only store an MPS and hence the runtimes are less affected by the number of
qubits. This behavior would be drastically different if the algorithm directly entangles all qubits,
because the bond dimension of the MPS would grow exponentially in this case.
Create Canonical Infinite-Temperature States 10.4.4
C†tot... ...
Figure 10.20: Pictorial rep-
resentation of the multi-site gate
C†tot Eq. (5.50).
As an example, in which the QCS is not used in the frame-
work of universal quantum gates, we review the creation of a
canonical infinite-temperature state from Sec. 5.4.2.
Most importantly, we need to change the basis in order to work
with two spin-1/2 fermions on a single site instead of one. Fur-
thermore, we need to take into account that we want to de-
scribe a mixed state and therefore need to double our system
size. Then we can use the multi-site gate, which is – except the
index labels – equal to the operator Eq. (5.50),
2Hardware specification: Dell XPS 13 (9370), Intel i7-8550U, 16GB RAM, Ubuntu 16.04 LTS.
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Cˆ†tot =
L/2−1∑
j=0
[
cˆ†↑,2j ⊗ cˆ†↓,2j+1 + cˆ†↓,2j ⊗ cˆ†↑,2j+1
]
, (10.21)
with c†σ,j being the fermionic creation operators with spin σ = {↑, ↓} on qubit j. The corre-
sponding pictorial representation (Fig. 10.20) spans over the entire system as the operator is not
factorized and acts on every qubit.
In order to create a canonical infinite-temperature with a particle density n¯ = NL , the operator
C†tot must be applied 2N times.
The corresponding code is accordingly rather simple:
app C_dagger_tot [];
...
app C_dagger_tot [];
Implementing Trotter Time Evolution with Two Site Gates 10.4.5
In order to implement the Trotter time evolution as described in Sec. 9.1, a modifiable two-site
gate is necessary. This was realized via FSMs (see chapter 7 and App. A.4).
As the time-evolution operator has to obey the quantum-number conservation, not all entries need
to be considered nor would the implementation of the FSM evaluation accept them. Nevertheless,
the full two site operator full_two_site_operator[...] expects 2d4 + 1 arguments, with d
being the local Hilbert-space dimension. Those arguments are the first site j the operator should
act on, and the real and imaginary parts of all entries of the bond matrix. This choice was made
in order to gain a consistent operator also in the universal quantum gate model, in which the
quantum-number conservation is realized via an auxiliary space and does not need to be obeyed
by the gates. The graph representation of the full two site operator for the spin-1/2 basis and the
Hubbard basis are presented in Apps. A.4.1 and A.4.2, respectively.
T
U U
U U
U U
U U
Figure 10.21: Pictorial
representation of two Trotter
time evolution steps. Here the
simplest version, the first or-
der Trotter decomposition, is
shown for clarity.
The last piece that needs to be implemented is the Trotter
decomposition itself in order to create the quantum-computer-
simulator script with the corresponding arguments. As this is
only linear algebra with small matrix dimensions, it can be re-
alized easily (an example implementation is given in App. B.2).
In Fig. 10.21 a pictorial representation of the simplest version,
the first order Trotter decomposition, is shown. In this case, the
time evolution operator is decomposed into two site operators
that act on even and on odd bonds. Because all bond operators
on even (odd) bonds commute, they can be applied at the same
time. Higher-order Trotter decompositions need more gates,
but the error due to the decomposition scales with O(T order+1)
and hence less time steps are needed.
As explained in Sec. 9.1, this scheme works best for nearest-
neighbor interactions unless swap gates are used. In order to
expand the given implementation of the Trotter time evolution
with swap gates, only the script below needs to be modified.
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In the rare case that the bond matrix can be diagonalized symbolically, a smaller opera-
tor can be constructed. This was done for the anisotropic spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain by the
trotter_heisenberg[i, J, Jz, dt] operator. A simple time-evolution step with first-order
Trotter decomposition is shown in the following code.
app X[5];
meas Sz[];
perf write[obs ,Sz];
app trotter_heisenberg [0 ,1 ,1 ,0.01];
app trotter_heisenberg [2 ,1 ,1 ,0.01];
app trotter_heisenberg [4 ,1 ,1 ,0.01];
app trotter_heisenberg [1 ,1 ,1 ,0.01];
app trotter_heisenberg [3 ,1 ,1 ,0.01];
meas Sz[];
perf write[obs ,Sz];
The corresponding two site gate is given in Eq. (10.22).
ˆtrotter_heisenbergi(J, Jz, dt) =e12Sˆ
+
i ⊗ ˆS−i+1 + e21Sˆ−i ⊗ ˆS+i+1 (10.22)
+ e000ˆi0ˆi+1 + e110ˆi1ˆi+1 + e221ˆi0ˆi+1 + e331ˆi1ˆi+1 (10.23)
=

e00 0 0 0
0 e11 e12 0
0 e21 e22 0
0 0 0 e33
 (10.24)
with
e00 = e33 = exp
(
−iJz
4
dt
)
(10.25)
e11 = e22 =
1
2
[
exp
(
−i
(
−J
2
− Jz
4
)
dt
)
+ exp
(
−i
(
J
2
− Jz
4
)
dt
)]
(10.26)
e12 = e21 =
1
2
[
− exp
(
−i
(
−J
2
− Jz
4
)
dt
)
+ exp
(
−i
(
J
2
− Jz
4
)
dt
)]
(10.27)
These parameters were obtained via mathematica, see App. B.1.
Photoexcitation Dynamics
in 1D PCMO-like Model
Systems

Sudden Local Photoexcitation 11
The main content of this chapter is published as a regular article in Physical Review B [KRS+18]. The
parts of the manuscript that are used here were written primarily by me and revised together with
my coauthors, hence most parts of the following chapter are directly adopted from the manuscript of
Ref. [KRS+18].
In this chapter, the dynamics of an one-dimensional (1D) PCMO-like model system (see Sec. 3.3)
after a single-polaron photoexcitation (see Sec. 3.4.1), is investigated. We focus our study on
the effect of varying the Hund’s coupling ∆ and the interaction strength U and always compare
to the values given by table 3.1. First, the dynamics of the local densities are considered.
Afterwards the time evolution of the non-interacting bands and their populations as indicators
for the strength of the scattering between the bands, and for time scales emerging in the course
of the time evolution are explored.
All results in this chapter were obtained with the methods described in part II, and in particular
Sec. 9.2, at quarter filling.
Local Density Dynamics After a
Photoexcitation 11.1
In Fig. 11.1, we show results for the time evolution of the local densities 〈nˆj〉 following an
excitation Eq. (3.35). We display results for ∆/thop = 0, 2, 8 and compare the non-interacting
cases U = 0 (left panels) to the interacting cases U/thop = 4.3 (right panels). The case with
∆/thop = 2 and U/thop = 4.3 corresponds roughly to the values of table 3.1, which represents
the values for the hypothetical 1D praseodymium-calcium-manganite (PCMO).
Let us start the discussion with the behavior at ∆ = 0. In the ground state, we observe Friedel-
like density oscillations caused by the open boundary conditions used [BBFN98, WAS02]. They
are typical for the Luttinger liquid phase [Gia04] realized in the Hubbard chain at this filling
[EFG+05]. These Friedel-like oscillations are stable and do not change over time.
Furthermore, we see that the local excitation created at the center of the system spreads through
the lattice with constant maximum speed. This light cone behavior is captured by the Lieb-
Robinson bounds [LR72], which state that in non-relativistic quantum lattice systems with a
short-ranged Hamiltonian information spreads with a finite maximal velocity or slower.
Non-Interacting Case
In this case, for U = 0 and ∆ = 0, the maximal group velocity allowed by the band structure
Eq. (3.30) is the Fermi velocity vF = 2
thop a
~ . In the units used (a = thop = ~ = 1), this leads to a
slope of 2 in the light cone, which is what is seen in Fig. 11.1 for ∆ = U = 0. For U/thop > 0 and
∆ = 0, the velocity gets modified by the interaction, but as expected from Luttinger liquid theory
[Gia04], the system will always show ballistic motion of the excitation, i.e., it will propagate with
a constant maximal velocity through the system.
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Figure 11.1: (Adopted from Fig. 7 in [KRS+18]) Time evolution of the local density 〈nˆj〉 following
an excitation by applying operator Eq. (3.35) at the center of the system. The panels show tDMRG
results for different values of ∆/thop for chains with L = 40 lattice sites. Left side: U = 0; right side:
U/thop = 4.3. The solid lines indicate the maximal group velocity of the excited electrons obtained from
the non-interacting band structure Eq. (3.30), assuming that one electron gets excited from the first to
the second band. The dotted and dashed lines indicate the phase velocity (Eq. (11.3)) at the k-value
with the maximal group velocity (Eq. (11.1)), as discussed in the text.
For finite values of ∆, the Friedel-like oscillations disappear. This is expected, since for any finite
value of ∆ a band gap is formed so that the Fermi surface vanishes, and with it the Luttinger
liquid phase and the Friedel-like oscillations.
By increasing the value of ∆/thop, the velocity of the spread of the excitation decreases. For
U = 0, this is expected from the single-particle band structure Eq. (3.30), in which the bands
become flatter with increasing ∆/thop, which also reduces the maximal group velocity.
For the times shown τ/thop ≤ 20 (corresponding to ∼ 23 fs using the values of table 3.1), for
∆/thop = 8 the speed of the excitation is close to zero, since the group velocities obtained
from the band structure are very small already (e.g., the maximal group velocity for an electron
excited to the second band is v ≈ 0.08 thopa~ ). At the site of the excitation, the dipole-like density
oscillations become clearly weaker with time for ∆/thop = 2 as the energy is transferred to the
neighboring sites. For the largest Hund’s splitting shown, ∆/thop = 8, the dipole oscillations
remain concentrated on the central site on the time scale shown.
Whereas for ∆ = 0 the non-interacting electrons move with the expected Fermi velocity
vF = 2
thop a
~ , for the intermediate value ∆/thop = 2, an additional structure emerges, which
is apparently caused by the presence of both, dipole-like oscillations of the electron on the ex-
cited Zener polaron and the relatively small tunneling barrier between the polarons. When the
electron reaches the boundary between two Zener polarons, it gets partially reflected, but can
also partially tunnel to the next polaron (see Fig. 11.2).
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∆ = 0: ∆ = 2: ∆ = 8:
Figure 11.2: Sketch of an excitation of a polaron and its impact on neighboring polarons for different
values of the Hunds coupling ∆. Depending on the depth of the potential well, the excitation has less
impact on the neighboring polarons.
This happens again for both, the transmitted as well as the reflected part of the electron, when
they reach the border to the next polaron, and so on. The result is the intricate pattern seen in
Fig. 11.1, in which the excited electron seems to spread through the system in a ping-pong or
billiard-like manner for U = 0 and ∆/thop = 2.
However, now a further effect comes into play, which leads to linear structures with a slope
substantially larger than the maximal group velocity allowed by the band structure. A similar
situation was discussed in Ref. [CDC+18] in the context of interacting Mott insulators: the
spread of information through the lattice is governed by the Lieb-Robinson velocity, which can
be estimated here as the maximal group velocity determined by
vg,ν = ∂ν(k)/∂k , (11.1)
with ν the band, to which the electron is excited. However, as described in Ref. [CDC+18,
DVS18], if the existence of quasiparticles is assumed, it is possible to express a connected corre-
lation function within the light cone and in its vicinity as
G(R, τ) ∝ F(ksp)
(|∇2kksp |τ)D/2
cos
(
kspR− 2Eksp,ντ +
pi
4
)
, (11.2)
with F(ksp) encoding the correlation function and its effect on the initial and the quasiparticle
states, ksp denoting the momentum with a stationary phase, at which the maximal group velocity
vg,ν is realized, and ksp,ν denoting the corresponding energy. Eq. (11.2) does not only define a
linear correlation edge with velocity 2vg,ν , but due to the cosine term, also additional maxima
that propagate with 2vp,ν , which is twice the phase velocity
vp,ν = ν(ksp)/ksp . (11.3)
Assume the local density described by a square root of a correlation function, then the consid-
erations above lead to a phase velocity that can be substantially larger than the maximal group
velocity. This corresponds to what is seen in Fig. 11.1 for U = 0 and ∆/thop = 2: The excitation
causes linear structures, whose slope is in excellent agreement with the maximal phase velocity
obtained from the band ν = 2 in Eq. (3.30). However, the structure is seen to be strong only as
long as it is within or close to the light cone, which is obtained from the maximal group velocity
determined from 2(k) in Eq. (3.30). As soon as they reach the border of the light cone, their
amplitude decays quickly, so that they do not contribute to the spread of information through
the lattice. This happens with the group velocity, as expected from the Lieb-Robinson theorem.
Interacting Case
In the presence of a repulsive U , it is unclear whether the ballistic transport will prevail, or if the
inter-particle scattering might change its speed, e.g., inhibiting transport by slowing down the
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spreading of the excitation, or enhancing transport by increasing its velocity. Also, it is possible
that transport at finite U could change its nature from ballistic to diffusive.
The right side of Fig. 11.1 shows results for U/thop = 4.3. For ∆ = 0, as discussed above,
the ballistic motion prevails, as expected for a Luttinger liquid. At finite ∆/thop, however, the
behavior changes significantly when comparing to the corresponding U = 0 cases: At ∆/thop = 2,
the ping-pong like structure disappears and is replaced by a more diffuse looking behavior. This
is captured by the following scenario: Due to the rather strong interaction, the electron scatters
as soon as it tunnels to the neighboring Zener polaron, since there the electron is of opposite
spin, so that the Hubbard term comes into play. This scattering induces on the one hand a
dipole oscillation also on this Zener polaron, and on the other hand a partial tunneling of the
electron of opposite spin to the neighboring lattice site. There, the mechanism repeats, and again
a dipole-like oscillation also on this Zener polaron is excited, and partial tunneling of the electron
with opposite spin direction to the further Zener polaron is induced, and so on. The resulting
picture is a sequence of dipole oscillations formed on each Zener polaron, with an amplitude
decreasing the further one moves away from the site of the excitation. This sequence of dipole
oscillations seems to replace the ping-pong pattern observed at U = 0.
It is difficult to judge whether the motion of the original excitation through the system remains
ballistic, or if it might change nature. However, the strongest features are deep inside the light
cone prescribed by the group velocity of the non-interacting system and seem to move with a
smaller velocity, or in a diffusive manner.
Also at large ∆/thop = 8, the effect of a finite value of U is significant: While at U = 0, on
the time scales shown, there was essentially no spread of the excitation to the neighboring sites,
with finite interaction the dynamics is clearly composed of the dipole oscillation on the excited
polaron, plus additional dipole oscillations on the close lying neighboring polarons. Again, it is
difficult to conclude whether transport might be diffusive or ballistic. We leave this aspect for
future research.
We complement this discussion by considering the time evolution of the local density 〈nˆj〉 on the
excited polaron in more detail.
In Fig. 11.3, we show results at U/thop = 0 and 4.3 for the different values of ∆/thop indicated
there. In contrast to the different behavior seen in Fig. 11.1 when comparing the results for
U = 0 to the ones for U/thop = 4.3, in all cases shown and on the time scale displayed, the time
evolution on the site of the excitation is qualitatively similar with and without interaction. On
the time scale shown, three different types of behavior seem to exist: For ∆/thop = 8 the value of
the local density shows a coherent oscillation for all times shown τ/thop ≤ 20 (corresponding to
∼ 23 fs using the values of table 3.1). The amplitude of this oscillation decays only slowly. The
reason for this slow decay seems to be based in the fact that the construction of Zener polarons
act essentially as potential well for the excitation (see Figs. 11.1 and 11.2). As the group velocity
for the excitation moving away from this place is so small in this case, the dipole oscillations
decay only slowly. For the local density, the effect of U is to weakly dampen its oscillation.
In the other extreme case displayed (∆ = 0), the coherent oscillation of the local density is
completely suppressed, and the value of the local density drops very quickly to the equilibrium
value 0.5 and then shows only tiny oscillations around this value. This drop happens on a time
scale τ < 10~/thop, corresponding to ∼ 11 fs using the parameters of table 3.1. The reason for
this is that the excitation moves freely through the system. This is also true at finite U , where
the system is in a Luttinger liquid phase [Gia04].
For intermediate values of ∆/thop, the time evolution of the local density on this time scale
. 30 fs reflects both aspects: At short times, coherent oscillations are seen, which are indicative
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Figure 11.3: (Adopted from Fig. 8 in [KRS+18]) Time evolution of the local density 〈nˆi+1〉 for a
system with L = 40 lattice sites at the right site of the Zener polaron at which operator Eq. (3.35) was
applied to, i = L/2 + 1. Green: U = 0; purple: U/thop = 4.3. The lines for ∆/thop = 8 show a fit using
a function of the form f(x) = 14 (cos(ax) + cos(bx)) +
1
2 .
for the dipole oscillation of the excited electron, while at later times the local density relaxes to
its equilibrium value of 0.5, since the excitation then is spreading through the system.
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Figure 11.4: (Adopted from Fig. 8 in [KRS+18]) Time evolution of the local density 〈nˆj+1〉 after the
operator Eq. (3.35) was applied to j = L/2 + 1 for ∆/thop = 2.3 and U/thop = 4.3, which is close to the
parameters of table 3.1. The plot compares tDMRG results for systems with L = 16 (violet boxes), L = 24
(green circles), L = 32 (blue up-pointing triangles), L = 40 (orange down-pointing triangles), L = 48
(yellow diamonds), and L = 64 (red pentagons). The results displayed are obtained with matrix-product
state (MPS) matrix dimension mmax = 5000.
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The amplitudes of the oscillations around the equilibrium value are larger than for ∆ = 0 and
do not depend on the system size, as can be seen in Fig. 11.4, so that finite size effects seem to
be excluded as cause for this behavior.
Electronic Momentum-Distribution Function 11.2
In this section, we present the time evolution of the momentum distribution at short times, which
we obtain from the dynamics of the electronic one-particle reduced density matrix
%σ,j,j′(τ) = 〈cˆ†σ,j cˆσ,j′〉 (τ) . (11.4)
The time evolution of the momentum distribution is obtained by Fourier-transforming the one-
particle reduced density matrix by projecting onto the four bands of the non-interacting system.
The momentum distribution of each band ν ∈ B = {1, 2, 3, 4} is obtained by the corresponding
transformation of the creation and annihilation operators, leading to
nelσ,ν(k, τ) =
∑
l,l′∈Z
j,j′∈B
ei2pik(l−l
′) T ∗σ,ν,j(k) %σ,4l+j,4l′+j′(τ)Tσ,ν,j′(k) , (11.5)
where the tensors Tσ,ν,j(k) are unitary and hold the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian of a single
unit cell, as derived in detail in [Bie16, KRS+18].
Momentum-Distribution Function of the Ground State and the Excited State
In Fig. 11.5, we compare the momentum distribution of the ground state with the one obtained
directly after the excitation. The systems are excited by applying operator Eq. (3.35) to the
central site of the system. Note that the excitation affects predominantly one spin direction,
which is due to the spin polarization of the polaron on which the excitation takes place. Hence,
we show only the results for spin down.
Let us first discuss the momentum distribution of the ground state. We expect at quarter filling
that the first band ν = 1 is highest populated, and the population of the higher bands is negligibly
small but finite since U/thop > 0. Note that at U/thop = 4.3 (s. Fig. 11.5a) the populations
are slightly inverted, so that the momentum distribution at k = 0 is somewhat smaller than
at finite k. We associate this effect to the projection onto the non-interacting band structure.
In Fig. 11.5b, we show the momentum distribution function for the non-interacting case. The
difference to our expectation decreases but there is still a small occupation of the higher bands in
the ground state. We attribute these to the choice of the boundary conditions as the expectations
match perfectly in Fig. 11.5c, where we present results for the same parameters as in Fig. 11.5b,
but with periodic boundary conditions.
The photoexcitation, as modeled in Eq. (3.35), moves particles from the lowest band to the
higher ones. As we model it as strongly localized in real space, the excitation here transfers
all possible momenta in contrast to light, for which the momentum transfer is negligible. For
∆/thop = 2.3, the second and third band get a higher population, whereas the one of the fourth
band remains very small. For the largest value of the Hund’s splitting, ∆/thop = 8 treated in
the previous section, the most affected band is the second one; the population of the two highest
bands remains very small. Hence, the lowest band ν = 1 is highest populated in the ground state
and remains highest populated also after the excitation in all cases treated here.
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(c) Non interacting case, periodic boundary conditions
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Figure 11.5: (Adopted from Figs. 10, 15, and 16 in [KRS+18]) Momentum distribution for a system
with L = 40 and ∆/thop = 2.3 before (magenta) and just after (green) the photoexcitation by applying
operator Eq. (3.35) at the center of the system. (a) U/thop = 4.3 and (b) U/thop = 0.0 with open
boundary conditions. (c) U/thop = 0.0 with periodic boundary conditions.
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Note that the effect of the excitation is independent of the boundary conditions used. We see
that for ∆/thop = 2.3 at U = 0 particles are excited from the lowest band to all higher bands.
The resulting distributions show a peak at the Γ-point in the first, second, and fourth band,
while in the third band a minimum is obtained. We attribute the differences to this behavior
visible in Fig. 11.5a to the effect of a finite value of U/thop.
Momentum Distribution as Function of Time
Due to the finite value of U/thop, we expect the electrons to scatter so that the population of
the four bands changes in time. In Figs. 11.6a and 11.6b, we show the time evolution of the
populations of each of the four bands with time for ∆/thop = 2.3 and ∆/thop = 8, respectively.
Additionally, we show the population of the thermal state, which is obtained in Sec. 11.3, as
horizontal lines.
Clearly, scattering between the bands takes place. In contrast to the time evolution of the local
densities treated in Sec. 11.1, the band populations in Fig. 11.6 are indicative for bulk behavior
and hence are better suitable to look for time scales on which the excitation evolves.
As can be seen in Fig. 11.6a for ∆/thop = 2.3, the populations of the first and second band seem
to relax to a stationary value of ∼ 9.45 and ∼ 0.35 on a time scale of ∼ 5thop (corresponding to
∼ 6 fs using the parameters of table 3.1). The populations of both spin directions relax to the
same value and afterwards show rather small oscillations around these values. Similar behavior
is also seen in the third and fourth band.
For ∆/thop = 8, instead, relaxation happens only at a time τ > 30thop. The first two bands
seem to reach a population of ∼ 9.8 and ∼ 0.2, respectively. The third and fourth band have
very small populations. The population of both spin directions seems to relax to the same value,
even though at τ = 0 they significantly differ.
Since the spin moment in each band is determined by the difference of the populations of both
spin directions, Fig. 11.6 shows that its value is close to zero after a time scale, which is larger
when increasing ∆, for a fixed value of U/thop. This can be expected, since the larger the value
of ∆/thop, the smaller the tunneling probability between neighboring polarons (s. Fig. 11.2), and
hence also the probability of two electrons with opposite spin to scatter with each other.
As seen in Fig. 11.6, the spin moment inside the bands seems to relax on a short time scale
. 50 fs. Furthermore, the tDMRG results indicate that the band occupations of the first band
seem to relax to expectation values, which agree with the thermal expectation values up to a
few percent. Particle number conservation then leads to a difference of the band occupations
in the other bands of similar absolute magnitude. This discrepancy can be due to the choice
of boundary conditions and finite size effects, so that the results seem to be in good agreement
with the corresponding thermal state. These results indicate that the relaxation time increases
with the value of ∆/thop.
However, it is still possible that further aspects can become important for the lifetimes of the
excitations. The question arises, if one can make a quantitative prediction for the lifetime of
the excitation in the presence of U and ∆ also in cases that are not amenable to the tDMRG.
As much longer times are barely accessible to the tDMRG, we therefore refer to the linearized-
Boltzmann-equation treatment in [Bie16] and [KRS+18], which is suitable to extract lifetimes
of the excitations. Comparing the results of this treatment to the tDMRG results, we find
comparable time scales.
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Figure 11.6: (Adopted from Figs. 11 and 12 in [KRS+18]) Time evolution of the population of
each band following the photoexcitation for U/thop = 4.3 and (a) ∆/thop = 2.3 and (b) ∆/thop = 8.
Additionally, the population of the thermal state is given by the horizontal lines.
Final Temperature of the Excited State 11.3
We use techniques introduced in Sec. 5.4.1 to compute the properties of the equilibrium state
at finite temperatures. In particular, we deploy an entangler Hamilonian and an imaginary-
time evolution. In our MPS implementation, we need to formulate the long-range-interaction
Hamiltonian Eq. (5.47) as a finite-state machine (FSM) (see chapter 7). In order to do so, we
need to rewrite the projector Eq. (5.49), because it is not possible to evaluate the absolute value
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Eexc/thop U/thop = 0 U/thop = 4.3
∆/thop = 2.3 −47.302 −45.354
∆/thop = 8 −100.90 −100.55
Table 11.1: (Published as Tab. IV in [KRS+18]) Total energy of the excited states for the given
values of U/thop and ∆/thop for a system with L = 40.
of a sum of operators in the framework of FSMs. This leads to
Pˆ σj = |1− nˆσ˜,p(j) − nˆσ,q(j)| = (Pˆ σj )2
= 1− 2nˆσ˜,p(j) − 2nˆσ,q(j) + nˆσ˜,p(j)nˆσ,q(j) + nˆσ,q(j)nˆσ˜,p(j) + nˆ2σ˜,p(j) + nˆ2σ,q(j)
= 1− nˆσ˜,p(j) − nˆσ,q(j) + 2nˆσ˜,p(j)nˆσ,q(j) . (11.6)
The corresponding FSM for the entangler is presented in App. A.1.
In Fig. 11.7 the imaginary time evolution starting from an infinite temperature state obtained
as ground state of Eq. (5.47) is shown for different values of ∆/thop and U/thop.
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Figure 11.7: (Adopted from Fig. 17 in [KRS+18]) Total energy of systems with L = 40, ∆/thop =
2.3, 8, and U/thop = 0, 8 as a function of the inverse temperature β. The results are obtained by an
imaginary-time evolution starting from the ground state of Eq. (5.47), which is a suitable state with β = 0
in the physical space. The dashed horizontal lines indicate the total energy after the excitation, which is
obtained by computing the expectation value Eexc = 〈ψ(τ)|Hˆ|ψ(τ)〉 = const., where Hˆ is the Hamiltonian
Eq. (3.27) and |ψ(τ)〉 the state after the excitation at time τ . The intersection of the finite-temperature
results and Eexc indicates the value of β, which can be attributed to the energy of the excitation.
In thermal equilibrium, the value of E(β) shown in Fig. 11.7 and of the energy of the excited state
Eexc = 〈ψ(τ)|Hˆ|ψ(τ)〉 = const. is the same for the Hamiltonian Eq. (3.27). Hence, the value of
β for which E(β) = Eexc corresponds to the temperature of the system after equilibration. The
values for Eexc are displayed in table 11.1, the corresponding values of β are shown in table 11.2.
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β U/thop = 0 U/thop = 4.3
∆/thop = 2.3 1.56 1.43
∆/thop = 8 1.45 1.44
Table 11.2: (Published as Tab. V in [KRS+18]) Inverse temperature β at which E(β) = Eexc for the
given values of U/thop and ∆/thop for a system with L = 40.
Estimation of the Energy Density of the
Excitation 11.4
We estimate the energy density of the excitation by considering the difference of the energy of
the excited state to the ground state, Eexc−E0 and dividing it by the length of the finite system
used in our simulations. In this approach, we assume that the finite system considered represents
a typical part of the lattice, which is excited by the incoming light, so that the energy density
of the finite system would correspond to the one of an infinite lattice.
Furthermore, we assume that the intensity I of the incoming light amounts to the same energy
density. We hence obtain
I =
Egroundstate − Eexcited state
aL τ
. (11.7)
We use a = 3.818 Å as value for the Mn-Mn distance, see [JKŠ+85]. The duration of the light
pulse is estimated to be τ = 1 fs. The values for the ground-state energies are given in table 11.3
and are obtained via DMRG for chains with L = 40 sites.
Egs/thop U/thop = 0 U/thop = 4.3
∆/thop = 2.3 −48.753 −46.973
∆/thop = 8 −102.11 −101.76
Table 11.3: (Published as Tab. VI in [KRS+18]) Total energy of the ground states for the given values
of U/thop and ∆/thop for a system with L = 40.
This leads to an intensity of ∼ 108 W/mm. In a pump-probe setup, this would be the intensity
of the pump laser in case of perfect absorption of the pump pulse. This value hence serves as
a lower bound for the intensity needed to reproduce a scenario similar to the one discussed in
this chapter. As the intensity of lasers with ultrashort light pulses can reach ∼ 10 TW/mm, the
estimate shows that similar investigations are within reach of typical pump-probe setups.
In the next chapter, we investigate the same model, but a totally different type of excitation.
In order to model a “more realistic” representation of a photoexcitation, we apply a Peierls
substitution, as discussed in Sec. 3.4.1.

Broad, Continuous, and Intensive
Excitation 12
The main content of this chapter is online available as a preprint [KPM18]. The parts of the manuscript
that are used here were written primarily by me and revised together with my coauthors, hence most
of the following chapter is directly adopted from the manuscript of Ref. [KPM18]. Parts that are not
primarily written by me are marked with an additional quote.
In this chapter, we describe the behavior of the hypothetical one-dimensional (1D)
praseodymium-calcium-manganite (PCMO) model (see Sec. 3.3) after several types of photoex-
citations that are modeled by the Peierls substitution (see Sec. 3.4.1). We focus on the formation
of a metastable charge-density pattern due to a spin-selective Peierls pulse and possible decay
channels.
All results in this chapter were obtained with the methods described in part II, and in particular
Sec. 9.2.
Periodic Charge-Density Patterns Through
Spin-Selective Photoexcitation 12.1
We first discuss the time evolution of the total energy of the system and of local observables
in real space, in particular the particle and spin densities 〈nˆj〉 (τ) and 〈Sˆzj 〉 (τ), respectively.
In Fig. 12.1, the first two rows display results at U/thop = 0, and ∆/thop = 0 and 8, which
show the generic behavior when applying a spin-selective photoexcitation. In the top panel of
Fig. 12.1 (U/thop = ∆/thop = 0), the ground state exhibits Friedel-like oscillations in the particle
density [Gia04, BBFN98] but its overall time evolution is only weakly affected by the pulse and
in particular there is no enhanced charge ordering. Furthermore, we note that there is no visible
energy absorption after the pulse has passed. We attribute these observations to our choice of
parameters, for which the photoexcitation has approximately no site dependence throughout the
system, so that no significant change in the local observables can be expected. For finite values of
∆, a gap opens, so that the Friedel-like oscillations are strongly suppressed, leading to a constant
charge density in the bulk of the system. In contrast, the ground state shows a periodic pattern
in the local spin densities 〈Szj 〉, which follows the magnetic microstructure. A finite amount of
energy is absorbed by the system from the pulse, leading to a highly excited state. The values of
the local observables are significantly modified and remain time-dependent also after the pulse
has left the system. One of the main results of our work is that a periodic pattern in the charge
density is induced, which follows the periodicity of the magnetic microstructure, and is very
stable on the time scales treated here, also at finite values of U , as shown in the third panel of
Fig. 12.1.
The formation of this CDW-like pattern occurs together with the weakening of the spin pattern.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 12.1, we present the time evolution with the photoexcitation coupling
to both spin directions (∆/thop = 8). Even though a significant energy absorption takes place, no
stable pattern is obtained. In this case, we also observe a weakening of the spin pattern. However,
this weakening does not suffice to create the CDW-like pattern; the spin-polarized excitation is
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Figure 12.1: (Published in [KPM18]) Time evolution of system Eq. (3.36) with L = 40 sites from
tDMRG at quarter filling induced by a pump pulse as discussed in the text. First column: total energy
of the system (black) and the modulation of the vector potential (blue). Second column: particle density
〈nˆj〉 (τ) in the bulk (sites 8-32). Third column: local magnetizations 〈Sˆzj 〉 (τ), also only in the bulk. The
color bars on the right indicate the values for 〈nˆj〉 (τ) and 〈Sˆzj 〉 (τ), respectively. The top row shows
results for an excitation acting only on spin-down particles in the absence of a magnetic structure, ∆ = 0,
and without interaction, U/thop = 0. The second row shows results for the same excitation, but with
∆/thop = 8 and U/thop = 0. In contrast, the third row shows results for the same excitation and also
∆/thop = 8 but U/thop = 4. The bottom row shows results for an excitation acting on both spin directions
for ∆/thop = 8 and U/thop = 0.
essential. Similar behavior is also obtained when changing the magnetic microstructure, e.g., by
using a larger unit cell, as discussed next.
CDW-Pattern for Various Unit Cells and Fillings 12.1.1
As an example that a charge-density wave (CDW) pattern also occurs for other unit cells of the
magnetic microstructure we show in Fig. 12.2 the particle density for a system in which ∆j has
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a periodicity of 8 instead of 4, i.e., ∆j = (∆,∆,∆,∆,−∆,−∆,−∆,−∆). All other parameters
are similar to the main results, i.e., ∆/thop = 8, L = 40, and U/thop = 0 and 8.
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Figure 12.2: (Published in [KPM18]) Time evolution of system Eq. (3.36) with L = 40 sites from
tDMRG with differently large unit cells induced by a spin-selective pump pulse. (Left) 2 sites, i.e.,
∆/thop = {8,−8} and (right) 8 sites, i.e., ∆/thop = {8, 8, 8, 8,−8,−8,−8,−8}. For both cases: (top)
U/thop = 0 and (bottom) U/thop = 8. First column: total energy of the system (black) and the modulation
of the vector potential (blue). Second column: particle density 〈Nˆj〉(τ) in the bulk (sites 8-32). In the
case the 8-site unit cell with U/thop = 8, the discarded weight  grows faster than in the non-interacting
case and reaches  ∼ 7 · 10−6 at the end of the simulation.
Again, a stable pattern occurs in the particle density. In this case, the pattern is more pronounced
at the edges of the magnetic domains.
A further magnetic pattern is a Néel-type single-site staggered magnetic structure. Here, we also
obtain a CDW pattern as shown in Fig. 12.2, for non-interacting fermions as well as at finite
U/thop. At half filling, all excited particles will lead to doublons, and as discussed in Sec. 12.3.2,
this leads to a fast decay of the CDW pattern. We complement this discussion by comparing
our results at U/thop = 4 and ∆/thop = 8 obtained at quarter filling with the ones at half filling,
shown in Fig. 12.3. As can be seen, on the time scale displayed, at both values of the filling a
CDW pattern is obtained. However, due to the exclusive formation of doublons at half filling,
the CDW is less stable in this case and will decay soon.
Mechanism for the Formation of the CDW 12.2
Due to the spin-selective excitation, particles of only one spin-direction are moved to the neigh-
boring dimer with opposite local magnetic field. In this way, a new state is obtained, which is
at higher energy, has a weaker spin pattern, and a density modulation. This is also seen in the
analytical solution of the non-interacting case, which is derived in [KPM18] for the scenario of an
infinitesimally short Peierls pulse (a “kick”) and whose main features we discuss in the following:
In the limit 2thop∆ → 0, the ground state of each fermion species exhibits a CDW pattern with
strong localization in the occupied dimers, thus minimizing the contribution of the magnetic
microstructure to the total energy in the specific spin direction. Because a unit cell consists of
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Figure 12.3: (Extend version of Fig. S3 in [KPM18]) Time evolution of system Eq. (3.36) with
L = 40 sites from tDMRG with U/thop = 4 and ∆/thop = 8 at (top) quarter filling and (bottom) half
filling induced by a spin-selective pump pulse. First column: total energy of the system (black) and the
modulation of the vector potential (blue). Second column: particle density 〈nˆj〉 (τ) in the bulk (sites
8-32). Third column: doublon-purified particle density 〈nˆj〉 (τ) − 2 〈nˆ↑,j nˆ↓,j〉 (τ), also only in the bulk.
Fourth column: local magnetizations 〈Sˆzj 〉 (τ), also only in the bulk. The upper color bar on the right
indicates the values for 〈nˆj〉 (τ) and 〈nˆj〉 (τ)− 2 〈nˆ↑,j nˆ↓,j〉 (τ). The lower color bar on the right indicates
the values for 〈Sˆzj 〉 (τ). Note that the maximum of the color bar for the particle densities is doubled
compared to Fig. 12.1 to capture the results at half filling.
four sites, the dispersion has four bands, which are all separated by a gap (see Sec. 3.3). The
instantaneous action of the spin-selective Peierls pulse on the ground state can be modeled by
applying the time-independent perturbation
Tˆφ = thop
∑
i
(
eiφcˆ†↓,icˆ↓,i+1 + e
−iφcˆ†↓,i+1cˆ↓,i
)
(12.1)
at time τ = τ0. We focus on the situation at quarter filling 〈Nˆ〉 = L/2, at which the lowest of the
four bands is completely filled. In this case, any phase φ 6= 0 leads to a scattering of particles
from the lowest band to excited states, which can occur in any of the remaining three bands,
where the maximal mixing is obtained at φ = k pi2 with integer k.
In the non-interacting case, the time evolution in the quenched fermionic species is dominated by
oscillations with frequencies given by the energy differences of the four bands. However, due to
the absence of any interaction between both spin directions, the state of the particles of the other
species remains unaltered. In this way, the CDW pattern in the ground state of the unaffected
species becomes visible. Without interactions, the band populations are conserved quantities.
Thus, excitations cannot relax back to the lowest band, and the CDW pattern remains stable
up to arbitrary times.
In Fig. 12.4, we further elucidate this scenario by considering the frequencies of the density oscil-
lations on a dimer, which we obtain by first subtracting the double occupancies (see Sec. 12.3.2),
〈(Sˆzj )2 − (Sˆzj+1)2〉 = 〈nˆj − nˆj+1 − 2 (nˆ↑,jnˆ↓,j − nˆ↑,j+1nˆ↓,j+1)〉 , (12.2)
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Figure 12.4: (Published in [KPM18]) Fourier-transformed dynamics of Eq. (12.2) with j and j + 1
on a dimer in the center of the system, for different values of U with ∆/thop = 8. The vertical lines
correspond to the average band gap between the first and the second band (red dotted), the first and
the third band (blue, dash-dotted), the second and the third band (green, dashed), and the first and the
fourth band (wine red, dash-dot-dotted). The inset shows the band structure in the non-interacting case
(also for ∆/thop = 8). The transitions between the bands, corresponding to the vertical lines in the main
figure, are shown with the same styles at k = Γ.
and then Fourier-transforming the result. The non-interacting band structure at ∆/thop = 8 is
shown in the inset, and the results are compared to those at finite U . The oscillation frequencies
of the particle density within a dimer and the associated averaged band gaps are marked and
show excellent agreement. This analysis for the non-interacting case can now be used as a starting
point to investigate the behavior in the interacting case.
Effect of Interactions 12.3
The main effect of a finite Hubbard interaction is to induce scattering between the two fermion
species and thereby to transfer energy between them, opening a decay channel for the CDW
pattern of the fermion species that is not excited by the pulse. However, the Hubbard term also
enforces the formation of local moments with finite Sˆ2j , which lower the energy in the staggered
field and in this way stabilize the periodic pattern for each fermion species. Thus, localization
of single fermions within the dimers is enforced by the repulsion. Therefore, we expect the
description in terms of the non-interacting system to give at least a qualitative understanding of
the dynamics. Indeed, at large U a mean-field decoupling in the spins (Sˆzj = 〈Sˆzj 〉+ δSˆzj ) shows
that the Zeeman interaction is shifted according to ∆→ ∆˜ = 12 (∆ + 4U), while a strong on-site
potential ∝ U localizes the fermions and correlates the motion between the two species (see
Ref. [KPM18]). Thus, in the strong coupling limit, the single-particle dynamics for the excited
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dimers is also dominated by the frequencies of the non-interacting system, indicating a strong
localization of single particles on the dimers and hence a stabilization of the CDW pattern.
From Fig. 12.4 we see that in the regime of intermediate interaction U ≈ ∆ there are more
decay channels for single-particle excitations. However, there is still the dominant contribution
at ω ≈ 2, i.e., the low-energy excitation of the non-interacting single-particle description.
In order to better understand the connection between the two limits, we consider the mean-field
decoupling for thop  U in more detail. Within this limit, a Peierls pulse redistributes the
amplitude of the local moments
(
Sˆzi
)2
over the dimers. In Ref. [KPM18] it is shown that the
mean-field Hamiltonian essentially resembles a Heisenberg XX chain with a strong, staggered
magnetic field ∆˜. Thus, relaxation of the local moments after the quench is suppressed with ∆˜.
The corresponding observable can be written in terms of the local particle densities via(
Sˆzj
)2
=
1
4
(nˆ↑,j − nˆ↓,j)2 ∝ nˆj − 2nˆ↑,jnˆ↓,j . (12.3)
CDW Amplitude versus Interaction Strength 12.3.1
Since the states obtained after the excitation are to a good approximation invariant under trans-
lation by one unit cell at all instances of time, the total number of particles in one unit cell can be
considered to be conserved, so that we can identify the doublon density nˆ↑,jnˆ↓,j and its dynamics
as the dominating decay channel. Subtracting the doublon density from the local density, we
expect to obtain the single-particle dynamics. Indeed, in Fig. 12.4 we see that on the time scales
reached by our simulations, the doublon-purified density follows the single-particle dynamics for
any value of the interaction strength. The question arises how interaction effects during the pulse
may correlate the fermion species, thereby reducing the amplitude of the CDW pattern.
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Figure 12.5: (Extended version of Fig. 3 in [KPM18]) Absorbed energy ∆E = |E0 − Eτ/thop=20|
(purple circles) at time τ/thop = 20 as function of the interaction strength U/thop. Total number of
doublons D¯ (see Eq. (12.5)) (green squares) averaged from time τ1 = 17.5 to τ2 = 20 (τ12 = τ2 − τ1),
and amplitude of the CDW in the center of the system P¯ (see Eq. (12.4)) (blue triangles, see text),
also averaged over time as function of the interaction strength U/thop. The strength of the magnetic
microstructure is ∆/thop = 8 and the Peierls pulse is spin selective.
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In Fig. 12.5, we show tDMRG results for the averaged amplitude of the CDW pattern,
P¯ =
∫ τ2
τ1
dτ
τ12
|〈nˆL/2〉 (τ) + 〈nˆL/2+1〉 (τ)− 〈nˆL/2+2〉 (τ)− 〈nˆL/2+3〉 (τ)| , (12.4)
within a unit cell, the average doublon density
D¯ =
∫ τ2
τ1
dτ
τ12
∑
j
〈nˆ↑,jnˆ↓,j〉 (τ) , (12.5)
and the absorbed energy for ∆/thop = 8 as function of U . In order to get values for the doublon
density D¯ and the CDW pattern amplitude P¯ after the pulse, which can be related to each other,
we perform a time average in the window τ1 = 17.5 to τ2 = 20, which is sufficiently late after
the pulse. An example for the full dynamics of the doublon population and the time window for
the average is displayed in the inset of Fig. 12.5 for U/thop = 4 and ∆/thop = 8.
The average doublon density D¯ follows the behavior of the absorbed energy. We attribute this
to the Hubbard term that adds an energy contribution proportional to the double occupancy.
Note that these oscillations do not depend on ∆ but vary with the wavelength λ of the incoming
light. In Fig. 12.6 the amount of absorbed energy ∆E as a function of the wavelength λ is shown
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Figure 12.6: (Published in [KPM18]) Absorbed energy ∆E = |E0−Et=20| as function of the wavelength
λ. Here we used the parameters ∆/thop = 8, U/thop = 0, 4 with quarter filling. The Peierls phase is
only acting on the spin down direction. Most of the calculations in this manuscript are performed at
λ ∼ 500 nm, so that a substantial amount of energy is absorbed. Note that for clarity not all computed
data points are shown, furthermore a spline interpolation (over all computed data points) is used as guide
for the eye.
for two interaction strengths U/thop = 0 and 4. A non-trivial dependence of the absorption
from the parameters of the system is obtained. However, at the wavelength of our choice (see
table 3.3) λ ≈ 500 nm, a significant energy absorption in both cases takes place, so that we
expect the effects to be representative for all wavelengths at which absorption takes place. A full
scan of the λ−U dependence of the absorbed energy would be helpful for further studies as the
U dependence differs considerably for other wavelengths.
In contrast, the amplitude of the CDW pattern is minimal at the maxima of the absorbed
energy. Note that a doublon consists of two particles of each spin direction and has energy
U + ∆, irrespective of its position. Thus, by a second-order process, at any finite U , doublons
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can move throughout the magnetic microstructure at no energy cost. Therefore, we expect that
in the long time limit this yields a homogeneous background particle density. We hence have
seen that the motion of doublons is one mechanism for the decay of the CDW pattern in the
presence of interactions. However, the doublons themselves cannot decay further, since their
energy is the same irrespective of their position, and there is no dissipation channel for their
energy. Therefore, we conclude that the motion of the doublons is the dominant decay channel
for the induced pattern. Hence, at low enough fillings, the single-particle picture can be restored
and we find that the major decay channel for the CDW pattern is due to the delocalization of
the doublons. Consequently, creating fewer doublons is beneficial for the strength of the CDW
pattern. In contrast, at half filling all the absorbed energy is used to form doublons, so that the
CDW pattern will vanish on the delocalization time scale of the doublons [HP12].
Doublon-Purified Particle Densities 12.3.2
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Figure 12.7: (Published in [KPM18]) Local particle density (top), local double occupancy (middle),
and the local, doublon-cleaned particle density (bottom) for systems with ∆/thop = 8, L = 40, and
U/thop = 0, 2, 4, 20, and 100. In the case of small but finite U , the CDW seems to decay in the local
particle-density plots. Considering the double occupancy plots, it becomes clear that this decay is only
due to the creation of the space invariant background. Hence, in the doublon-cleaned particle density
the decay is absent. Note that for U/thop = 0 the double occupancy cannot move away from the dimer
to which the spin-down particles were excited and that at large U nearly no double occupancies were
created in the first place. In order to obtain longer times, the bond dimension m is increased by a factor
of 10, i.e., m = 5000, to reach a discarded weight  < 10−7.
As discussed above, the observed CDW pattern decays through doublon delocalization. Here,
we consider the doublon densities, their behavior in time, and the resultant charge densities
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after removing the doublon part in more detail. In Fig. 12.7, we show the long-time behavior
of the particle density, the double occupancy, and the particle density after subtracting the
double occupancy for different values of the interaction U/thop = 0, 2, 4, 20, and 100. The first
observation is that at U/thop = 0 all affected spin-down particles create double occupancies as
the particle density on the particle-rich dimers stays constant and the CDW is only visible due
to the particle-poor dimers in the doublon-purified particle density. At finite interaction, this is
no longer the case and the amplitude of the CDW is increased. On the other hand, the creation
of double occupancies is suppressed with further increasing the value of the interaction U/thop;
a superposition of particles each located on one of the sites of a dimer is preferred instead.
Hence, subtracting the doublon contribution from the charge density is insightful in the presence
of interactions, as the double occupancy will eventually spread equally over the whole system,
because the magnetic microstructure does not constitute a barrier for its motion and it also does
not decay. Therefore, only the density without the double occupancy is indicative for the long
time behavior of the CDW pattern.
Possible Experimental Realizations 12.4
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Figure 12.8: (Published in [KPM18]) Periodic modulation of the lattice of only one species of particles
also leads to a CDW pattern. (Left) Energy of systems with ∆/thop = 8 and (top) U/thop = 0 and
(bottom) U/thop = 8. (Center) Particle density for these systems. (Right) Spin density for the systems
above. In the interacting case (U/thop = 8), the discarded weight  grows rapidly and reaches a value of
 ∼ 10−5 at the end of the simulation.
Periodic Modulation of the Lattice in Ultra-Cold-Gas Experiments Especially impor-
tant for those experiments is that the presented considerations are expected to hold even if the
excitation is not completely spin-polarized. In ultra-cold-gas experiments, the underlying mag-
netic (or ionic) pattern can be realized by super lattices [PPT+03, SSAJP06, TCF+08, ALB+07,
MDU+15, AAN+13, AAN+11, YDS+17, LSZ+15, SLCB16]. The spin-selective photoexcitation
in this case can be obtained by shaking the lattice of only one species [KIMG06, GTU+11,
SGJ+10, SPA+10]. We have seen that this leads to similar behavior, which can be investigated
using quantum-gas microscopes [BGP+09, PHM+15, CNO+15, OBH+15, GB17, BHS+16]. In
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Fig. 12.8 we present our results, in which the spin-selective photoexcitation is emulated by a
periodic modulation of the lattice of only one fermionic species. This can be realized in exper-
iments with ultra-cold quantum gases on optical lattices. As can be seen, the CDW pattern
emerges also in this setup, indicating that the details of the excitation are not crucial, as long
as it is acting on only one fermionic species. As in the case of a Peierls pulse, at finite U the
absorbed energy is larger than at U/thop = 0.
Conclusion 13
In this thesis, we developed methods in order to numerically simulate different approaches for
photoexcitations in strongly-correlated interacting electron systems. The many-body quantum
states in those simulations are represented by matrix-product states (MPSs) (see chapter 5)
and operators are represented by matrix-product operators (MPOs) (see chapter 6), which are
created by finite-state machines (FSMs) (see chapter 7). Inspired by praseodymium-calcium-
manganite (PCMO) we employed a hypothetical one-dimensional (1D) model that is a variant
of the Hubbard model (see Secs. 3.1 and 3.3).
In the first part of this conclusion, we summarize the work of this thesis. Afterwards, we discuss
perspectives for future investigations. Both parts are divided in a method-development and a
photo-excitation section.
Retrospective 13.1
Method development
Due to the representation of operators by FSMs, we found in Sec. 7.2 that arithmetic operations
of sums of operator products can be performed exactly by manipulating their graphs. Further-
more, we showed in Sec. 7.3 that subsequent lossless compressions can be executed exactly.
Both claims, which follow from construction, are still underpinned by an example in which
we showed that the variance can be determined up to a chosen (machine) precision (see Sec. 7.4.1).
In chapter 10, we presented a quantum-computer simulator (QCS) that is fully programmable
in terms of universal quantum gates. All available gates are described and several examples
concerning the usage are given. The development of the QCS was inspired by the easy creation
of operators due to the usage of FSMs and the convenient representation of the qubits in terms
of MPSs. Furthermore, this QCS is not limited by the exponential growth of the Hilbert space
due to the number of qubits as QCSs that are based on exact diagonalization. The limitation
rather results from entanglement, which may eventually accumulate due to gate applications.
The QCS was used for several MPS manipulations in day-to-day life, e.g., the creation of a
canonical infinite-temperature state.
Photoexcitations
The first type of photoexcitation investigated in chapter 11 is an excitation of a single dimer in
the center of a dimerized system at its ground state. The excitation produces a dipole oscillation
on the dimer, which can be described as an electron-hole pair. Without Hund’s splitting, i.e.,
∆ = 0, the expected light cone was observed. This holds true with and without interactions.
For the latter, but with intermediate Hund’s splitting, i.e., ∆/thop = 2, an additional linear
structure with a slope corresponding to the phase velocity emerges in the local density. The
maximal velocity for information transport is the group velocity and, in fact, the linear structure
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decays quickly as soon as it reaches the border of the light cone whereby it obeys the Lieb-
Robinson bound. This behavior has been observed before [CDC+18], however, here it occurs
in a local observable in a system with magnetic microstructure. In the case of large Hund’s
splitting, we found that the excitation mainly behaved like a particle in a box. Nevertheless, due
to the combination of the tunneling effects and the repulsion, we obtained an energy transport
from the excited dimer to its neighbors in the interacting case.
In order to investigate the bulk properties, we determined the population of the four bands as
functions of time and compared them to their expectation values in thermal equilibrium (see
Sec. 11.2). We found that the occupation of the bands relaxed closely to the thermal values,
but differently quickly depending on the value of the Hund’s splitting. The relaxation times
were found to be in good agreement with values found by linearized Boltzmann equations in
[KRS+18, Bie16]. We furthermore compared the momentum distribution before and after the
excitation and found (in full agreement with our predictions) that momentum at all k values is
transferred by the photoexcitation, which is local in real space.
In order to obtain a more realistic photoexcitation, we next used a wave packet, modeled semi-
classically by the Peierls substitution (see Sec. 3.4.1), as excitation. In this case, a very large
amplitude was necessary to obtain an excitation that persists after the wave packet has left the
system, which would have led to a dielectric breakdown of the material. As we were interested
in an intact solid state, we introduced spin-selective excitations with smaller amplitudes instead.
With this setup, we found in chapter 12 that a long-living charge-density-wave-like pattern
emerges from the initial spin-density-wave-like state for a finite value of the Hund’s splitting. In
the non-interacting case, this behavior follows from the construction of the initial ground state
and the remaining oscillations can be identified from the band structure. In order to find the
long-time behavior of the emerged structure in the case of finite interactions, it is beneficial to
remove the doublon density from the particle density, as shown in Sec. 12.3. There, we argue that
the spreading of the doublons is the main decay channel for the charge-density wave (CDW). By
removing the doublon density, we expect to obtain the CDW amplitude of the long time limit
shortly after the wave packet has left the system.
Concerning experimental realizations, spin-selective excitations might be realizable by polarized
light. The CDW should then be visible in angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)
experiments. Furthermore, it is possible to realize a magnetic pattern in ultracold-gases exper-
iments, and simulate spin-selective excitations by shaking only the lattice of one species. We
showed in Sec. 12.4 that a similarly long-living charge-density-like pattern emerges also in this
case. In materials, however, additional effects like the dynamics of the spin structure and phonons
will eventually destroy the pattern. We expect this to happen on the Frank-Condon time scale,
and therefore expect a lifetime of ∼ ps for the pattern to persist in this context.
Perspective 13.2
In the following sections, we lay out perspectives, applications, and further possible investigations
following the results of this thesis.
Method Development and Quantum Information
As usual, the development is always nearly finished, which means there is still a lot of work
left to be done: Starting from implementing the Trotter time-evolution scheme with swap gates
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[SW10], over applying parallelization schemes [SW13], ending with including higher-precision
linear-algebra packages1. Besides these to-dos and the incessant wish for treating higher-di-
mensional systems, the FSM representation of MPOs enables us to have more flexibility in
the exact creation of operators. Furthermore, a better understanding of further compression
schemes can be developed on the graph level, which might even lead to lossy, but usefully
compressed MPOs. The concept of FSMs can also be generalized to higher-dimensional
tensor networks, e.g., PEPS [VMC08]. In this case, the transition amplitudes get additional
degrees of freedom (‘colors’), corresponding to either transversal or longitudinal auxiliary indices.
The development of the QCS is only the first step into the quantum-information world. As a
next step, it is necessary to show that there are quantum algorithms with low entanglement, and
also that it is possible to obtain valid results from simulations in which the state is truncated.
In order to test this, we need to implement the commonly known algorithms and compare them
to other simulators and real experiments. If our QCS passes those tests, another question arises:
How do we simulate typical error sources? Is it enough to introduce a temperature and include
a probability for the success of every gate application? Or do we need to actually simulate the
radio pulses that are used to modify the qubits, which are realized by Josephson junctions?
Either way, the capability to perform measurements with subsequent projections will become
important soon. Furthermore, a fully interactive version of the QCS is possible and desirable.
In order to simulate the relaxation process of a (light) excitation more realistically it would be
beneficial to be able to treat phonons and therefore bosons in the simulations. Additionally, if
simulations at very low temperatures are required, an imaginary-time evolution becomes neces-
sary that conserves quantum-numbers separately, both in the auxiliary part and in the physical
part.
Photoexcitations
As already mentioned, investigating the photoexcitations in a hypothetical two-dimensional
PCMO model would lead to an even better understanding of the relaxation processes. A feasible
step in that direction would be a ladder, in which the zig-zag chains of a CE structure [WK55]
are represented by weakly coupled chains. Another change in the geometry of the model would
be the change from open-boundary conditions (OBC) to periodic-boundary conditions (PBC),
which can be combined with the ladder into a cylindric model. It would also be helpful to
understand simpler excitations than the Peierls substitution, while still having an excitation
that is local in k-space. This could be realized by a global real-space excitation, e.g., a variant
of Eq. (3.34).
Independent of the applied excitation, further observables would give additional insight into the
properties of the system afterwards. Foremost, the time-dependent optical conductivity, e.g.,
measured with an additional probe pulse, again modeled via the Peierls substitution, could give
answers to questions like: Is there optically driven superconductivity? Does the conductivity
change at all due to the excitation?
A more immediate future investigation is to check our findings for further fillings between 1/4
and 1/2. Also, a more complete overview of the absorption spectrum for different combinations
of interaction strengths and wavelengths could be helpful for experiments.
1For example, http://mplapack.sourceforge.net/ .
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Figure 13.1: Schematic 2D model with CDW connected to a switch and a load. If the switch is closed,
the excited electrons will move through the load and could therefore relax into the less occupied parts of
the system. Note that this is not a realistic calculation, but only a schematic for an idea.
Another question, which leads in the direction of information storage, is: Can we reset the CDW
back to a spin-density wave (SDW)? The simplest approach is exciting the system with another
Peierls pulse that excites the opposite spin species. This would destroy the CDW but would also
decrease the amplitude of the SDW instead of increasing it. As we have increased the energy in
the system, it would be necessary to decrease the energy with some kind of action. One approach
would be to design a load and a switch and connect it to the system as depicted in Fig. 13.1. Of
course, we assume that the job of the load will after some time be done by phonons and thermal
effects, which are neither preventable nor controllable. Nevertheless, a controllable load would,
in this scenario, lead to a very fast, optically driven, volatile memory.
Appendices

Appendix FSMs A
In this appendix, we present the most important finite-state machines (FSMs) used in this thesis.
Entangler FSM A.1
subsection hubbard_entangler
set edges = Id; c_up_hub; c_dagger_up_hub; c_down_hub; c_dagger_down_hub; \
n_up_hub; n_down_hub; n_up_down_hub; n_hub; s_hub
set final_states = F
set initial_states = I
set model = I:Id:I; F:Id:F; \
\
I:phys*c_dagger_up_hub:I_L_D_11_down; I_L_D_11_down:c_dagger_down_hub:IM_D_down; \
I:neg_phys*n_up_hub*c_dagger_up_hub:I_L_D_N1_down; I_L_D_N1_down:c_dagger_down_hub:IM_D_down; \
I:neg_phys*c_dagger_up_hub:I_L_D_1N_down; I_L_D_1N_down:n_down_hub*c_dagger_down_hub:IM_D_down; \
I:2_phys*n_up_hub*c_dagger_up_hub:I_L_D_NN_down; I_L_D_NN_down:n_down_hub*c_dagger_down_hub:IM_D_down; \
\
I:phys*c_dagger_down_hub:I_L_D_11_up; I_L_D_11_up:c_dagger_up_hub:IM_D_up; \
I:neg_phys*n_down_hub*c_dagger_down_hub:I_L_D_N1_up; I_L_D_N1_up:c_dagger_up_hub:IM_D_up; \
I:neg_phys*c_dagger_down_hub:I_L_D_1N_up; I_L_D_1N_up:n_up_hub*c_dagger_up_hub:IM_D_up; \
I:2_phys*n_down_hub*c_dagger_down_hub:I_L_D_NN_up; I_L_D_NN_up:n_up_hub*c_dagger_up_hub:IM_D_up; \
\
IM_D_down:phys*c_up_hub:F_L_11_down; F_L_11_down:c_down_hub:F; \
IM_D_down:neg_phys*c_up_hub*n_up_hub:F_L_N1_down; F_L_N1_down:c_down_hub:F; \
IM_D_down:neg_phys*c_up_hub:F_L_1N_down; F_L_1N_down:c_down_hub*n_down_hub:F; \
IM_D_down :2 _phys*c_up_hub*n_up_hub:F_L_NN_down; F_L_NN_down:c_down_hub*n_down_hub:F; \
\
IM_D_up:phys*c_down_hub:F_L_11_up; F_L_11_up:c_up_hub:F; \
IM_D_up:neg_phys*c_down_hub*n_down_hub:F_L_N1_up; F_L_N1_up:c_up_hub:F; \
IM_D_up:neg_phys*c_down_hub:F_L_1N_up; F_L_1N_up:c_up_hub*n_up_hub:F; \
IM_D_up :2 _phys*c_down_hub*n_down_hub:F_L_NN_up; F_L_NN_up:c_up_hub*n_up_hub:F; \
\
I:phys*c_up_hub:I_L_11_down; I_L_11_down:c_down_hub:IM_down; \
I:neg_phys*c_up_hub*n_up_hub:I_L_N1_down; I_L_N1_down:c_down_hub:IM_down; \
I:neg_phys*c_up_hub:I_L_1N_down; I_L_1N_down:c_down_hub*n_down_hub:IM_down; \
I:2_phys*c_up_hub*n_up_hub:I_L_NN_down; I_L_NN_down:c_down_hub*n_down_hub:IM_down; \
\
I:phys*c_down_hub:I_L_11_up; I_L_11_up:c_up_hub:IM_up; \
I:neg_phys*c_down_hub*n_down_hub:I_L_N1_up; I_L_N1_up:c_up_hub:IM_up; \
I:neg_phys*c_down_hub:I_L_1N_up; I_L_1N_up:c_up_hub*n_up_hub:IM_up; \
I:2_phys*c_down_hub*n_down_hub:I_L_NN_up; I_L_NN_up:c_up_hub*n_up_hub:IM_up; \
\
IM_down:phys*c_dagger_up_hub:F_L_D_11_down; F_L_D_11_down:c_dagger_down_hub:F; \
IM_down:neg_phys*n_up_hub*c_dagger_up_hub:F_L_D_N1_down; F_L_D_N1_down:c_dagger_down_hub:F; \
IM_down:neg_phys*c_dagger_up_hub:F_L_D_1N_down; F_L_D_1N_down:n_down_hub*c_dagger_down_hub:F; \
IM_down :2 _phys*n_up_hub*c_dagger_up_hub:F_L_D_NN_down; F_L_D_NN_down:n_down_hub*c_dagger_down_hub:F; \
\
IM_up:phys*c_dagger_down_hub:F_L_D_11_up; F_L_D_11_up:c_dagger_up_hub:F; \
IM_up:neg_phys*n_down_hub*c_dagger_down_hub:F_L_D_N1_up; F_L_D_N1_up:c_dagger_up_hub:F; \
IM_up:neg_phys*c_dagger_down_hub:F_L_D_1N_up; F_L_D_1N_up:n_up_hub*c_dagger_up_hub:F; \
IM_up:2 _phys*n_down_hub*c_dagger_down_hub:F_L_D_NN_up; F_L_D_NN_up:n_up_hub*c_dagger_up_hub:F; \
\
IM_D_down:Id:IM_D_down; IM_D_up:Id:IM_D_up; IM_down:Id:IM_down; IM_up:Id:IM_up
set nodes = I; F; IM_D_down; IM_D_up; IM_down; IM_up; \
I_L_D_11_down; I_L_D_1N_down; I_L_D_N1_down; I_L_D_NN_down; I_L_D_11_up; I_L_D_1N_up; I_L_D_N1_up; I_L_D_NN_up; \
I_L_11_down; I_L_1N_down; I_L_N1_down; I_L_NN_down; I_L_11_up; I_L_1N_up; I_L_N1_up; I_L_NN_up; \
F_L_11_down; F_L_1N_down; F_L_N1_down; F_L_NN_down; F_L_11_up; F_L_1N_up; F_L_N1_up; F_L_NN_up; \
F_L_D_11_down; F_L_D_1N_down; F_L_D_N1_down; F_L_D_NN_down; F_L_D_11_up; F_L_D_1N_up; F_L_D_N1_up; F_L_D_NN_up
set print_ignore = Id
set weight_functions = phys: {even(position)}; \
neg_phys: {( -1.0) * even(position)}; \
2_phys: {2.0 * even(position)}
end
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Peierls FSM A.2
subsection hubbard_with_peierls
set edges = Id; c_up_hub; c_dagger_up_hub; c_down_hub; c_dagger_down_hub; \
n_up_hub; n_down_hub; n_up_down_hub; n_hub; s_hub
set final_states = F
set initial_states = I
set model = I:Id:I; F:Id:F; \
I:U*n_up_down_hub:F; \
I:t1up*c_up_hub:T_11; T_11:c_dagger_up_hub:F; \
I:t2up*c_dagger_up_hub:T_12; T_12:c_up_hub:F; \
I:t1down*c_down_hub:T_21; T_21:c_dagger_down_hub:F; \
I:t2down*c_dagger_down_hub:T_22; T_22:c_down_hub:F; \
I:even*b_z_up*n_up_hub:B11; B11:Id:F; \
I:even*Id:B12; B12:b_z_up*n_up_hub:F; \
I:even*b_z_down*n_down_hub:B21; B21:Id:F; \
I:even*Id:B22; B22:b_z_down*n_down_hub:F
set nodes = I; F; T_11; T_12; T_21; T_22; U_1; B11; B12; B21; B22
set print_ignore = Id
set weight_functions = U: {U}; even: {even(position)}; \
t1up: {t * exp(( imag_i * e_el * a_lattice * alpha_up) / (2.0 * hbar) * e0 / (k0 * c) * \
if(( em_field ==0), 0.0, 1.0) * \
if(( em_field ==1), (sin(a_lattice * position * k0 - c * k0 * time) \
+ sin(a_lattice * (position + 1) * k0 - c * k0 * time)), 1.0) * \
if(( em_field ==2), (exp(-(a_lattice * position - c * (time - t0))^2/( sigma)^2) \
* sin(a_lattice * position * k0 - c * k0 * time) \
+ exp(-(a_lattice * (position + 1) - c * (time - t0))^2/( sigma)^2) \
* sin(a_lattice * (position + 1) * k0 - c * k0 * time) ), 1.0) \
)}; \
t2up: {-1.0 * t * exp(-(imag_i * e_el * a_lattice * alpha_up) / (2.0 * hbar) * e0 / (k0 * c) * \
if(( em_field ==0), 0.0, 1.0) * \
if(( em_field ==1), (sin(a_lattice * position * k0 - c * k0 * time) \
+ sin(a_lattice * (position + 1) * k0 - c * k0 * time)), 1.0) * \
if(( em_field ==2), (exp(-(a_lattice * position - c * (time - t0))^2/( sigma)^2) \
* sin(a_lattice * position * k0 - c * k0 * time) \
+ exp(-( a_lattice * (position + 1) - c * (time - t0))^2/( sigma)^2) \
* sin(a_lattice * (position + 1) * k0 - c * k0 * time) ), 1.0) \
)}; \
t1down: {t * exp(( imag_i * e_el * a_lattice * alpha_down) / (2.0 * hbar) * e0 / (k0 * c) * \
if(( em_field ==0), 0.0, 1.0) * \
if(( em_field ==1), (sin(a_lattice * position * k0 - c * k0 * time) \
+ sin(a_lattice * (position + 1) * k0 - c * k0 * time)), 1.0) * \
if(( em_field ==2), (exp(-(a_lattice * position - c * (time - t0))^2/( sigma)^2) \
* sin(a_lattice * position * k0 - c * k0 * time) \
+ exp(-( a_lattice * (position + 1) - c * (time - t0))^2/( sigma)^2) \
* sin(a_lattice * (position + 1) * k0 - c * k0 * time) ), 1.0) \
)}; \
t2down: {-1.0 * t * exp(-(imag_i * e_el * a_lattice * alpha_down) / (2.0 * hbar) * e0 / (k0 * c) * \
if(( em_field ==0), 0.0, 1.0) * \
if(( em_field ==1), (sin(a_lattice * position * k0 - c * k0 * time) \
+ sin(a_lattice * (position + 1) * k0 - c * k0 * time)), 1.0) * \
if(( em_field ==2), (exp(-(a_lattice * position - c * (time - t0))^2/( sigma)^2) \
* sin(a_lattice * position * k0 - c * k0 * time) \
+ exp(-( a_lattice * (position + 1) - c * (time - t0))^2/( sigma)^2) \
* sin(a_lattice * (position + 1) * k0 - c * k0 * time) ), 1.0) \
)}; \
b_z_up: {0.5 * (b_z + if(( zeeman_coupling ==1), \
if(( em_field ==1), beta_up * unit_factor * (e0 / c) \
* cos(a_lattice * position * k0 - c * k0 * time), 0.0) + \
if(( em_field ==2), beta_up * unit_factor * (e0 / c) * cos(a_lattice * position * k0 \
- c * k0 * time) * exp(- (position * a_lattice \
- c * (time -t0))^2/( sigma ^2)), 0.0), 0.0) ) }; \
b_z_down: {-0.5 * (b_z + if(( zeeman_coupling ==1), \
if(( em_field ==1), beta_down * unit_factor * (e0 / c) \
* cos(a_lattice * position * k0 - c * k0 * time), 0.0) + \
if(( em_field ==2), beta_down * unit_factor * (e0 / c) \
* cos(a_lattice * position * k0 - c * k0 * time) \
* exp(- (position * a_lattice - c * (time -t0))^2/( sigma ^2)), 0.0), \
0.0) ) }
end
Heisenberg Trotter Gate FSM A.3
subsection trotter_heisenberg
set edges = Id; Sz; Splus; Sminus
set final_states = F
set initial_states = I
set model = I:Id:I; F:Id:F; \
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I:at_i*e12*Splus:A1; A1:Sminus:A2; A2:Sminus:A3; A3:Splus:F; \
I:at_i*e21*Sminus:B1; B1:Splus:B2; B2:Splus:B3; B3:Sminus:F; \
I:at_i*oh*e00*Id:C1; C1:Id:C2; C2:oh*Id:C3; C3:Id:F; I:at_i*e00*Sz:D1; D1:Id:C2; C2:Sz:D3; D3:Id:F; \
I:at_i*oh*e33*Id:E1; E1:Id:E2; E2:oh*Id:E3; E3:Id:F; I:at_i*e33*m1*Sz:F1; F1:Id:E2; E2:m1*Sz:D3; F3:Id:F; \
I:at_i*oh*e11*Id:G1; G1:Id:G2; G2:oh*Id:G3; G3:Id:F; I:at_i*e11*Sz:H1; H1:Id:G2; G2:m1*Sz:H3; H3:Id:F; \
I:at_i*oh*e22*Id:I1; I1:Id:I2; I2:oh*Id:I3; I3:Id:F; I:at_i*e22*m1*Sz:J1; J1:Id:I2; I2:Sz:J3; J3:Id:F;
set nodes = I; F; A1; A2; A3; B1; B2; B3; C1; C2; C3; D1; D3; \
E1; E2; E3; F1; F3; G1; G2; G3; H1; H3; I1; I2; I3; J1; J3
set print_ignore = Id
set weight_functions = m1: { -1.0}; oh: {0.5}; at_i: {if( (position /2.0 == i), 1, 0)}; \
e00: {exp(-imag_i * h/4.0 * dt)}; e33: {exp(-imag_i * h/4.0 * dt)}; \
e11: {(exp(-imag_i * (-D/2.0 - h/4.0) * dt) + exp(-imag_i * (D/2.0 - h/4.0) * dt))/2.0}; \
e22: {(exp(-imag_i * (-D/2.0 - h/4.0) * dt) + exp(-imag_i * (D/2.0 - h/4.0) * dt))/2.0}; \
e12: {(-exp(-imag_i * (-D/2.0 - h/4.0) * dt) + exp(-imag_i * (D/2.0 - h/4.0) * dt))/2.0}; \
e21: {(-exp(-imag_i * (-D/2.0 - h/4.0) * dt) + exp(-imag_i * (D/2.0 - h/4.0) * dt))/2.0}; \
end
Full Two Site Gates FSM A.4
Spin-1/2 A.4.1
subsection full_twosite_op
set edges = Id; Sz; Splus; Sminus
set final_states = F
set initial_states = I
set model = I:Id:I; F:Id:F; \
\
I:at_i*oh*e00*Id:E001; E001:oh*Id:F; I:at_i*oh*e00*Id:E002; E002:Sz:F; \
I:at_i*e00*Sz:E003; E003:oh*Id:F; I:at_i*e00*Sz:E004; E004:Sz:F; \
\
I:at_i*oh*e11*Id:E111; E111:oh*Id:F; I:at_i*oh*e11*Id:E112; E112:m1*Sz:F; \
I:at_i*e11*Sz:E113; E113:oh*Id:F; I:at_i*e11*Sz:E114; E114:m1*Sz:F; \
\
I:at_i*e12*Splus:E121; E121:Sminus:F; I:at_i*e21*Sminus:E211; E211:Splus:F; \
\
I:at_i*oh*e22*Id:E221; E221:oh*Id:F; I:at_i*oh*e22*Id:E222; E222:Sz:F; \
I:at_i*m1*e22*Sz:E223; E223:oh*Id:F; I:at_i*m1*e22*Sz:E224; E224:Sz:F; \
\
I:at_i*oh*e33*Id:E331; E331:oh*Id:F; I:at_i*oh*e33*Id:E332; E332:m1*Sz:F; \
I:at_i*m1*e33*Sz:E333; E333:oh*Id:F; I:at_i*m1*e33*Sz:E334; E334:m1*Sz:F;
set nodes = I; F; \
E001; E002; E003; E004; \
E111; E112; E113; E114; E121; \
E211; E221; E222; E223; E224; \
E331; E332; E333; E334;
set print_ignore = Id
set weight_functions = m1: { -1.0}; oh: {0.5}; at_i: {if( (position == i), 1, 0)}; \
e00:{e00r + e00i * imag_i }; e01: {e01r + e01i * imag_i }; e02: {e02r + e02i * imag_i }; e03: {e03r + e03i * imag_i };\
e10:{e10r + e10i * imag_i }; e11: {e11r + e11i * imag_i }; e12: {e12r + e12i * imag_i }; e13: {e13r + e13i * imag_i };\
e20:{e20r + e20i * imag_i }; e21: {e21r + e21i * imag_i }; e22: {e22r + e22i * imag_i }; e23: {e23r + e23i * imag_i };\
e30:{e30r + e30i * imag_i }; e31: {e31r + e31i * imag_i }; e32: {e32r + e32i * imag_i }; e33: {e33r + e33i * imag_i };
end
Fermionic A.4.2
subsection full_twosite_op
set edges = Id; c_dagger_up_hub; c_up_hub; c_dagger_down_hub; c_down_hub; s_hub; \
n_hub; n_up_down_hub; n_up_hub; n_down_hub
set final_states = F
set initial_states = I
set model = I:Id:I; F:Id:F; \
\
I:at_i*e00*Id:E000; E000:Id:F; I:at_i*e00*Id:E001; E001:m1*n_hub:F; I:at_i*e00*Id:E002; E002:n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e00*m1*n_hub:E003; E003:Id:F; I:at_i*e00*m1*n_hub:E004; E004:m1*n_hub:F;
I:at_i*e00*m1*n_hub:E005; E005:n_up_down_hub:F; I:at_i*e00*n_up_down_hub:E006; E006:Id:F;\
I:at_i*e00*n_up_down_hub:E007; E007:m1*n_hub:F; I:at_i*e00*n_up_down_hub:E008; E008:n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e11*Id:E110; E110:n_up_hub:F; I:at_i*e11*Id:E111; E111:m1*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e11*m1*n_hub:E112; E112:n_up_hub:F; I:at_i*e11*m1*n_hub:E113; E113:m1*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e11*n_up_down_hub:E114; E114:n_up_hub:F; I:at_i*e11*n_up_down_hub:E115; E115:m1*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e22*Id:E220; E220:n_down_hub:F; I:at_i*e22*Id:E221; E221:m1*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e22*m1*n_hub:E222; E222:n_down_hub:F; I:at_i*e22*m1*n_hub:E223; E223:m1*n_up_down_hub:F;\
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I:at_i*e22*n_up_down_hub:E224; E224:n_down_hub:F; I:at_i*e22*n_up_down_hub:E225; E225:m1*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e33*Id:E330; E330:n_up_down_hub:F; I:at_i*e33*m1*n_hub:E331; E331:n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e33*n_up_down_hub:E332; E332:n_up_down_hub:F; I:at_i*e44*n_up_hub:E440; E440:Id:F;\
I:at_i*e44*n_up_hub:E441; E441:m1*n_hub:F; I:at_i*e44*n_up_hub:E442; E442:n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e44*m1*n_up_down_hub:E443; E443:Id:F; I:at_i*e44*m1*n_up_down_hub:E444; E444:m1*n_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e44*m1*n_up_down_hub:E445; E445:n_up_down_hub:F; I:at_i*e55*n_up_hub:E550; E550:n_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e55*n_up_hub:E551; E551:m1*n_up_down_hub:F; I:at_i*e55*m1*n_up_down_hub:E552; E552:n_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e55*m1*n_up_down_hub:E553; E553:m1*n_up_down_hub:F; I:at_i*e66*n_up_hub:E660; E660:n_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e66*n_up_hub:E661; E661:m1*n_up_down_hub:F; I:at_i*e66*m1*n_up_down_hub:E662; E662:n_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e66*m1*n_up_down_hub:E663; E663:m1*n_up_down_hub:F; I:at_i*e77*n_up_hub:E770; E770:n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e77*m1*n_up_down_hub:E771; E771:n_up_down_hub:F; I:at_i*e88*n_down_hub:E880; E880:Id:F;\
I:at_i*e88*n_down_hub:E881; E881:m1*n_hub:F; I:at_i*e88*n_down_hub:E882; E882:n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e88*m1*n_up_down_hub:E883; E883:Id:F; I:at_i*e88*m1*n_up_down_hub:E884; E884:m1*n_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e88*m1*n_up_down_hub:E885; E885:n_up_down_hub:F; I:at_i*e99*n_down_hub:E990; E990:n_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e99*n_down_hub:E991; E991:m1*n_up_down_hub:F; I:at_i*e99*m1*n_up_down_hub:E992; E992:n_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e99*m1*n_up_down_hub:E993; E993:m1*n_up_down_hub:F; I:at_i*eAA*n_down_hub:EAA0; EAA0:n_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*eAA*n_down_hub:EAA1; EAA1:m1*n_up_down_hub:F; I:at_i*eAA*m1*n_up_down_hub:EAA2; EAA2:n_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*eAA*m1*n_up_down_hub:EAA3; EAA3:m1*n_up_down_hub:F; I:at_i*eBB*n_down_hub:EBB0; EBB0:n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*eBB*m1*n_up_down_hub:EBB1; EBB1:n_up_down_hub:F; I:at_i*eCC*n_up_down_hub:ECC0; ECC0:Id:F;\
I:at_i*eCC*n_up_down_hub:ECC1; ECC1:m1*n_hub:F; I:at_i*eCC*n_up_down_hub:ECC2; ECC2:n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*eDD*n_up_down_hub:EDD0; EDD0:n_up_hub:F; I:at_i*eDD*n_up_down_hub:EDD1; EDD1:m1*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*eEE*n_up_down_hub:EEE0; EEE0:n_down_hub:F; I:at_i*eEE*n_up_down_hub:EEE1; EEE1:m1*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*eFF*n_up_down_hub:EFF0; EFF0:n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e14*c_up_hub*n_up_hub:E140; E140:c_dagger_up_hub*Id:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e14*c_up_hub*n_up_hub:E141; E141:m1*c_dagger_up_hub*n_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e14*m1*c_up_hub*n_up_down_hub:E142; E142:c_dagger_up_hub*Id:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e14*m1*c_up_hub*n_up_down_hub:E143; E143:m1*c_dagger_up_hub*n_down_hub:F;
I:at_i*e41*c_dagger_up_hub*Id:E410; E410:c_up_hub*n_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e41*c_dagger_up_hub*Id:E411; E411:m1*c_up_hub*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e41*m1*c_dagger_up_hub*n_down_hub:E412; E412:c_up_hub*n_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e41*m1*c_dagger_up_hub*n_down_hub:E413; E413:m1*c_up_hub*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e28*c_down_hub*n_down_hub:E280; E280:c_dagger_down_hub*Id:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e28*c_down_hub*n_down_hub:E281; E281:m1*c_dagger_down_hub*n_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e28*m1*c_down_hub*n_up_down_hub:E282; E282:c_dagger_down_hub*Id:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e28*m1*c_down_hub*n_up_down_hub:E283; E283:m1*c_dagger_down_hub*n_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e82*c_dagger_down_hub*Id:E820; E820:c_down_hub*n_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e82*c_dagger_down_hub*Id:E821; E821:m1*c_down_hub*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e82*m1*c_dagger_down_hub*n_up_hub:E822; E822:c_down_hub*n_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e82*m1*c_dagger_down_hub*n_up_hub:E823; E823:m1*c_down_hub*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e36*c_up_hub*n_up_hub:E360; E360:c_dagger_up_hub*n_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e36*m1*c_up_hub*n_up_down_hub:E361; E361:c_dagger_up_hub*n_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e63*c_dagger_up_hub*Id:E630; E630:c_up_hub*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e63*m1*c_dagger_up_hub*n_down_hub:E631; E631:c_up_hub*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e39*c_down_hub*n_down_hub:E390; E390:c_dagger_down_hub*n_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e39*m1*c_down_hub*n_up_down_hub:E391; E391:c_dagger_down_hub*n_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e93*c_dagger_down_hub*Id:E930; E930:c_down_hub*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e93*m1*c_dagger_down_hub*n_up_hub:E931; E931:c_down_hub*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e3C*c_down_hub*c_up_hub:E3C0; E3C0:c_dagger_down_hub*c_dagger_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*eC3*c_dagger_down_hub*c_dagger_up_hub:EC30; EC30:c_down_hub*c_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e69*c_dagger_down_hub*c_up_hub:E690; E690:c_dagger_up_hub*c_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*e96*c_dagger_up_hub*c_down_hub:E960; E960:c_dagger_down_hub*c_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e6C*c_down_hub*n_up_down_hub:E6C0; E6C0:c_dagger_down_hub*Id:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e6C*c_down_hub*n_up_down_hub:E6C1; E6C1:m1*c_dagger_down_hub*n_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*eC6*c_dagger_down_hub*n_up_hub:EC60; EC60:c_down_hub*n_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*eC6*c_dagger_down_hub*n_up_hub:EC61; EC61:m1*c_down_hub*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e7D*c_down_hub*n_up_down_hub:E7D0; E7D0:c_dagger_down_hub*n_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*eD7*c_dagger_down_hub*n_up_hub:ED70; ED70:c_down_hub*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e9C*c_up_hub*n_up_down_hub:E9C0; E9C0:c_dagger_up_hub*Id:F;\
I:at_i*m1*e9C*c_up_hub*n_up_down_hub:E9C1; E9C1:m1*c_dagger_up_hub*n_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*eC9*c_dagger_up_hub*n_down_hub:EC90; EC90:c_up_hub*n_up_hub:F;\
I:at_i*eC9*c_dagger_up_hub*n_down_hub:EC91; EC91:m1*c_up_hub*n_up_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*m1*eBE*c_up_hub*n_up_down_hub:EBE0; EBE0:c_dagger_up_hub*n_down_hub:F;\
I:at_i*eEB*c_dagger_up_hub*n_down_hub:EEB0; EEB0:c_up_hub*n_up_down_hub:F;
set nodes = I; F; \
E000; E001; E002; E003; E004; E005; E006; E007; E008; E110; E111; E112; E113; E114; E115; E220; E221; E222; E223;\
E224; E225; E330; E331; E332; E440; E441; E442; E443; E444; E445; E550; E551; E552; E553; E660; E661; E662; E663;\
E770; E771; E880; E881; E882; E883; E884; E885; E990; E991; E992; E993; EAA0; EAA1; EAA2; EAA3; EBB0; EBB1; ECC0;\
ECC1; ECC2; EDD0; EDD1; EEE0; EEE1; EFF0; E140; E141; E142; E143; E410; E411; E412; E413; E280; E281; E282; E283;\
E820; E821; E822; E823; E360; E361; E630; E631; E390; E391; E930; E931; E3C0; EC30; E690; E960; E6C0; E6C1; EC60;\
EC61; E7D0; ED70; E9C0; E9C1; EC90; EC91; EBE0; EEB0;
set print_ignore = Id
set weight_functions = m1: { -1.0}; oh: {0.5}; at_i: {if( (position == i), 1, 0)}; \
e00: {e00r + e00i*imag_i }; e11: {e11r + e11i*imag_i }; e14: {e14r + e14i*imag_i }; e22: {e22r + e22i*imag_i };\
e28: {e28r + e28i*imag_i }; e33: {e33r + e33i*imag_i }; e36: {e36r + e36i*imag_i }; e39: {e39r + e39i*imag_i };\
e3C: {e3Cr + e3Ci*imag_i }; e41: {e41r + e41i*imag_i }; e44: {e44r + e44i*imag_i }; e55: {e55r + e55i*imag_i };\
e63: {e63r + e63i*imag_i }; e66: {e66r + e66i*imag_i }; e69: {e69r + e69i*imag_i }; e6C: {e6Cr + e6Ci*imag_i };\
e77: {e77r + e77i*imag_i }; e7D: {e7Dr + e7Di*imag_i }; e82: {e82r + e82i*imag_i }; e88: {e88r + e88i*imag_i };\
e93: {e93r + e93i*imag_i }; e96: {e96r + e96i*imag_i }; e99: {e99r + e99i*imag_i }; e9C: {e9Cr + e9Ci*imag_i };\
eAA: {eAAr + eAAi*imag_i }; eBB: {eBBr + eBBi*imag_i }; eBE: {eBEr + eBEi*imag_i }; eC3: {eC3r + eC3i*imag_i };\
eC6: {eC6r + eC6i*imag_i }; eC9: {eC9r + eC9i*imag_i }; eCC: {eCCr + eCCi*imag_i }; eD7: {eD7r + eD7i*imag_i };\
eDD: {eDDr + eDDi*imag_i }; eEB: {eEBr + eEBi*imag_i }; eEE: {eEEr + eEEi*imag_i }; eFF: {eFFr + eFFi*imag_i };
end
Heisenberg Trotter Gate B
In this appendix, we present some code snippets used for the Trotter-time-evolution in Sec. 10.4.5.
Exact Heisenberg Trotter Gate B.1
In this part of App. B, we show the Mathematica code to obtain the operator for a single
Trotter-time-evolution step.
H = {{Jz, 0, 0, 0}, {0, -Jz, J, 0}, {0, J, -Jz , 0}, {0, 0, 0, Jz}}
d = DiagonalMatrix[Eigenvalues[H]]
d = MatrixExp[-I d dt]
U = Eigenvectors[H]
Transpose[U].d.U
Numeric Heisenberg Trotter Gate B.2
int main(int argc , char* argv [])
{
typedef SciPAL :: CudaComplex <double > T;
T imag_i (0.0, 1.0);
unsigned int systemsize = 16;
double timestepwidth = 0.01;
double time = 0.0;
unsigned int timesteps = 1500;
int initial_exc = 5;
std::vector <T> J(systemsize);
std::vector <T> Jz(systemsize);
std::vector <T> hz(systemsize);
for (unsigned int i = 0; i < systemsize; i++)
{
J[i] = 1.0;
Jz[i] = 0.0;
hz[i] = 0.0;
}
auto meas = [&]
{
std::cout << "meas␣Sz[];\ nperf␣write[obs ,Sz];" << std::endl;
};
auto apply_bond = [&] (double dt, unsigned int i)
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{
unsigned int n_rows = 4, n_cols = 4;
SciPAL ::Matrix <T, blas > h(n_rows , n_cols);
SciPAL ::Matrix <T, blas > D(n_rows , n_cols);
SciPAL ::Vector <double , blas > e_val(n_rows);
SciPAL ::Matrix <T, blas > tmp(n_rows , n_cols);
T half_i = (i==0) ? 1.0 : 0.5;
T half_ipo = ((i+1)==( systemsize -1)) ? 1.0 : 0.5;
/// Build up bond matrix
h(0, 0, Jz[i]*0.25 + half_i*hz[i]*0.5 + half_ipo*hz[i+1]*0.5);
h(1, 1, -Jz[i]*0.25 + half_i*hz[i]*0.5 - half_ipo*hz[i+1]*0.5);
h(1, 2, J[i]*0.5);
h(2, 1, J[i]*0.5);
h(2, 2, -Jz[i]*0.25 - half_i*hz[i]*0.5 + half_ipo*hz[i+1]*0.5);
h(3, 3, Jz[i]*0.25 - half_i*hz[i]*0.5 - half_ipo*hz[i+1]*0.5);
lapack ::Eigen(h, e_val);
for (unsigned d = 0; d < 4; d++)
D(d, d, exp(-e_val[d] * dt * imag_i));
tmp = h * D;
D = tmp * SciPAL :: adjoint(h);
std::cout << "app␣full_twosite_op[" << i << "," << std::flush;
for (unsigned int c = 0; c < n_cols; c++)
for (unsigned int r = 0; r < n_rows; r++)
std::cout << SciPAL ::real(D(r, c)) << ","
<< SciPAL ::imag(D(r, c))
<< ((r==n_rows -1 && c==n_cols -1)?"];\n":",")
<< std::flush;
};
auto even = [&] (double dt)
{
for (unsigned int i = 0; i < systemsize -1; i += 2)
{
apply_bond(dt, i);
}
};
auto odd = [&] (double dt)
{
for (unsigned int i = 1; i < systemsize -1; i += 2)
{
apply_bond(dt, i);
}
};
auto first_order_trotter_step = [&] (double dt)
{
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even(dt);
odd(dt);
time += dt;
};
auto second_order_trotter_step = [&] (double dt)
{
even(dt*0.5);
odd(dt);
even(dt*0.5);
time += dt;
};
auto fourth_order_trotter_step = [&] (double dt)
{
double A = 4.0 - std::pow(4.0, 1.0/3.0);
even (1.0/(2.0 * A) * dt);
odd (1.0/A * dt);
even (1.0/A * dt);
odd (1.0/A * dt);
even((A - 3.0) /(2.0 * A) * dt);
odd((A - 4.0)/A * dt);
even((A - 3.0) /(2.0 * A) * dt);
odd (1.0/A * dt);
even (1.0/A * dt);
odd (1.0/A * dt);
even (1.0/(2.0 * A) * dt);
time += dt;
};
std::cout << "app␣X[" << initial_exc << "];" << std::endl;
meas();
for (unsigned int t = 0; t < timesteps; t++)
{
second_order_trotter_step(timestepwidth);
meas();
std::cout << std::endl;
}
}
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